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1 Introduction

A teacher and her ninth-grade students have for several days been discussing
Dickens's Great Expectations. The discussion has been slow and sometimes
tedious; the students are quite clearly bored. Hoping to find a new way to
approach the discussion, the teacher takes a moment to ask her students how
they feel about the way things have been going:

Teacher: . .. So let's take a moment to talk about how our discussions
have been working lately.
Terry: I don't know how anybody else feels, but I do not like picking
apart a book. We could spend an entire period on just one page. It just
makes the book a lot less enjoyable.
Jenny: Yeah, this isn't a lab or something.
Teacher: Putting it under the microscope.
Brian: Yeah, that's true, because it gets sort of boring after a while. I read
it and I understand it and then, but why do we have to go over it?
Teacher: All right, some of you understand and want to get on with it and
others find the discussion helps in understanding. Tony, something you
want to add?
Tony: I just don't care for the book. I think it's boring.
Teacher: 'rcu're not pleased with the book.
Tony: And doing it over and over and over again doesn't help.
Teacher: That's enough. All right. I hear you, and we'll see what we can
do about it. But for today, let's go on precisely the way we were....

In many ways the studies we report in this book are an attempt to under-
stand what has happened in this brief classroom episode. Why have the
discussions so far taken the particular shape they have? Why do the students
find them boring? Why, in spite of everyone's frustration, does the teacher
decide to go on "precisely the way we were"? What other ways of proceeding
might be available to her?

To explore these questions, we undertook a series of studies examining the
ways in which people talk about literature in a variety of contexts. Our
purpose in this book is to describe as fully as we can how discussions of
literature proceed, to explore the intentions and expectations of those who
participate in such discussions, and to use our analyses as the basis of a
consideration of what constitutes effective instruction. We hope that our
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2 The Language of Interpretation

efforts will provoke conversations among teachers as they reflect upon their
practice and that they will provide one point of departure for future study of
the teaching and learning of literature. Although we focus primarily on the
kinds of discussions that take place in school, we are interested as well in talk
about literature that takes place outside the classroom and, more generally, in
how talk about literature helps shape participants' response to the texts that
they read.

A full-scale study of the language that readers use to discuss literature
seems especially relevant now as work in both reading and literary theory has
converged on the concept of "constructive processes" in describing the act of
reading. Though drawing from a variety of theoretical perspectives, this
research has explained the process of reading as a transaction between the
language on the page and the purposes, expectations, and prior knowledge of
the reader. Given this model, it seems important to ask if and how discussions
of literature help shape reader-text transactions by fostering specific ways of
talking and thinking about texts. As Bruner and Olson (1980) have argued,
knowledge is acquired through activity; in their aphorism, by sitting on chairs,
we learn both about "chairs" and about "sitting." By the same token, talking
about literature may provide readers with knowledge about literature. But it
will also provide knowledge about the conventional ways of talking about
literature: the language, questions, and responses that are thought to be appro-
priate in given contexts and those that are thought to be less so. Discussions
of literature, in other words, may constitute a kind of tacit curriculum in
conventional modes of literary knowledgea curriculum about which we
know very little.

Literature and Schooling

The study of literature in school has from the start been marked by tensions
concerning the kinds of conventions that ought to prevail and about the kinds
of literary knowledge teachers ought to foster. As early as 1892, Professor
Francis March, in an address to the Modern Language Association, noted that
the young profession was

having an outcry ... against stopping to study particular passages in
literature, urging rapid emotional reading, the seeking to produce love of
reading rather than knowledge of bookslove of reading all the new
magazines. ] suppose, and newspapers, and novels ... instead of spend-
ing days and nights with the great authors.... Professors who aim at the
highest usefulness and the most honored position must labor to give
profound knowledge and excite lasting love of peat books and devotion
to great thoughts.... Their literary studies must he mainly upon great
authors. (1893, p. 27)

0
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March's representation of professional divisions in the teaching of litera-
ture seems remarkably clear. On the one hand are the close reading of particu-
lar passages, "profound knowledge," "lasting love," and "great books." On
the other hand are "rapid emotional reading," "love of reading," and "new

magazines . .. newspapers, and novels." The representation places a knowl-
edge of books in conflict with a love of books, careful reading in conflict with
emotional reading, literature that has lasted in conflict with literature that is

new. March left little doubt as to where his own loyalties lay, but his descrip-
tion of tensions already present in the teaching of literature one hundred years
ago foreshadowed the kinds of debates that have continued ever since.

The year 1938 marked a turning point in those debates, for in that year two
books that were to have an enormous impact on the teaching of literature were
published. The first of these was Understanding Poetn; Cleanth Brooks and
Robert Penn Warren's seminal collection of poetry and critical commentary
that is usually cited as one of the anchoring documents of the New Criticism.
In Understanding Poetry, Brooks and Warren laid out a set of principles that,

in their view, should guide the reading and analysis of literature. In the book's
opening statementa statement they frame a "Letter to the Teacher"
Brooks and Warren forwarded an approach that helped to shape the teaching

of literature for decades to follow:

This hook has been conceived on the assumption that if poetry is worth
teaching at all, it is worth teaching as poetry. The poem in itself ...
remains finally the object for study. One must grasp the poem as a literary
construct before it can offer any real illumination as a document. [In the
teaching of literature] the treatment should he concrete and inductive,
[and] the poem should he treated as an organic system of relationships.
(pp. iv-xv)

With words such as "organic," "concrete," "construct," and "object,"
Brooks and Warren provided a vocabulary for discussing literature and the

teaching of literature that emphasized literature's formal, objective charac-

teristics and that deemphasized the importance of both the author and the
reader. They were attempting, in other words, to construct an intellectually
coherent and systematically objective method for reading and teaching

textsa method that would produce accurate, sound, defensible interpreta-
tions. Drawing heavily from the positivistic assumptions of the natural sci-

ences, Brooks and Warren were trying to make the study of texts similar to the
study of other phenomena. If texts are defined as objective, organic con-
structs, then close reading can be defined as the detached, objective analysis
of those constructs. Studying literature, in this view, can be understood as

compai able to studying biology or physics. The object of study is different, of
course, but the methodthe close, inductive investigation of parts and
wholesis similar. Poetry, Brooks and Warren argued, is not at all like

1 1



4 The Language of Interpretation

scientific writing; but criticism of poetry should probably aim for the same
kind of clear-headed, objective analysis that we find in the best scientific
inquiry.

It was, and it remains, a powerful argument. But it was only the first of two
important statements about the teaching of literature that were to appear in
1938. The second was Louise Rosenblatt's Literature as Exploration. A dis-
ciple of John Dewey, Rosenblatt was writing at a time when progressive
thought about education was rich and lively, and she opened her book with a
very different agenda from that of Brooks and Warren. "In a turbulent age,"
she wrote,

our schools and colleges must prepare the student to meet unprecedented
and unpredictable problems. He needs to understand himself; he needs to
work out harmonious relationships with other people. He must achieve a
philosophy, an inner center from which to view in perspective the shift-
ing society about him; he will influence for good or ill its future devel-
opment. Any knowledge about man and society that schools can give him
should be assimilated into the stream of his actual life. (p. 3)

Whereas Brooks and Warren open their volume with a discussion of what
poetry is, Rosenblatt begins hers with a discussion of what students need.
Whereas Brooks and Warren are at pains to say what a text is so that we might
bring ourselves into a proper relationship with it, Rosenblatt is at pains to say
who students are so that texts may be brought into proper relationship with
them. For Rosenblatt, reading literature is not objective analysis, but an
exploration, a process, an experience in which readers draw upon their own
histories, their own emotions, in order to, quite literally, make sense of the
text. Meaning for Rosenblatt is not found in the text; it is made by the reader
in transaction with the text.

These transactions, these efforts to make sense of texts, will result in
different readings from different readers, making arguments about the objec-
tive meaning of a text problematic, and making certainty about those mean-
ings virtually impossible. A classroom emphasizing such transactions would
be one in which readings are shared and explored and where students and
tt !chers develop their associations with each other as well as with the texts
under study. It would be a classroom, in other words, that would model the
kind of democratic community that Dewey hoped to foster. Rosenblatt's
perspective is clearly very different from that offered by Brooks and Warren
s() different, in fact, that we may be surprised that the two perspectives were
articulated in the very same year. That they were suggests that the professional
tensions described by Francis March in his 1892 MLA address had not been
resolved even fifty years after the event.

Those tensions remained, of course, but after 1938 and most especially
after 1945, when the universities were tlooded with returning soldiers, the
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Infroduc non 5

assumptions and critical procedures proposed by Brooks and Warren under
the rubric of the New Criticism gained a nearly universal ascendancy in

schools. Those assumptions and procedures were supported in part by the

enormous prestige enjoyed by the natural sciences in mid-century and by the
influence of the scientific method on almost every discipline. But what made
the New Criticism so successful was not simply its implicit identification with

scientific objectivity. Its case was helped enormously by the fact that it
worked in classrooms (Ohmann, 1976; Eagleton, 1983; Graff, 1990). Students
could be trained to do close readings, and they did not have to spend yearn
examining the life of the author or the historical period of the text to do so.

What was important about literature, the New Critics argued, was in the text.

It was there for anyone to read, and almost anyone could be taught to do so.
The New Criticism, then, was not just scientific, it was, in its own way,

democratic: almost anyone could be taught to do a close reading. Perhapsjust

as important for its popularity in schools, close reading in the New Critical
tradition was a skill that could be evaluated. Readings could be judged as
good, bad, or indifferent by a clear criterion of accuracyby how adequately
those readings accounted for the objective reality of the text itself. In a sense,
then, the New Criticism mapped so neatly onto some of the conventions of
schooling that it almost seemed as if the two had been made for each other.

The New Criticism was not jest a way of reading literature, it was a way of
teaching literature, and, at least through the 1960s, the kinds of critical
procedures proposed by literary scholars and the kinds of instructional proce-
dures practiced by literature teachers shared a set of assumptions that effec-

tively governed the production and consumption of knowledge in literary

studies.
That set of shared assumptions among scholars and teachers has begun to

unravel in the last two decades as reader-oriented developments in literary
theory have brought into question many of the premises of the New Criticism.

As Mailloux (1982) has argued, such reader-oriented critics

focus on readers in the act of reading. Some examine individual readers
through psychological observations and participation; others discuss
reading corrmunities through philosophical speculation and literary in-

tuition.... All share the ... assumption that it is impossible to separate
perceiver from perceived, subject from object. Thus they reject the text's
autonomy, its absolute separateness, in favor of its dependence on the
reader's creation or participation. Perception is viewed as interpretive;
reading is not the discovery of meaning but the creation of it. Reader-
response criticism replaces examinations of a text in-and-of-itself with
discussions of the reading process, the "interaction" of reader and text.
(p. 20)

By focusing on the reader and the text in transaction, rather than on the
"text-in-and-of itself," reader-response theorists have raised a range of new

I3



6 The Language of Interpretation

questions about how literary texts can be known. The questions address.
among others, issues of gender (Fetterley, 1978; Tompkins, 1985), ethnicity
(Gates, 1988; Lee, 1993), psychology (Bleich, 1975; Holland, 1975), and
culture (Fish, 1980; Scholes, 1985). If readers are actively involved in the
construction of literary meaning, then readers and the contexts surrounding
readers are as important to the literary transaction as the texts to which the
readers are responding. The most basic critical question in this view is not
"What does this text mean?" bw "How can this text be read?" and the answer
to that question will depend ultimately on who is doing the reading and on
what makes up the context of reading.

Language in the Classroom

One of the most important contexts in which students learn how to read texts,
of course, is the classroom. And in the classroom, readings are shaped primar-
ily through discussion. If we are to understand what students are learning
about literature, then, we must understand the nature of classroom discussion.

At least two traditions of scholarship have examined classroom talk. The
first has provided detailed and consistent descriptions of how classroom talk
proceeds. Beginning with Flanders's (Amidon & Flanders, 1963) use of "in-
teraction analysis" in the early 1960s and extending through a range of studies
in a variety of instructional settings (Barnes, 1969; Bellack, Kleibard, Hyman,
& Smith, 1966; Cazden, 1988; Mehan, 1979; Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975), this
tradition has characterized classroom talk as a linguistic register with very
specific conventions. In brief, discourse in classrooms seems to move fairly
consistently in a three-turn pattern of teacher questionstudent response
teacher evaluation, a pattern Mehan (1979) described as initiation, response,
evaluation (I/R/E). The questions tend to be closed rather than open, inviting
factual or literal answers rather than answers requiring extensive reasoning or
evaluation. Teachers provide the structure for discussions, orchestrating be-
ginnings, conclusions, and topic shifts. In general, as Barnes (1969) has
argued, such patterns suggest strongly that a "transmission model" of teaching
and learning prevails in schools, with teachers providing the information that
students are to absorb, and with students allowed little room to bring theirown
knowledge or langu4,; to bear on that information.

The transmission model of communication, with its assumption that a
message can move intact from a sender to a passive receiver, is problematic if
not naive In focusing on the message and the sender, it ignores the construc-
tive way in which people interpret messages. If Rosenblatt is right in arguing
that the reader's or receiver's characteristics affect the way in which meaning
is constructed from texts and messages, then the transmission model badly
underestimates the activity of the receiver in making sense of a message.

14
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Nonetheless, as countless observers of classrooms have noted (e g , Dillon

& Searle, 1981; Good lad, 1984; Nystrand & Gamoran, 1991a), the transmis-

sion model prevails in American schools. A different perspective, however,

has offered a powerful framework for understanding how talk may come to

shape students' knowledge of the subjects they study in school, including

literature. The work of Bakhtin (1981, 1984, 1986), Berger and Luckmann

(1966), Vygotsky (1978, 1986), Wertsch (1985, 1991), and others has for-

warded a view of learning that stresses the social influences on the ways in

which people think. This view sees thinking as being shaped by the environ-

ment in which an individual develops, with language being among the pri-

mary mediators of learning in the environment. In most societies, language

plays a crucial mediating role in the ways people internalize the norms,

categories, patterns of thought, and values of a culture. Stated simply, in most

cultures people learn how to think by listening to--and participating inthe
ways in which the people around them talk.

In school, people talk in very particular ways. Schools are among the

settings "where certain patterns of speaking and thinking are easier, or come

to be viewed as more appropriate ... than others" (Wertsch, 1991, p. 38).

Bakhtin (1986) refers to these more appropriate patterns of speaking and

thinking as "speech genres" and says that they become "privileged," or widely

and perhaps dogmatically accepted as the "right" way of communicating in

particular settings.
What these language theorists have made clear is the stakes of the game.

In studying classroom discourse, we are studying more than just recitation

patterns; we are studying the processes through which the participants learn

and perpetuate appropriate ways of knowing in classrooms. And what happens

in classrooms affects for many students their sense of self-worth, their pros-

pects for future success in school and cr.reer, and their belief in the value of

formal learning.

The Project

Our studies of discussions of literature, then, proceed from the instructional

challenges presented by new, reader-oriented developments in literary theory

and from powerful models of learning that may enable us to develop richer

and more deeply reasoned portraits of the complex relationships between
thinking and speaking. We believe strongly that the models of teaching litera-

ture that have prevailed in schools for almost half a century must be reimagi-

ned in light of new theory and new scholarship and that a clear view of current

practice may be a helpful place to begin that larger project. As we explain in

the next chapter, we have brought together our research in three complemen-

tary areas in order to help begin that portrait.

1 5



2 A Description of the Project

Our studies examine the nature of talk about literature in three contexts:
(1) teacher-led large groups. (2) teacher-orchestrated small groups, and,
(3) adults and adolescents talking about literature outside classrooms. We
have chosen to study talk about literature in these settings because they
represent, we think, the most likely contexts in which discussions of literature
will take place.

Three central questions guided our research:

1. What are the basic patterns of talk about literature in these three
contexts?

2. What assumptions about teaching, learning, language, and literature
inform that talk?

3. What are the important similarities and differences in the patterns of
talk and in the purposes for talk in these three contexts?

Though each of our studies addresses these questions, our monograph
differs from most in NCTE's Research Report series in that our studies were
not conceived together as related elements of a unified project. Rather, as our
understanding of discourse evolved, we began to recognize the connections
among our research interests. Before we detail the studies we will be present-
ing, therefore, it seems to us worthwhile to take a short detour to explain how
we brought our work together.

Beginnings

Jim Marshall's studies of large-group discussions of literature are an out-
growth of interests he developed while doing his dissertation and provided in
many ways the impetus for the other studies we report. Jim's dissertation
(Marshall, 1987) details how the language of the classroom affects the nature
of students' written and oral response,. Jim undertook the studies we report in
Chapter 3 to take a more comprehensive look at the language of literary
interpretation as practiced in schools and what the effects of that language
might be. With a grant from the Center for the Learning and Teaching of
Literature at SUNY-lbany, he spent a summer with six teacher-researchers,

1 G



A Descnphon of the Project 9

who were themselves studying classroom discussions Working from inter-

views with teachers and students and from transcripts of classroom discus-
sions, Jim developed the coding system that we have adopted here. His
experiences revealed to him a number of tensions that seem to inform class-

room discussions and the teaching of literature more generally, tensions that
led him to pursue his research on literary discourse in further studies.

Michael Smith first heard Jim present his work at the Midwinter Confer-

ence of the Assembly for Research. This conference is different from most in
its small size (usually fewer than one hundred people attend) and in its
emphasis on conversation (at several times during the conference the speakers

and audience break out into discussion groups to talk about the papers the
speakers have presented). Often conversations begun in these groups spill

over into other venues as conference participants share meals or drinks. After
hearing Jim's presentation, Michael was struck by how the intellectual en-

gagement and enjoyment that characterized the talk among adults at the
conference was so often absent in the discussions Jim had studied. Although

classrooms and conferences are decidedly different contexts, noting that con-

trast inspired Michael to look outside classrooms for settings that might
provide teachers an alternative model for talk about texts. And because he
wanted to be able to compare those discussions to the ones Jim studied, it
made sense for him to use the same method of analysis.

Jim became aware of Peter Smagorinsky's research on the relationship
between teacher-led and small-group discussions of literature when he re-
viewed a grant proposal that Peter had written. Peter's research built on Jim's

work by looking at one alternative to teacher-led discussions that Jim had
recommendedsmall-group discussionsto investigate the extent to which

they foster different types of discourse than characteristically occur in teacher-

led discussions. Peter chose to adopt Jim's method of data analysis to enable

him to situate his findings in a larger context. Because the value of small
groups was a point of discussion in the high school where Peter was teaching,
he enlisted several of his colleagues to join him in a teacher-research project
that examined how students talked in large- and small-group settings, with

particular attention to the relationships among the patterns of discourse be-

tween the two settings.
So although our studies were originally developed to be reported sepa-

rately, they are all informed by the beliefs we articulate in Chapter 1 and use
the same method of analysis. In that the three of us were friends to begin with

and looked forward to the opportunity to learn more about our work by
bringing it together, we decided to write this book. The studies are not,
however. cut from exactly the same cloth. Jim's study is a comprehensive
analysis of large-group discussions, while Peter's and Michael's studies are
exploratory and consequently smaller in scope. Jim's and Michael's studies
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include interview data and Peter's does not, in part because Peter would need
to have interviewed himself in order to include such a component in his study;
and though the is often accused of talking to himself, he thought it wise not to
make such conversations public. Consequently, there will be some differences
in the ways the studies are reported. As we have said, however, we believe the
relationships among the studies diminish the problems caused by these meth-
odological differences. Our efforts to identify those relationshipswere greatly
aided by our using the same coding system in each of our studies. We next
explain the features of that coding system, a system we use to analyze the
transcripts of literary discussions reported in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6.

Method of Analysis

To examine the basic features of the discussions we studied, we used the
coding system Jim had developed for his studies (Marshall, 1989). It distin-
guishes two levels of organization: speaker turns, which included everything
a speaker said before yielding the floor; and communication units, which were
statements within speaker turns that were coded for analysis. We analyzed
each communication unit for linguistic function, for knowledge base, and for
kind of reasoning. In the following section we provide an overview of the
system for coding the communication units in the transcripts. Because the
meaning of individual statements is clear only in the context of the discussions
in which they are made, we illustrate the coding system with extended tran-
scripts in the appendix, rather than with isolated statements in the sections that
follow.

Organization of Discussions

In order to mark the boundaries that shape classroom discussions, each tran-
scribed discussion was first segmented at two levels: communication unit and
turn.

Communication Unit: The basic unit of analysis, communication units
have the force of a sentence, though may be as short as one word (for
example, "yes" or "okay"). They represent an identifiable remark or
utterance on a single subject.

"Ilirn: The most obvious boundary in most oral discourse, a turn consists
of one or more communication units spoken by a single participant who
holds the floor.

Transcripts were further divided into episodes, the largest segments of
discourse analyzed. Episodes represent a sequence of speaker turns on a
single, identifiable topic. To avoid confusion about the duration of episodes,
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episode boundaries were marked only when one of the participants made an
explicit move to do so, such as when a teacher told students to move on to a
new point.

The Language of Discussions

In order to examine the linguistic patterns and intellectual content of class-

room discussions, each communication unit was coded within one of five
basic categories and within one of several subcategories that allowed a closer

analysis of its features. The major categories and their respective subcate-

gories are explained below.

I. Direct: any remark (even when it is represented as a question) that intends

to move others (usually students) toward an action or to shift their
attention or the focus on the discussion

II. Inform: any statement of fact or opinion whose purpose is to represent
what the speaker knows, believes, or thinks abo.:t a topic. Reading and

quoting from texts are included here.
A. Nature of remark

I. Classroom logistics: refers to the management of classroom ac-
tivities such as homework assignments, roll, reading completed

2. Rer,ds or quotes from text
3. Instructional statements: refers to the substantive issues under

disc .,ision
If remarks were coded as instructional in focus, they were further

analyzed for knowledge source and kind of reasoning.
a. Knowledge source

(1) Personal-autobiographical (information drawn from the

speaker's own experience)
(2) Text (information drawn from the text under study)
(3) Text-in-context (information about the author of the text,

the historical period in which it was written, or its genre)
(4) General knowledge (information drawn from the media

or contemporary culture that is widely available)
(5) Previous class discussions, lectures, or readings
(6) Other

b. Kind of reasoning
(1) Summary-description (statements which focus on the lit-

eral features of an experience or text)
(2) Interpretation (statements which make an inference about

the meaning or significance of information)
(3) Evaluation (statements that focus on the quality of an

experience or a text)
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(4) Generalization (statements that move toward theoretical
speculation about the nature of characters, authors, and
texts)

(5) Other
111. Question: any verbal or nonverbal gesture (as indicated in discussions

that were videotaped) that invites or requires a response from an auditor
A. Nature of question

1. Classroom logistics
2. Instructional focus

If a question was coded as instructional, it was further analyzed
for the knowledge source and level of reasoning it meant to elicit.
Definitions for subcategories are the same as those for informa-
tional statements.
a. Knowledge source

( 1) Personal-autobiographical
(2) Text
(3) Text-in-context
(4) General knowledge
(5) Previous class discussions-lectures-readings
(6) Other

b. Kind of reasoning
( 1 ) Summary-description
(2) Interpretation
(3) Evaluation
(4) Generalization
(5) Other

IV. Respond: any verbal or nonverbal gesture that acknowledges, restates,
evaluates, or otherwise reacts to the nature, quality, or substaw...e of pre-
ceding remarks. Responses clearly focus on the form or substance of the
preceding remark itself. Answers to questions are coded in the "Inform"
category. A remark coded as a response to a question would ask for a
clarification or explanation of the question itself or would comment on
the value of the question.
A. Nature of response

1. Acknowledgment (simple indication that a remark was heard)
2. Restatement (an effort to repeat a previous remark)
3. Positive evaluation (a positive comment on a previous remark)
4. Negative evaluation (a negative comment on a previous remark)
5. Request for explanation-elaboration-clarification (any remark that

asks the previous speaker to speak more clearly or at greater
length)

2 (I
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6. Elaboration upon a previous remark (any remark that moves be-
yond a simple restatement of a speaker's contribution by substan-
tively changing the original speaker's language or by offering an
interpretation of what the speaker is saying)

7. Other
V. Other: any utterance that cannot be coded within one of the four major

categories

In all of our studies we used this basic coding scheme. We will detail the
slight modifications Peter and Michael made when we present their chapters.
But we first turn to Jim's studies on whole-class discussions of literature, for
they provide the background against which to read the others.



3 Studies of Large-Group
Discussions of Literature

Classroom discourse, like virtually any type of speech, represents what Bakh-
tin (1986) calls a "speech genre"; that is, the syntax, vocabulary, focus, tone,
and other characteristics of spoken language that "signal a discourse commu-
nity's norms, epistemology, ideology, and social ontology" (Berkenkotter &
Huckin, 1993). All utterance, Bakhtin (1988) argues, is governed by some
form of convention, whether we realize it or not. "Language," he says,

is realized in the form of individual concrete utterances (oral and written)
by participants in the various areas of human activity. These utterances
reflect the specific conditions and goals of each such area not only
through their content (thematic) and linguistic style, that is, the selection
of the lexical, phraseological, and grammatical resources of the language,
but above all through their compositional structure. All three of these
aspectsthematic content, style, and compositional structureare in-
separably linked to the whole of the utterance and are equally determined
by the specific nature of the particular sphere of communication. Each
separate utterance is individual, of course, but each sphere in which
language is used develops its own relatively stable types of utterances.
These we may call speech genres. (p. 60)

In Bakhtin's (1986) view, all speech is shaped by genre, even though
participants are often unaware of it. He argues that although "we use [speech
genres] confidently and skillfully in practice, . . . it is quite possible for us not
even to suspect their existence in theory" (p. 78). Our repertoire of genres is
seetningly endless, and we switch from one ibaby talk with an infant) to
another (a discussion of dinner plans with a spouse) to another (a discussion
of literature in an English class) effortlessly and often unconsciously.

Bakhtin's concept of speech genus is central to our discussion of class-
room discourse, for the analysis of the teacher-led discussions that follows
suggests that classroom discussions of literature share sufficient charac-
teristics that they can usefully be understood as a speech genre. In this chapter
we give conscious attention to the speech genre of literary discussions in order
to understand its characteristics and its potential effects on the ways that
students think about literature.

We wish to stress that we see speech genres as potentially flexible; we
do not see them as having fatalistic implications for classroom discourse.

14
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Mehan (1982) discusses the importance of recognizing "speech communi-
ties," which are

defined through the shared or mutually complementary knowledge and
abilities of its members for the production and interpretation of socially
appropriate speech. Such a community is an "organization of diversity"
(A. F. C. Wallace, quoted in Bauman and Sherzer 1974) insofar as this
knowledge and ability is differentially distributed among its members;
the production and interpretations of speech are thus variable and com-
plementary, rather than homogeneous and constant, as grammatically
based linguists have assumed. (p. 63)

Our account of the speech genre of classroom discussions of literature,
therefore, does not refer to a single, fixed way of talking, but rather to a genre
of discourse that, while including distinct characteristics, varies according to
the traits of the participants in particular situations.

Method

Participants

Sixteen teachers of English and their students participated in the study. The
teachers were selected on the basis of their experience and their reputation as
excellent instructors. Though all of them taught a variety of classes, for the
purposes of the research each was asked to select one class that primarily
involved the study of literature. The student participants were enrolled in the
classes chosen by the teachers. A smaller group of students (ranging from two
to seven from each class) provided case-study interviews. The upper-track and
lower-track classrooms studied were located in schools in the metropolitan
Albany area in New York. The middle-track classrooms were located in
schools in a suburban community in Iowa.

Data Collection

In the studies of upper-track and lower-track classrooms, eight teacher-re-

searchers, themselves experienced teachers of literature, each studied one or

more teachers as those teachers taught an instructional unit on a literary text.
Before the study, the teacher-researchers had been active members of work-
shops sponsored by the National Writing Project and for at least a year had
participated in an ongoing seminar that focused on the relationships between
writing and literary under ':inding. The study reported here was in many ways
an outgrowth of questions raised by these practicing teachers as they reflected

together upon the nature and purposes of classroom discussions of literature.
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In the study of middle-track classrooms, Mary Beth Hines, then a research
fellow on the project, conducted interviews with seven teachers and a sample
of their students and videotaped the classroom discussions.

Procedures

In order to examine the general patterns of discussion in these classrooms,
each teacher's class was videotaped during all of the discussions of a single
literary text. The videotapes were transcribed and later analyzed for their basic
features. In order to explore teachers' and students' purposes during those
discussions, each teacher and several students from each class were inter-
viewed to determine their views of how discussions proceed and why they
proceed as they do.

Interviews

The teachers were interviewed outside class, and while the specific questions
in each interview varied depending on the text and the students being taught,
all of the teachers were asked to address two basic issues: (1) What were their
general purposes in holding discussion? and (2) What roles did they and their
students typically play during discussions? The number of interviews with
each teacher ranged from one to ten, depending on scheduling opportunities.
The interviews were audiotaped and transcribed for later analysis.

Several students from each teacher's class were also interviewed for their
perception of the purposes and patterns of classroom discussions. The number
of students interviewed ranged from two to seven for each class (the seven
students participated in a group interview), and the number of separate inter-
views ranged from one to four for each class, again depending on scheduling
opportunities. These interviews were also audiotaped and transcribed for later
analysis.

Videotaped Discussions

In an initial meeting with researchers, the participating teachers each decided
upon the literary text that would be the focus of discussion during the video-
taping. All of the texts selected were normally taught as part of the literature
curriculum in the classes studied, and all of the teachers indicated that they
would spend several consecutive days discussing them with their students.

On the days of the taping, a video camera was positioned as unobtrusively
as possible in each room, and instruction proceeded as normally as possible.
All of the teachers reported that the camera did not greatly affect their own or
their students' participation in the discussions.

The number of classes videotaped ranged from three to five for each
teacher, depending on the length of time the teacher devoted to the text under
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Table I

Summary of Data Collection for Large-Group Discussions

17

Teacher Grade Interviews Observations Text

Teacher Student

Upper track
K. Tucker 11/12 2 2 5 Being There

K. Phillips 11 3 1 4 Ethan Frome
(group)

G. Whitman 9 4 4 5 Great Expectations
F. Connelly 12 8 2 3 Grapes of Wrath

J. Allen 11/12 1 2 4 Antigone

C. Johnson 12 10 2 4 I Heard the Owl
Call My Name

Middle track
D. Stone 8 2 2 4 When the Tripods

Come

K. Hadley 9 3 2 4 The Pigtnan

C. Anderson 10 4 4 4 Hiroshima

D. Overstreet 11 3 3 3 Great Gatsby
B. Kavale 12 3 2 4 Death of a

Salesman

Lower track
V. Carter 7 3 1 3 Raymond's Run

T. Carrera 10 11 1 4 Law Like Love
Book of the

Grotesque

J. Taggert 12 2 3 3 Death of a
Salesman

L. Peters 10 5 written
responses

3 Of Mice and Men

J. Vincent 8 2 1 3 Mythology

Totals 66 32 60

study. In the end, sixty separate discussions of literature were transcribed and
analyzed. The information about data collection is summarized in Table I.

Transcriptions

The videotapes were viewed several times in the course of transcription in
order to make certain that each speaker's contribution was accurately ren-
dered. In a very few cases, students' contributions could not be heard in spite
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of repeated efforts to make them out. On these occasions, the student's turn
was counted as one communication unit and was coded as "Other." Because
such inaudible contributions may have sometimes been longer than one unit,
the length of students' turns may be very slightly underrepresented in the
analysis.

On most of the occasions when we had difficulty hearing students, how-
ever, we were helped by the teacher who very often repeated students' re-
marks, especially if those remarks were quietly spoken. We were able to
reconstruct many otherwise inaudible contributions in this way.

Coding of Transcripts

The transcripts were coded according to the system outlined in Chapter 2. Two
raters independently coded 15 randomly chosen transcripts of discussions,
drawn equally from the three ability groups, representing 25 percent of the
sample. Exact agreement between raters was 91 percent for the major catego-
ries and 86 percent for the subcategories.

Ability Grouping

Ability grouping is a central feature of life in many, if not most, American
secondary schools, and our study of literature instruction could not escape that
fact. Because many schools organize their curriculum around ability tracks,
and because both teachers and students often view their work and themselves
in terms shaped by ability grouping, we felt that an accurate portrait of
instruction would need to include such grouping as an organizing principle.
We intend no endorsement of tracking by structuring our study in this way,
however. In fact, much of what we found in our research suggests the deeply
problematic effects of such practices.

Teachers' and Students' Perspectives on Large-Group Discussions

All of the teachers and most of the students in these studies had had consid-
erable experience with large-group discussions of literature. Over time and in
a range of contexts, they had developed a set of expectations of how such
discussions would proceed, an understanding of the roles teachers and stu-
dents usually assumed, and some criteria that could he used to judge the
success of the discussions that took place. In the sections that follow we
explore the perspectives of teachers and students on large-group discussions
on the basis of their responses to interview questions.

) 6
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Teachers' Perspectives

Upper-Track Classrooms

The teachers working in upper-track classrooms seemed to proceed from a
definition of discussion that emphasized the active participation of students.
As Joe Allen put it:

A classroom discussion, in my mind, is a class in which the students are
reacting to the literature. They are either giving me some kind of feed-
back in terms of their understanding of the basic technical components
or moving into a higher level application of the piece of literature to their
own lives or to a deeper understanding of the piece.

The importance of students' reactions was echoed by Francis Connelly:

It seems (to be[ a question-and-answer period whereI'd never use a
whole period for itbut where I start with questions and they respond.
Then the responses start to jump around the room, where students are
jumping in, sometimes without raising their hand, or just responding.
Then the question-and-answer period has turned into a discussion period,
and they move back and forth freely between the two. That technique is
used a lot.

We should note that, though both of these teachers emphasize the centrality
of students' responses, they also both speak of discussions in two parts: Allen
speaks of students "giving feedback [on] ... basic technical components" or
"moving into a higher level application." Connelly suggests that his dis-
cussions begin with "a question-and-answer period" before "responses start to
jump around the room, where students are jumping in, sometimes with-
out raising their hand." While the goal is apparently to move toward the
"higher applications" and away from "questions and answers," the teachers
suggest that discussions have a structure that includes both kinds of thinking.

Karen Phillips also spoke of discussions as including a movement from one
pattern of discourse to another. Asked to finish the phrase "A good classroom
discussion is most like ..." Phillips replied.

I suppose I could ... say it is most like a jam session. I'm not sure that
is the right phrase, but you know what I mean. A good classroom
discussion is most like an interaction of interested minds on a common
topic.

But though the quality of discussions rests on the interaction of the partici-
pants, interaction alone is not enough. The purpose of discussions, she felt, is

to get the class from their initial, personal responses and questions to the
beginnings of an analysis or the beginnings of looking at ways that an

9 7
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analysis can take place I'm using the discussion to lead them to find
ways to get to a closer analysis of the text.

The goal of discussion for these teachers seems twofold. On the one hand,
they would like to move their students toward a deeper and richer analysis of
a text and away from "questions and answers" or the recapitulation of "tech-
nical components." At the same time, however, they would like to move the
discussion toward the kinds of lively "interaction" described by Phillips and
Allen. And the motives informing this goal are sometimes larger than simply
wanting to improve students' understanding of literature. As Kevin Tucker put
it:

I think every kid should speak because I want to see them develop
confidence in their ability to formulate their ideas verbally, to express
those ideas to their peer group.... [When you don't speak] you have
denied everybody else the opportunity of hearing your perspective,
which is ).our perspective.... If there's a truth, it's only after hearing as
many of the possible variations that may be present in this group.... It's
a sort of duty to the group if you are going to have a discussion, it's a
duty to the discussion.... There's something that you need to know that
happens only when a kid contributes to a discussion.

If these teachers saw the nature and purpose of classroom discussion as
twofold, they also saw a twofold role for themselves within those discussions.
On the one hand, they saw themselves as "originators" (Connelly), "facilita-
tors" (Grace Whitman), or "catalysts" (Tucker). Their role was to "get the
topic started" (Connelly), "to see that everybody gets a chance to express
himself or herself without . . . monopolizing the conversation" (Whitman), "to
[keep] it going and [allow] everyone to get a chance who wants a chance"
(Aden). In this view, the role of the teacher is to orchestrate the discussion
almost invisibly. In fact, at times teachers stated as a kind of goal their own
disappearance from the discussions. "If I do my job well in this course,"
Tucker argued, "by the time we reach the last major piece of fiction I shouldn't
even have to be in the room." And Whitman suggested that a good classroom
discussion would be "student centered .. . students' would be initiating the
questions." Her own role would be simply to "watch it happen."

On the other hand, however, the teachers also recognized that their own
role was central. As Phillips put it:

Well, I'm more than a facilitator. I have structured activities so students
have a place to begin. I'm very often a col ector of their responses to
begin with.... 1 usually ask a student to write down what's going on
around us and, especially in the initial times of chaosI am the person
who makes sure we don't lose things and say, "Okay, everybody, he quiet
Chris is going to say that again and Amy you make sure you get it down."
Now that is just when we begin; then I guess I structure the process. We
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get a whole bunch of ideas down and I say, ' Okay Amy, would you go
back through and read everything that we have collected and would the
rest of you watch for what you think are patterns, what you think is more
important than other things to lead our discussion to some kind of
analysis."

The teachers saw part of their role, then, as organizing the potential "chaos"
of discussion into coherence. As participants, they must make sure that "we
don't lose things" and that the discussion leads to "some kind of analysis."

Teachers frequently said that they felt responsible for making certain the
discussions "led" somewhere or "went" somewhere. As Carol Johnson put it:

I think the role of the teacher is to introduce some ideas that are maybe
a springboard for some response. ... However, I do feel sometimes when
you feel the discussion is going a bit off track, then it's the responsibility
of the teacher to get the students back on track a little hit and maybe that
can he done through a simple summary of what's been said and what
more has to he sort of explored or discussed.

Connelly echoed these thoughts when he suggested:

I'm serving to get the topic started. And then somewhat of a guide as the
topic flows along, because if they move into what I consider total irrele-
vancies, then I would move them back.

The teachers saw their role, then, as more than one of maintaining order.
Keeping the discussion "on track" and away from "irrelevancies" meant that
teachers usually had a sense of what was to be covered in the course of the
discussion. As Allen suggested:

I feel there are some important things I want students to see in a piece of
literature. So I try to have that mix of their self-discovery of what's
important and also the things I want them to find. And so occasionally I
will become more the focus.

The teachers' sense of what students should "see" concerning the text under
discussion often played an important part in the roles they saw for themselves.
Tucker, for instance, articulated the general goals for his class this way:

I guess the ideal that I would like them to walk away with is a sense of
how, through ... within the last hundred years, from the late eighteen
hundreds to the present time, significant writers have used the politics of
human relationships to know that and feel comfortable with the notion
that there ... arc no absolutes, which, for high school kids is very often
a discomforting feeling rather than a comforting feeling.

Tucker wants his students. understandably, to leave his course with a particu-
lar body of knowledge. He wants them to have seen certain trends in the
literature they have read, and to feel what he believes is a healthy discomfort
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about the themes that literature has explored. At the same time, however, as
we saw earlier, he wants his students to "develop confidence in their ability to
formulate ideas verbally, to express those ideas to their peer group." Like the
other upper-track teachers, he has articulated a double purpose for discussions
and a dual role for himself.

This theme of doubleness is perhaps the most central issue to emerge from
the interviews with the upper-track teachers. On the one hand, teachers felt
that they should facilitate discussions; on the other hand, they felt that they
should make certain that the discussions "go somewhere." On the one hand,
teachers tried to provide many students with the opportunity to speak; on the
other hand, they felt that students should "see" certain things in the literature
they read. On the one hand, discussions were "interactions"; on the other
hand, the teachers often wanted to lead students further and deeper into an
analysis of the text. Later in this chapter we will examine how these dual
purposes were reflected in the patterns of talk during the discussions them-
selves. First, however, we will discuss the perspectives of teachers working in
middle-track classrooms.

Middle-Track Classrooms

The teachers working with middle-track students also articulated a set of
tensions informing their work, but in middle-track classrooms those tensions
seemed to proceed less from conflicting purposes in orchestrating discussions
than from the teachers' perception that their own goals in teaching literature
were in conflict with their students' skills and motivation. Several of the
teachers in this group began the interviews by outlining their laiger purposes
for teaching literature. Doug Overstreet, for instance, said that for him the
study of literature is central to the entire educational mission:

I'll begin by saying that I love literature myself and I'm biasedI think
that everyone else should love it as much as I do. Of course, I'm not so
idealistic as to believe that everybody will feel the same way. But I think
that literature can be a great teacher, particularly in terms of learning
about ourselves. I think literature does that better than anything else.
Sometimes in my class I make fun of math, history, because I don't know
if we learn that much about ourselves in such disciplines I think
literature is the best at teaching.

Bea Kavale echoed Overstreet's observation that literature can teach stu-
dents about themselves:

I guess I want them to really think about how this fits into their lives.
What ideas that the author is getting across can they use can they find
relevant in their lives. And maybe it won't make any difference to them
now. but I hope, this is what I believe, I mean, this is what I kind of go
on. that someday it, they'll remember this, and say, you know, 1 remem-

p-
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her how these people dealt with the situation and now I can make a
connection with that.

But literature can do more, acc )rding to these teachers, than help students
understand themselves individually. It can also help them understand their
connections to the larger world. It is a "body of knowledge" that they should
share with others. Thus Carrie Anderson says:

I'm teaching in a democracy under a republican form of government and
so when I set up goals for the students there are certain things, especially
for literature, that I keep in mind. Number one goal is that I want them
to have a common experience whether they're middle [track], top, or
slow because I think you need a certain amount of conformity to make
democracy work.

Kim Hadley repeats Anderson's theme and takes it one step further:

I think as a society there are certain types of literature that we have to
have all experienced so that we have that as a society.... There are
certain mores that society has, and I think those mores need to be covered
in literature. If one of our tasks, and I believe it is one of our tasks, is to
perpetuate the society in which we live, then I think we all need some
common literature which speaks to those mores.

In the view of the teachers, then, literature itself should be a "teacher" that,
on the one hand, helps students understand themselves as unique individuals
and that, on the other, introduces them to the themes and values they will share
with others in a democracy. It seems a noble conception of what literature is
and what the teaching of literature is for, but it was balanced in the interviews
by a less hopeful conception of who the average students were and what those
students could do. Dan Stone, for instance, had this to say:

I think with the average-level student ... one of the sources of the lack
of motivation is the fact that many of them don't read well. If you don't
do something well, you don't want to do it. Many of them have been read
to in elementary school a lot, but I think one of the problems is very
simple and I think it starts in the home. I do not think the parents have
the children read. The kid comes home and he says "I'm going to do my
work." Mom says fine. He goes up and turns on the TV set or the stereo
and he works, but he really doesn't focus.

Kavale agreed with Stone's sense that average students were often dis-
tracted from their work:

They try to read in front of the TV or squish it in fifteen minutes here and
think that they can read thirty-five pages and they zip through it so fast,
that's a problem.

Anderson was more detailed in her analysis of the students. She told us:

3 1
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Second-trackers are made up of about three types. You have truly slow
people who want to overachieve, like Bill. Have you spotted him yet?
Glasses, second chair. And I do call on him and, as I said, he really needs
extra help and he will come up to the lab when he gets stuck and he will
come in and sit right next to me.... And then the second bunch that we
have are people who are really, truly average and have ability, but they've
never felt like really competing with anybody who is quite bright. And
they're in here because they feel safe.... And then we havethat guy
that just came back yesterday, Gentry. Gentry should be in top track. He
can compete with anybody I've got in top track and that lazy son of a gun
does not want to work. All he wants is a C in middle track and if he gets
an A the next grade will come up an F so it averages out to a C. He's got
this image and he is smart enough so that no matter what I do he's going
to try and circumvent it so that's the game between us.

Anderson's perception of the three types of students found in the middle
track includes the range of students found by other teachers across the track-
ing system as a whole. In Anderson's view slow, average, and bright students
are all represented in the middle trackslow students because they try, bright
students because they don't, average students because they are average. When
teachers describe their students as having limited ability and motivation,
their task of teaching literature becomes a very challenging enterprise, espe-
cially since the teachers' articulated goals for their students are so broad and
optimistic.

How then do these teachers perceive their own classroom discussions?
Given their general goals in teaching literature, the individual teachers said
that they would like to orchestrate student-centered discussions in which their
own role would be minimal. But, given the traits of their students in the
middle track, all of the teachers felt that they had to take a much more central
role. As Stone put it:

What I try to do in a classroom discussion is to involve as many students
as I can. Basically they take two forms. Classroom discussions can he
teacher-oriented or teacher-based or they can be student-based. Now
[with the middle group] I can't do very much with student-based. There's
just no way to do [it] because the clientele is not there.... You have to
have leaders to have that student-based discussion.

Even with class leaders, though, the teachers often found it difficult to get
many of the students involved. Kavale described the problem for us:

In the class you're going to see, sometimes it's harder to get them to
contribute, and they will just as soon sit and listen and maybe not even
listen at all and just, you know, I'm here but don't bother me. And so, I
have to work at getting everybody involved whether they raise their hand
or not, because not very many of them will raise their hand either. There
arc about, probably about five or six of the students that talk a lot. I mean
they are more willing to, you know, discuss the story and who cares what
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anybody else thinks. And then a lot of those kids in there will just sit back

and let them do it unless I specifically call on them.

The five or six leaders in Kavale's classthe ones who will discuss the

story and "who cares what anybody else thinks"are apparently not enough

to encourage their peers to speak up, and so Kavale, like Stone, finds that she

must do a good deal of the work in keeping the discussion afloat.
The teachers suggested that, with average students, their own role in

classroom discussions was almost always central, and they took various

degrees of professional pride in that role. On the one hand, Andersonthe
most experienced teacher in the grouphad made her peace with the role of

classroom leader, She told us:

Having been through all the stages, truthfully, I am still teacher-centered.

I guess because it works. My kids do well when they get away from me.

And I get mail and they tell me what I didn't do well they also tell me
what was especially useful. When I try to do student-centered and it isn't
structured, everything just goes to pot. I don't have that knack. I figure
they'll get that from somebody else. It's not my style.

But even those teachers from whom students might "get" the student-

centered approach seem to he struggling to make it work. Overstreet, only in

his second year of teaching, had this to say:

The class is discussion-based. The students do the talking about the
literature.... The problem that I've noticed so far is that I'm doing a lot

more talking than I wish I had to. I wish that I could do less and let the

students do more. And there are a variety of reasons for that. Some
unavoidable things such as the fact that the class is large and that it's the

first class in the morning. [But] that's kind of like putting the blame
somewhere else. "Welt, it's the first period class, they don't talk, it's not

my fault, they're still sleeping" or something like that. But I don't think
that's the main reason. Part of it lies in myself. I know for example, this
hook, The Great Gutsily, I'm trying to decide how much I need to teach

from the book. Do I have to point out every little detail? I feel compelled

to do soI seem to he poi ting things out to them all the time. And
maybe what I'm waiting for is idealistically for some student to say, "Mr.

Overstreet, did you see that line on page 127? What a great line! I think

that he was trying to say" Et cetera, et cetera. And instead, I'm leading

them to conclusions that I have already formulated, I think. I think that

might he what I'm doing rather than allowing them to formulate their

own conclusions.

The teachers' ambivalence about their own roles in the discussions under-

scores the theme of doubleness that characterized the interviews. The teachers

seemed caught between what they felt they needed to do to engage the
students, and what they felt they had to do to arrive at a responsible reading

of the story. The teachers wanted the students to be able to determine their
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own conclusions, and when the students didn't or couldn't, they felt com-
pelled to lead them towards a "proper" reading of the literature. Teachers were
troubled by this doubleness to varying degrees. Some, like Anderson, felt
comfortable with their role as authoritative leader; others, like Overstreet,
seemed conflicted about the inconsistency between their ideals and their
practice.

We will see more clearly how these teachers led discussions and formu-
lated conclusions when we examine the language of the discussions. First,
though, we will examine the perspectives of teachers working in lower-track
classrooms.

Lower-Track Classrooms

The teachers working in lower-track classrooms faced an entirely different set
of challenges than did those working with upper-track or even middle-track
students. The lower-track classrooms were populated by students with histo-
ries of school frustration and failurestudents who rarely spoke of further
education and who seemed to show little interest in addressing the standard,
academic approaches to literature. The teachers here, then, articulated a third
kind of tension: a conflict between their own goal of engaging students with
literature on a personal level and their students' unwillingness to engage with
any material delivered, however skillfully, through the school curriculum.

Of all the teachers interviewed, those working with lower-track students
were most consistent in stating their hope that students would engage with
literature on a personal level, would construct a meaning that made sense to
them. As Jean Taggert put it:

I really try to find out what they think. This is the interesting part, the
most complicated, the most meaningful. What within the [text) affects
your own life?

The centrality of students' active participation in the process of interpretation
was echoed by Tony Carrera:

I wan; students to he able to make [literature], both as readers and
writers. I want them to he independent interpreters. If interpretation, if
one level of it is going to he personal, then I want it to start there. I want
it to start as being personal. I would like some individual engagement
first, with the opportunity, at least for a couple of minutes, to think about,
what have I got here? What am I doing? [Discussions] are a group of
people deciding what they need to build, building it, and then deciding
whether it's any good or not.

The specific purposes informing discussions of literature were in large
measure the same as those informing the teachers' general purposes in teach-
ing. As Veronica Carter argued:
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I see as my purpose in the classroom to keep going a feeling that we are
people, first of all, and we are educating ourselves. We're learning things
together about the text, about each other, about what we think about the
world, and it's more than ... I'm in here educating people and our
finished product is people that I have finished molding somehow.
They're not going to be finished any more than I'm finished now. You
don't send people out of high school knowing everything they need to
know. You send them out eager to learn.

What perhaps seems most striking about these excerpts from the interviews
is the articulate passion with which the teachers were able to describe their

goals. Less obvious, though perhaps equally important, is the fact that these
teachers seldom set for themselves the goal of leading students toward an
understanding of conventional textual meaning or the appreciation of author-
ial intention. Their interest, rather, seemed focused on the ways texts could be

used to foster students' reflection on their lives, their peers, their communities.
In this view, the understanding of literary texts is not an end of instruction,
but the means by which students are led to a richer and more fully developed

understanding of themselves.
A convenient label for such goals might be "student-centered" or "reader-

centered" (as opposed to "teacher-centered" or "text-centered"), but such a
label would greatly simplify and thus seriously misrepresent the difficulties
these teachers faced in achieving their goals. For though they hoped that their
students would read and discuss texts in ways that were meaningful to them,

they sought to accomplish that task with students who were not accustomed

to such discussions and within an instructional context that provided little

support for their efforts.
By definition, the students enrolled in the classes studied here were gener-

ally not college bound. They had been designated as average ability or lower,

possessed of problems in reading comprehension, writing ability, and various

"school skills" such as attentiveness, regular attendance, and appropriate

behavior in class. The teachers working with these students usually could not

assume even the most basic comprehension of what had been read. Hence,
though her goal was always to find out what her students thought about a text,

Taggert suggested that she must first ask:

Just on this literal level, did they understand what happened? After we've
read it, we want to go back over it. Do they really know what happened?
Are they confused by the flashbacks? Are they confused by the mix-up
of characters? Very basically, have [they] truly comprehended this work
and [do they] know what happened? Then I really try to find out what

they think.

The students' problems with comprehension, of course, make it difficult for

Taggert to get them to read at all:
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I did have them read, and I don't know if that was a mistake. It's such a
battle. You have absolutely no idea. The anger. The resistance. They have
never been asked to read before out of the room, and that is the truth.
They can't believe that I am expecting them to read this story by them-
selves.... The [stories] that I know are tough, I start it and set up the
characters. I get names on the board so they're not confused, and the
setting, where it takes place, and I move as far as them reading aloud. I
read some myself, asking some to read who are willing to do that, who
are good readers. We establish what I consider security information so
that people are not so intimidated. [But] they read the two opening
paragraphs and they are lost. They are not readers and they are tired. And
they are annoyed that they are being asked to read at all.

Here it seems clear that Taggert's student-centered desire to help her
students think personally about the text ("What within the text affects your
own life?") can be achieved only when that thinking is preceded by teacher-
centered strategies (reading aloud, putting names on the board, establishing
the setting, providing "security information"). In her plans for a discussion of
Of Mice and Men, Laura Peters took similar precautions:

I'm going to introduce the characters of George and Lennie. I think I'm
going to have them work on George to get down details of George and
Lennie. The description passage I may type up and let them work in
partners and let them underline concrete words and that kind of thing.
[The only difficulty I see] is if they haven't read it. But even now they
might he able to get through the class, the way the class is set up [with
the typed description provided].

The problems that these teachers described in helping their students
"through class" and to a simple comprehension of what the texts say, however,
were compounded by students' attitudes toward the language and conventions
of schooling itself. As Taggert put it:

One of the interesting things I've found is that they are so afraid of
arguing. They call it "arguing," "fighting." It makes some of them very
uncomfortable. I call it a wonderful discussion. You say something. I
counter. You come hack. I counter. Document your opinion. Keep at me.
[But they don't do that.] I don't think they have enough practice. How
many homes allow that kind of [discussion]? Encourage it? The mere
intellectual exercise of it all isn't something they value. They don't have
an investment in discussion unless there is something concrete like they
are going to get out of something, or they are going to get something
raised.

That at least some of Taggert's students cannot perceive argument as a kind
of "intellectual exercise" is a reminder that students may have difficulty with
a curriculum not only because of its content, but also because of its form. The
modes of argumentation that are taken for granted in school, and in most
academic discourse, may thIsmselves be au obstacle, Taggert suggested, to her
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students' participation in the literate community she represents and into which

she is trying to invite them.
That literate community, though, is forged largely in schools, and while the

characteristics of their students pose one challenge for teachers, the charac-

teristics of schooling pose another that may be equally difficult to overcome.

One of the problems, as Carrera suggested, is that schools seem to place a

greater value on right answers than on careful thinking:

One of the things I think people have been trained to do ... is come up
with a fill-in-the-blank answer and that's it. It's either right or wrong, and

there's no sense going any further with it because nobody cares. And I
don't think anybody can read a work or live a life that way and there
seems to he a lot of training that goes on in school that tells you, setting
this problem, yes or no, and then write one sentence that gives yes or no
and then stop. Don't worry about it, don't ever try to fashion that into a

whole interpretation of the work.

The emphasis on fill-in-the-blank answers, however, by providing few occa-

sions for students to engage in extended thought, works to undermine the
efforts of teachers who may want to help students move beyond such answers.

Thus Peters, following the class in which students worked in groups on
Steinbeck's characterization of George and Lennie, had this to say:

It was awful. It was terrible. I was really not happy with it. I know I
didn't accomplish what I wanted to accomplish. The kids didn't seem to
know what it was I was asking them to do. And the kids had a problem
speaking. I asked for individuals to get up and speak, to represent these
groups and they had a problem with that. [And] when I tried to pull it all

together it was a real disaster. [So, tomorrow] I'm going to he in charge,
control more of the classroom. Maybe it will be better, they'll know what
they're talking about tomorrow. But I don't know.

The problem is circular. Students are given little practice in independent

discussion, and so, when they are asked to participate in a small or large

group, they have limited command of the conventions and achieve limited
success. In Bakhtin's terms (1986; see also Wertsch, 1991), the students have

not had the opportunity to participate in the speech genre for discussing
literature in the school setting. Their teachers, meanwhile, frustrated at the

disarray of the discussion and disappointed that their own goals have not been

met, are pushed back in the very direction they were hoping to avoid. Thus
Peters, having decided to be "more in charge" in her teaching of Of Mice and

Men, said she was happy after the second day of discussion:

I got the kids to go in the direction I wanted to. I think the class was more
teacher-directed. I felt the kids were all with me and knew what I was
talking about and read what I asked them to read. And finished things the

way I wanted to.
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At times, in spite of the pressure to locate "right answers" and in spite of
students' reluctance to enter fully into a discussion, these teachers felt success.
After one such class, Carter said:

I was exactly where I wanted to be in the classroom for almost all of that
class. I felt like I was in a community of people who were interested in
what I was interested in and I felt like I was taking part in a literary
discussion. They said some things that were interesting to me personally
as a reader that I want to use in informing my own reading of the work.
They did not act like little vessels ready to he filled with facts at all.

Given the characteristics of their students and the characteristics of schooling,
however, such discussions were unfortunately only rarely achieved.

Summary

Teachers working within each of the ability levels we studied articulated a set
of conflicts or tensions that helped shape the discussions that took place in
their classrooms. Teachers working with upper-track students saw a tension
between their desire to facilitate discussions in which students explored texts
on their own terms and the need to make certain that that discussion led to a
clearly articulated interpretation o; the text. Teachers working with middle-
track students, on the other hand, saw a conflict between their own purposes
in reading and teaching literature and their students' motivation and skill in
pursuing those purposes. And teachers working with lower-track students saw
a conflict between their goal of helping students engage personally with
literature and their students' unwillingness to so engage. Though the source of
these tensions in each case was different, the result, in the teachers' reports,
was the same: a move away from the student-centered discussions the teachers
saw as ideal toward the teacher-dominated discussions that most hoped to
avoid. Later in this chapter we will examine how the tensions perceived by
these teachers affected the discussions themselves. But first we will describe
the students' own perspectives on discussions of literature.

Students' Perspectives

Upper-Track Classrooms

In large measure, the students we interviewed across ability levels described
the purposes of discussion and the roles of teacher and student during discus-
sions in much the same way their teachers did. Lucy, for instance, an upper-
track student in Francis Connelly's classroom. defined discussions this way:

I think. urn. usually it's the interaction between students and it's also
interaction with the teacher. It might he, like just ... he'll want to
know what our feelings are on something. Like the symbolism in The
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Grapes of Wrath or ... and the people put forth their opinions and their

ideas Usually it's more like people contributing their ideas ... their
opinions and things like that.

Lucy described the teacher's role as "initiator":

He would like say something and ask the class what they feel about it.
And he would ask us for our opinion, ask us for our ideas, and he might

be like an instigator ... keep it going, keep the discussion going, and like

pursue what we're trying to say. If we're saying something he would like

try to go into it deeper.

31

The purpose of the discussion, from Lucy's perspective, seems clear:

To promote critical thinking and to follow through with some kind of
lesson he has prepared. Or just to find out what we're thinking, and get

us to start using our logic and brain power and knowledge a little hit.

But though teachers are "initiators" of discussion, they are also, in the

students' view, guides who lead students through the text. Mary, a student in

Carol Johnson's class, suggested that Johnson

is the leader. She's leader of the group and every group needs a leader.

... I don't think we would just come in and start talking about important

parts of the text. She's an expert at this because she's read the text several

times and studied it several times and she knows what parts she thinks

are important and we would all have conflicting ideas of what would be
important if it weren't for her because she keeps us on track.

If the teacher's role is to initiate the discussion and then keep the students "on

track." the students saw their own role as one of thoughtful participa'ion. Sam,

an upper-track student in Joe Allen's class, described his contributions this

way:

listen to others' opinions. Hear what's happening, and then if I disagree

or have some questions about something, I will ask. That's basically what

I do. 1 try to listen and see what's going on. See what people think. And
then I try to relate that to what I think [isl going on. And if I have any

questions, I'll ask.

Several students said that they tried to make certain that their contributions

would he useful and relevant to the unfolding discussions. Mary, for example,

said

I keep quiet unless 1 think I have something really important to say. I
think when 1 do say things ... they are well thought out because I don't

just talk the whole time. I really think about it and if I say something, I
think I usually say it because 1 think it's something important some-

thing that no one else has thought of. If I think of something that I think
other people probably have thought of, I don't usually say it.

3 9
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The upper-track students, in other words, often felt a responsibility to stay
"on track," just as their teachers felt a responsibility to keep them there. Their
contributions to the discussions were not, they felt, random or repetitive. They
believed their comments were relevant to what had already beepi said, woven
into the talk in a way that would be helpful to the other students in class.

The upper-track students, like their teachers, then, saw discussions as
occasions for the lively exchange of ideas, but also as interactions directed
toward particular ends. They felt they had a responsibility to share their views,
but they also felt that those views should be expressed in a coherent and
helpful way.

Middle-Track Classrooms

Students in middle-track classrooms viewed discussions differently than did
their upper-track peers. But like their peers, middle-track students shared the
perspective of their teachers.

If the middle-track teachers felt that their own role in discussions was to
guide. lead, and often inform, the students felt that their own role was to listen
and become informed. Rarely, in fact, did students mention their own partici-
pation. Edward, for instance, from Dan Stone's class, answered this way when
he was asked about his role in discussion:

Listening most of the time to get all of the information we can of what
he's talking about.... Basically what happens is he'll have us go home
and read the chapter over and we just [go] over the big information we
need to know for like quizzes and tests, that type of thing.

Melanie, from Carrie Anderson's class, had a comparable perspective on her
role in discussions:

Just to absorb what she's saying and to, you know, if you have a question
about something, ask it, or else, you know, you won't know it.

The teacher's role, according to Melanie, is equally direct:

To make sure that we know the information well and make sure, I mean,
you know, go over the hook and make sure we're prepared.

When the teachers tried to do more than simply provide information, the
students sometimes expressed frustration. Abbey, from Doug Overstreet's
class, had this to say about his discussion of Gatsby:

lie talks about the hook and the characters and I think we spend too much
time. I think we took too long on The Great Gatshy. . It was not that
long of a hook and it's not that hard to read.. .. Some of the things, it's
almost irrelevant to say them because everyone should know it. Like
about in the hook that Tom is an overhearing character. Well, you get that
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in the first chapter. You know that, you know, it's not something that
needs to be discussed, I don't feel.

There seems to be an emphasis on efficiency in the students' reportsa
sense that teachers and students have designated roles, that there is an ex-
change of information to be conducted, and that the best classes are ones in
which these things are done quickly and directly.

Don, a senior from Bea Kavale's class, gave us the clearest perspective on
why middle-track students may bring such attitudes to their literature class-
rooms. For most of his high school career. Don had been an upper-track
student in English class He told us why he had "dropped down" to the middle
track in his last year:

It was my senior year and I really wanted to slow down my pace and I'm
in more activities than just inside school. I do a lot of things after school
and I didn't feel I needed to take a top track. I didn't want to he doing
research all the time.

When asked about the differences between the top and middle tracks, Don was
very direct:

The kids are more stimulating in the top track and more interested in the
group activities versus the kids in the middle track. Middle-track kids
kind of whine and cry and they're kind of babies actually.

Middle-track discussions, from Don's perspective. were exactly as the teach-
ers have described them:

Usually Ms. Kavale does the majority of talking because, and this is just
my opinion, a lot of the kids in here don't like to work. A lot of them
aren't that smart and they don't come up with questions. She always
comes up with questions, makes us go digging for it. [In the upper track].
it hasn't been that way. [There], we discuss what we want to discuss. Ms.
Kavale leads us through. She decides what we're going to talk about
because 1 don't think the majority of the kids could actually lead a
discussion.

But when he was asked why middle-track students may have such difficul-
ties, Don was able to take a broader view:

I think at a young age we were separated into the smart people, the
regular. and the dumb. And the smart people, everybody knew, were
above everyone else and they were expected to work, and they were
going to learn. The middle kids said, "Ah, forget it, we don't care, we'll
get through high school." They didn't push themselves. And the dumb
kids, they still get help and they are pushed, and eventually could prob-
ably become smarter than the middle-track people. They might not do as
much material as the middle-track people, hit the material they do they
will understand better.... In the middle track. Ms. Kavale doesn't push
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it like in the lower track and the top track Not to say that she's a bad
teacher for it. She does what she can, but she knows that these kids are
not interested for one, and they don't want to continue on. Whereas I
think that the lower-track kids, they do want to learn but they don't
understand. The top-track kids do want to learn and they do understand.

In Don's analysis, then, middle-track students are taught to "forget it," to
just "get through"and they learn the lesson well. By the time they reach the
twelfth grade, the average students have learned to expect neither the extra
help lower-track students receive nor the academic challenges provided for
students in the upper tracks. Instead. they get by, causing few problems,
raising few questions, "listening for the information" they might need for the
next quiz.

Lower-Track Classrooms

Like their peers in the other ability tracks, the students we interviewed from
lower-track classrooms saw the goals and problems of discussions in much
the same way their teachers did. Several students suggested that those goals
included the opportunity for them to learn more about themselves. As Julie, a
student in Tony Carrera's class, put it:

IA discussion is] just telling our own ideas about any work, just about
anything. We try to get on one topic and discuss that which will lead us
to other topics. The interpretation will help you try to understand mean-
ings about a work or a lot of times it's just to see, to learn more about
yourself. Interpretation is mainly what does it because you learn about
yourself in a wayhow you feel about the use of certain words, how you
feel about a certain topic that the author has thought about, and if you
agree or disagree with them. 'Cause that's what makes the world go
aroundthere's agreements and disagreements.

The theme of openness to students' ideas was echoed by Jessica, a student in
Veronica Carter's class:

[Carter] wants us to figure things out for ourselves. So maybe even
though she's sorted some things out in her head, she's open about our
ideas. And she's interested to see whether we can figure things out. She
wants us to try to be able to figure things out by ourselves, even though
it's not the same way she interpreted the text, she says that it's not
necessarily wrong.

But if openness and the free play of ideas are the goal of discussion, some
of the students recognized that their teachers played a significant role in
guiding and controlling the conversation. Tony, for example, a student in Jim
Vincent's class, described discussions this way:
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We have discussions all the time. Like what did you think was most
important, what do you think you learned, what did you get out of that,
what did this mean, what happened with this, what happened with that,
and what do you think will happen later and stuff like that.

To answer such questions, however, Tony needs the help of his teacher:

He's going to tell us the story because he said the reading would be too
hard. He reads the book and he puts it into his own words because he
doesn't think we could understand the book.

Retelling the story for students (in this case, stories from mythology)
makes it possible for students to begin the interpretive process embodied in
Vincent's questions ("What do you think you learned? What do you think will
happen later?"). But the teacher here is clearly making an enormous effort to
support that process, providing the kind of "security information" that Laura
Peters mentioned. The problem becomes how to provide such security without
undermining the student-centered interpretive practice that it is meant to
serve. The students in these classes seemed to need support from their teachers
in their efforts to read literature. Their alienation from school, and from the
orderly, middle-class values represented by school, is often profound. David,
a student in Jean Taggert's twelfth-grade class, put it this way:

A lot of [teachers] think they know everything. They tell people, "Well,
when you get out in the real world...." They really don't know nothing
about the real world. They try to tell us, "When you get out there, go to
work and he there on time." You know, all kind of stuff like that. When
kids go out and do that, they arc going to get fucked over, you know.
Teachers here are trying to have kids go by the rules and play everything
straight. When you go out, everything isn't straight, man. It's a dog-eat-
dog world. That's the way I look at it. That's how things have been for
me.

David feels separated. though, not just from the world of school, but also from
the people in school who make the rules and seem to succeed:

Like we got sides in this school. The scumbags and the higher people.
People look at you, just 'cause you get a leather jacket or you got your
head shaved or you got long hair, got Doc Martin boots or holes in your
pants, people look at you like you're scumbags. You ain't got no polo
shirt on. you know? Gold around your neck, driving a BMW to school.
You're garbage.

David's representation of his life, both in and out of school, perhaps needs
little commentary. But given that representation, we can already see the
difficulties his teacher would face in sustaining a discussion about literature
that would not only include him, but would also seek out and support his
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efforts to connect the literature to what he knows. For what he knows is
di tiCrent from what other, more academically successful students might
knowand David realizes how different that knowledge is:

'Cause we have a totally different life, the way we live. We just don't
have a life where we wake up in the morning, go to school, do our
schoolwork and then go home, do our homework and then we go to bed
or eat dinner with our Mommy and Daddy, you know. We don't have a
life like that.

The teachers we studied attempted to discuss literature in ways that would
help students like David see their lives and their communities more clearly.

But as David pointed out so forcefully, the deeper problem may be that
schools do not see students as clearly as they might.

Summary

The expectations and attitudes that teachers and students bring to classroom
discussions will of course help shape the kinds of discussions that take place.
Yet what seems most striking about these interviews is how deeply students

and teachers appear to share an understanding of the roles each should play in
classroom discussions. Students seem to assume the roles they have been

given, to see themselves !argely as they have been seen, and to internalize the
tensions that their teachers have articulated. We next turn our attention to how

those tensions inform the discussions themselves.

The Language of Large-Group Discussions of Literature

The striking similarities between the teachers' and students' understanding of
the roles they play in large-group discussions of literature suggest that these
discussions can be regarded as a speech genre, a form of talk where "certain

patterns of speaking and thinking are easier, or come to be viewed as more
appropriate ... than others" (Wertsch, 1991, p. 38). In the following analysis,

we explore in greater depth the patterns of speaking and thinking that charac-
terized teacher-led discussions of literature. By examining the ways in

which teachers and students speak during discussions, we hope to see more
clearly the manner in which students are encouraged to participate in literature

classrooms, and the type of thinking promoted through the manner of their

participation.

Speaker Thou

The patterns of turn-taking among teachers and students during the classes
observed were comparable in most respects to those reported in earlier studies
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Table 2

Mean Number of Turns by Speaker
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Teacher SD Students SD

Upper track (n = 2,769) 60.7 52.8 70.4 55.1

Middle track (n = 4,979) 111.4 34.7 150.4 63.0

Lower track (tz = 1,687) 56.5 19.8 61.3 21.9

Average (N = 9,435) 86.7 30.5 111.0 49.0

of classroom discourse (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975; Mehan. 1979; Cazden,
1988). As Table 2 indicates, the turns here were distributed fairly evenly
among teachers and students within ability groups if students are considered
as a group. The average number of turns taken by teachers during discussion
ranged from 56.5 to 111.4, with a mean of 86.7. The average number of turns
taken by students meanwhile ranged from 61.3 to 150.4, with a mean of 111.
The generally even distribution of turns among teachers and students across
ability groups suggests that in most discussions the floor was returned to the
teacher after each student contribution. In those classes where students' turns
outnumbered the teacher's turns, students averaged slightly more than one
turn for each turn taken by the teacher.

A more telling indication of teachers' and students' relative contributions
to discussions is provided by the average number of communication units per
participant turn; that is, the number of statements coded within each turn. As
summarized in Table 3, teachers averaged from 3.7 to 6.5 communication
units per turn, with a mean of 5.4, while students averaged from 1.4 to 2.1
communication units per turn, with a mean of 1.8. In general, teachers' turns
were about two to five times longer than students' turns.

We can see one example of these patterns in an excerpt from Kevin
Tucker's upper-track class discussion of Jerzy Kosinski's Being There. Tucker
began the class by reminding the students of what they had discussed the day
before. On that day he wanted to make a transition to a discussion of the
institutions with which Kosinski deals in his novel, but before doing so he
asked the students to take a close look at the first paragraph of the novel

Tucker: Now, 1 just want to take one additional look before I make the
transition here to the institutions that Kosinski deals with. To, if you will

me, the very first page, all right? I'm glad no one said, "No, I won't
allow you." You're very polite. [I often put emphasis) on beginnings and
endings, the first paragraph of a short story, the beginning, the first line
of a poem. I'm a Poe-ist in that regard, Edgar Allan Poe's theory about
the significance of every word, every line in a short story. The signifi-
cance of a first line, that it should not he wasted. You don't have that kind
of time. And here, rattier than just toss this off, not only does the first

4 5
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Table 3

Mean Number of Communication Units within Turns by Speaker

Teacher SD Students SD

Upper track (n = 2,769) 3.7 5.0 1.4 1.0

Middle track (n = 4,979) 6.0 15.2 2.1 1.3

Lower track (n = 1,687) 6.5 6.7 1.7 0.4
Average (N = 9,435) 5.4 1.5 1.8 2.2

paragraph often serve to give some kind of focus, but then we end up
with another literary technique here. When writers start throwing similes
and metaphors at you, boom! Indication! Alert time! You know, he's
taking the time to make some form of comparison, either direct or
indirect, whatever the case may he. What's he doing in paragraph one?
Student: (inaudible] Comparing people to plants.
Tucker: Comparing people to plants. Okay. Using what technique?
Student: Simile.
Tucker: Simile. Okay. There s that key word "like" in there. [reads from
text] Okay. in that regard, plants are like people. Are there more, perhaps
some ways in which plants are not like people?
Student: They don't have feelings.
Tucker: No feelings. Interesting simile, but to what extent does the simile
actually apply? lie's given us three specific criterion here....

We will he looking more closely at the qualitative differences between
teachers' and students' contributions to discussion in the section that follows,
but for the present this excerpt may suggest the strong quantitative differences
in those contributions. Tucker speaks more frequently than any individual
student; the floor is returned to him after each student's turn. More important,
perhaps, his turns are significantly longer than students' turns. Students offer
only a sentence, sometimes only a single word, in their turns, while Tucker
typically repeats and then elaborates upon what students have said, adding
detail and raising related questions. We will turn now to examine more
specifically the language and content of participants' contributions to class-
room discussion.

General Patterns in the Discussions

As we explain in Chapter 2, each communication unit was coded within one
of four major categories: "Direct," "Inform," "Question," and "Respond." A
fifth category. "Other." included all remarks that could not be coded within
major categories. The relevant data for teachers and students are summarized
in Table 4.
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Table 4

General Discourse Functions:.
Percentage of Communication Units across Turns

n of
Units Direct Inform Question Respond Other

Upper track

Teacher 4,759 11.1 48.0 22.7 18.0 0.1

Student 1,992 0 86.0 13.2 0.1 0.1

Middle track
Teacher 7,747 1.7 66.8 20.0 11.5 0

Student 3,185 0.1 78.3 16.4 4.8 0

Lower track
Teacher 5,380 2.1 63.9 22.5 11.1 0.3

Student 1,604 0 76.4 11.7 4.5 6.9

Total

Teacher 17,886 4.3 60.9 21.4 13.1 0.I
(3.1) (10.1) (1.5) (3.8) (0)

Student 6,781 0 80.1 14.3 3.3 1.6

(0) (5.1) (2.4) (2.6) (3.9)

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.

As indicated in the table, there were on the average strong differences in
the proportion of remarks made by teachers and students within each of the
major categories. Across sixty classroom discussions, fewer than 1 percent of
students' remarks were coded as directive in function, while 4.3 percent of
teachers' remarks were so coded. Meanwhile, 80.1 percent of students' remarks
were informative, while only 60.9 percent of the teachers' remarks were
intended to inform. In general, teachers were more likely than their students to ask

questions when speaking (21.4 percent for teachers, 14.3 percent for students) and
were much more likely than their students to respond to a previous contribu-
tion (13.1 percent for teachers, and 3.3 percent for students). Less than 2

percent of teachers' and students' contributions were coded as "Other."
On the average, then, teachers' remarks ranged rather widely across the

four language functions, while students' remarks were most frequently infor-

mative in purpose. We can see these patterns from a slightly different perspec-
tive by examining the proportions of functions served within speakers' turns.
The relevant information for teachers and students is summarized in Table 5.

Across ability groups the teachers were likely, within any given turn, to
respond to a previous remark (23.9 percent), make an informative statement
(44.6 percent), and ask a question (28. I percent). These three functions seem
to constitute a basic three-part structure of teachers' turns during discussions.

4r
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Table 5

General Discourse Function:
Percentage of Communication Units within Turns

n of
Units Direct Inform Question Respond Other

Upper track 6,751

Teacher 6.5 32.2 27.3 34.0 0.1
(19.0) (38.4) (35.0) (40.9) (2.0)

Student 0 84.1 14.7 1.2 0.1
(0) (35.8) (34.6) (10.6) (2.7)

Middle track 10,932

Teacher 1.4 48.8 28.4 21.0 0
(1.6) (9.6) (3.5) (5.7) (0)

Student 0.1 79.4 15.3 5.2 0
(0.1) (11.9) (8.2) (5.8) (0)

Lower track 6,984

Teacher 1.8 50.2 28.6 18.8 0.2
(1.6) (20.0) (9.9) (11.3) (0.3)

Student 0 71.2 11.3 3.9 13.3
(0) (12.6) (6.1) (4.1) (11.4)

Average 24.667
Teacher 2.9 44.6 28.1 23.9 0.1

(2.8) (10.0) (0.7) (8.2) (0)

Student 0 78.4 14.0 3.7 3.8
(0) (6.5) (2.1) (2.0) (7.6)

Note: Numbers in parentheses arc standard deviations.

But these averages mask some important differences among the ability
groups. Among teachers working with upper-track students, informative state-
ments make up about a third of the teachers' turns, while among those working
with middle- and lower-track students such statements constitute on average
fully half of the teachers' turns. Moreover, teachers in upper-track classrooms
respond to their students' contributions almost twice as often as did teachers
working at the other levels.

Students' turns, across the ability levels, were dominated by an informative
purpose: 78.4 percent of their remarks within turns were informative, with
most of the remainder devoted to asking questions (14 percent). This pattern
is consonant with the relative brevity of students' turns (just over one remark
per turn). When they held the floor, students were most likely to make a single
informative remark or ask a single question.
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We can see an example of these various patterns in excerpts from two

discussions. The first is from Carol Johnson's discussion of Margaret Cra-

ven's I Heard the Owl Call My Name in an upper-track classroom. For
homework, students had generated a list of images from the novel that they
found especially powerful. Johnson begins the discussion by asking students

to describe those images.

Johnson: Okay, well, we're here to talk about death and life, I suppose,
in other ways and other terms, but through Margaret Craven and her
voice, and, but we want to play a little hit first, we really want to use
some of the images that you generated in your lists last night. So let's
begin with those. What arc the most powerful images for you in thework
and we areI'm hoping to help you begin to construct a final paper for
this work and so that we will be concluded with it by Friday and move
on to Ironweed next week, but that's what we're really doing today and
we will continue to do a little bit of this on Friday as well in maybe a
more structured way on Friday. Jt give me some of the images that are
most vivid for you from this work.
Student: The eyes.

Johnson: The eyes, okay. [writes on board)

Student: I thought all the elements of nature were really important, but
like animals and the foliage and things like that.

Student: Water.

Johnson: All right, let's he specific because it wi.1 help in the long run.
Okay, water. The animals, which ones?

Student: The owl. The fish.

Student: They also talked about the killer whale.

Johnson: The killer whale.

Student: The wolf

Student: The bear.

Johnson: Okay. I'm going to ask you to recallremember the myths that
are attached to those, okay? Maybe we'll go back to those and just, in a
short while, but.okay, some other images.
Student: Seasons.

Student: Colors.

Student: Mashed turnips.
Johnson: I hadn't thought about that, it seems to be such a little minor
detail, but it's interesting, we can use it. Okay, I missed something
someone said, religion.

Student: [inaudible]

Johnson: What was connected with, if religion and ritual go hand in hand
in your mind, given particular scenes in the story, what objects symbol-

ized their ritual?
Student: Holding the lamb.

Johnson: Holding the lamb?
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Student: Christ.
Johnson: Okay, I couldn't remember that. The masks. The picture you're
referring to really, aren't you? Christ was depicted as holding the lamb,
the eyes if I'm remembering correctly from the very beginning of the
hook. Okay, anything else?
Student: [inaudible] eagle on it.
Johnson: All right, again, I think all of these perhaps, the objects in the
church maybe let's say. Okay, that's good. Now would someone do me a
favor, please, and copy these down in a list for me so that I can take it
away from class today....

The purpose of this activity is to generate a list of images, to brainstorm,
to get a set of issues on the floor for later discussion. Thus the abbreviated
turns taken by students are understandable. But if we consider the excerpt as
a whole, we can ask what purposes were served by the contributions of
Johnson and her students.

It seems clear that Johnson has provided the context in which the remarks
of the students will be meaningful. Almost all of the students' contributions
consist of incomplete sentences, nouns without predicates, that can be under-
stood only within the framework that the teacher has constructed. By the very
nature of the activity, students are under little obligation to elaborate upon
their contributions or to reason further about them. They need only to make
their suggestions in the form of informative statements. The teacher wea les
the disparate elements into coherent discourse ("if religion and ritual go hand
in hand ... what objects symbolized their ritual'?"), provides background in-
formation ("The masks. The picture you're referring to really, aren't you?"),
and sets the stage for further discussion ("I'm going to ask you to recall
remember the myths that are attached to those, okay? Maybe we'll go back to
those . .. in a short while"). To accomplish these multiple tasks, Johnson must
sometimes direct ("would someone do me a favor, please"), sometimes inform
("Christ was depicted as holding the lamb"), sometimes question ("The ani-
mals, which ones?"), and sometimes respond ("Holding the lamb?": "Okay,
that's good"). In at least one of her turns, we see three purposes working
together:

Response: "Okay. I couldn't remember that. The masks. The picture
you're referring to really. aren't you'?"
Inform: "Christ was depicted as holding the lamb, the eyes if I'm remem-
bering correctly from the very beginning of the book."
Question: "Okay, anything else?"

During such discussions, then, the teachers were called upon to serve
several purposes with their language, while students were usually asked only
to inform.

0
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But in other discugsions, more often those in middle- or lower-track class-
rooms, the teachers used their turns largely to inform. We can see an example
of these patterns in an excerpt from Carrie Anderson's middle-track discus-
sion of John Hersey's Hiroshima.

Anderson: Now did you get any names for Father Kinesorge's people?
Student: Cieslik.
Student: Cieslik.
Anderson: Okay, let's get through those. Spell it to me.
Student: C-i-e-s-l-i-k.
Anderson: All right, Cies lik. I think Cieslik is going to come out bad.
He's going to end up with all kinds of glass in his back. Do you know
anything about getting a piece of glass in your skin?
Student: It stays in and you can't get it out.
Anderson: And it doesn't come out, right? It doesn't work out like a
sliver will work back out. But glass doesn't. Glass keeps cutting and
going and this guy's got a whole hack full and listen, this is fantastic. I'm
glad you're here right after lunch. They try to take him out of the city,
see. He's got this hack full of glass. It's still in there. They put him on
this cart, belly down, with the glass and then they try to take him along
a street that was like out in the front of school.
Student: Blacktop.

Anderson: Blacktop. Asphalt. And the asphalt heated up from that bomb
drop and it's soupy and the road where it isn't blacktop is, it erupted and
so they're going soup, soup, soup, soup, soup, and they go over a bump
and they tip him off and that poor sucker. He lands on his
Student: Back.

Anderson: Back, and it drives [the glass] even farther in. Poor Cieslik.
Oh, I shouldn't get off on that. Okay, any other guys?

In most ways, this excerpt exemplifies the patterns in both teachers' and
students' turns. Each of the students' turns here is short and each is clearly
informative in purpose. More interesting, perhaps, is that each is intelligible
only because of the context that Anderson's turns have built for it. "Cieslik"
makes sense only if it is understood as an answer to Anderson's previous
question. The same is true of "blacktop" and "back." In fact, the students'
responses can be seen as slotting neatly into a framework that Anderson is
building each time she holds the floor. Anderson builds that framework by
acknowledging or repeating a student's contribution ("All right, Cieslik."),
moving on to a longer stretch of exposition ("I think Cieslik is going to come
out bad. lie's going to end up with all kinds of glass in his back."), and then
closing with a question ("Do you know anything about getting a piece of glass
in your skin?").

But the nature of that framework, and not just its shape, seems most critical
here. Anderson employs a kind of black humor in the excerpt "this is fantastic.
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I'm glad you're here right after lunch" as a way of hooking her students into
the text and making them visualize the admittedly awful details. Because of
the way Anderson retells the episode and dramatizes Cieslik's suffering
("soup, soup, soup.... and they go over a bump and they tip him off and that
poor sucker."), John Hersey in a way becomes Stephen King. But Anderson
risks that for the opportunity of making vivid to her students the kinds of
details that they might otherwise miss. She sacrifices, we might say, a certain
measure of literary decorum in exchange for a measure of color and drama,
and she does so by using her turns to provide a good deal of information to
her students. We will look more closely now at the nature of that information.

Informative Statements

As we explain in Chapter 2, to examine the kinds of information that students
and teachers exchanged in classroom discussions, each informative remark
was first coded for the focus of information: "Classroom logistics," "Reading
or quoting from text," or "Instructional focus." Those statements that were
coded as instructional were further analyzed for knowledge sources drawn
upon and the kind of reasoning employed.

The percentages of informative statements with an instructional focus are
presented in Table 6. In general. teachers made instructional remarks 53.6
percent of the time, using the remainder of their statements to comment on
classroom logistics or to read aloud from a text. About 90 percent of students'
statements, meanwhile, had an instructional focus.

More interesting are the kinds of knowledge that teachers and students
drew upon when making informative statements about the issues under dis-
cussion. The relevant data are summarized in Table 7. On the average, teachers
and students drew most frequently on knowledge about the text during discus-
sions: teachers focused on the text 64.8 percent of the time, and students 67.8
percent of the time. Neither teachers nor students focused often on personal
or autobiographical knowledge (5.6 percent for teachers and 9.1 percent for

students).
Teachers were more likely than their students to make statements about the

biography of an author or the genre in which the author was working (5.6
percent for teachers and 2. I percent for students). Teachers and students were
about equally likely to make statements that drew on more general sources of
knowledge, while teachers were slightly more likely than students to refer to
previous instruction.

Because participants' statements most frequently focused on the text dur-
ing discussions, we can additionally ask what kinds of reasoning they em-
ployed in making their informative remarks. The data for teachers and
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Table 6

Percentage of Instructional Focus in Statements and Questions:
Percentage of Units by Speaker

n of Units Statements n of Units Questions

Upper track
Teacher 2,338 58.9 1,087 83.1
Student 1,741 93.5 231 73.2

Middle track
Teacher 5,172 37.3 1,549 75.2
Student 2,495 86.4 523 45.0

Lower track
Teacher 3,439 74.7 1,209 76.3
Student 1,226 92.5 188 61.7

Average

Teacher 10,949 53.6 3,845 77 8
(18.7) (4.2)

Student 5,462 90.1 942 55.2
(3.8) (14.2)

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.

students are summarized in Table 8. In general, teachers were more likely
to summarize or describe information than were their students (65.9 percent
for teachers and 42.7 percent for students). while students were more likely
to interpret information than were their teachers (41.1 percent for students
and 26.6 percent for teachers). Neither group was likely to evaluate or to
generalize.

Taken together, the analyses of knowledge source and kinds of reasoning
in participants' informative statements provide another angle of vision on the
teachers' and students' contributions to discussions. Teachers most often of-
fered descriptive statements when they spoke, drawing on the text or more
general sources of knowledge, perhaps to set the stage or to provide the
context for the interpretive work of the discussion. Students, on the other
hand. most often offered those interpretations when they held the floor.
Though they also made descriptive statements, usually about the text, the
most striking finding here is the relative proportion of descriptive and inter-
pretive statements made by teachers and students during discussion.

We will see sonic of the reasons for these patterns in the analyses of the
questions that teachers and students asked in the course of discussions.
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Table 7

Knowledge Source for Informative Statements:
Percentage of Units by Speaker

n of
Units Personal Text

Prior
Context General Instruction

ION

Other

tipper track
Teacher 2.138 5.8 50.4 7.4 21.5 6.2 8.5

Student 1,741 8.2 66.0 1.6 12.8 2.8 8.5

Middle track
Teacher 1,942 8.8 61.3 7.0 4.8 6.9 11.2

Student 2,157 13.6 64.8 2.9 4.5 2.3 11.4

Lower track
Teacher 2,570 3.0 78.4 3.3 5.9 6.2 2.3

Student 1,133 1.9 80.9 1.1 9.3 2.3 4.5

Average

Teacher 6,850 5,6 64.8 5.6 10.3 6.4 6.8

Student 5,031 9.1 67.8 2.1 8.2 2.5 8.9

Questions

As with informative statements. questions asked by participants during dis-
cussions were first coded for focus: classroom logistics or instruction. Those

questions coded as instructional were further analyzed for sources of knowl-

edge and kinds of reasoning elicited. As Table 6 suggests, 77.8 percent of the

teachers' questions had an instructional focus, while only 55.2 percent of the

students' questions were addressed to the instructional material at hand; the

remainder had to do with issues of homework, due dates, or other logistical

concerns.
As Table 9 suggests, teachers and students were most likely to ask instruc-

tional questions that elicited knowledge about the text under study (76.5
percent for teachers and 69.9 percent for students). Participants were far less

likely to ask questions that drew upon personal, contextual, or general knowl-

edge.
As indicated in Table 10, the kinds of reasoning elicited by participants'

questions were largely summary and interpretation; 45.9 percent of the teach-

ers' questions and 54 percent of the students' questions were coded as sum-

mary, while 47.5 percent of the teachers' questions and 36.3 percent of the
students' questions w :re coded as interpretive. Taken together, these two
categories represented more than 80 percent of the questions asked by both
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Table 8

Kinds of Reasoning for Informative Statements:
Percentage of Units by Speaker

n of
Units Summary Interpretation Evaluation

General-
ization Other

Upper track
Teacher 2,338 64.0 27.9 5.0 0.1 2.5

Student 1,741 39.6 43.5 9.2 1.0 6.6

Middle track
Teacher 1.942 68.4 19.6 0.9 1.3 9.9

Student 2,157 54.3 28.9 0.1 2.7 13.6

Lower track
Teacher 2.570 65.5 31.0 0.2 1.6 2.3

Student 1,133 24.8 61.4 (1.3 9.1 4.4

Average

Teacher 6.850 65.9 26.6 1.9 1.0 4.6

Student 5.031 42.7 41.1 2.9 3.7 9.3

teachers and students, and the general pattern held across each of the class-

rooms studied.

General Patterns of Statements and Questions

With these trends before us. we can now examine more specifically the kinds
of contributions made by the teachers and students during the classroom
discussions. We can contrast, for example, the patterns in sources of knowl-

edge and kinds of reasoning for both statements made and questions asked by

participants in the course of those .discussions. These contrasts are summa-
rized in Table 11.

Perhaps the most obvious finding here is that the pattern of students'
informative remarks reflects quite closely the pattern of teachers' questions.
Teachers' questions were largely focused on the text (76.5 percent). and
student's statements were generally focused on the text (67.8 percent). Nearly

46 percent of teachers' questions asked for description or summary, and 42.7

percent of the students' remarks were descriptive in nature. Almost 48 percent
of teachers' questions asked for interpretation, and 41.1 percent of the stu-
dents' remarks were interpretive. While these general averages again ma.;k
individual variation, and while such data do not indicate that the teachers'
questions completely controlled the nature of student answers, the trend, at

least, seems clear: students' informative remarks in these discussions were

p
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Table 9

Knowledge Source for Questions:
Percentage of Units by Speaker

n of Units Personal Text Context General Other

Upper track
Teacher 903 4.8 72.9 2.8 12.1 5.9

Student 166 2.4 56.0 1.2 17.5 22.9
Middle track
Teacher 1,164 7.6 76.0 1.1 6.2 7.7
Student 235 9.4 72.8 0.8 5.5 1.5

Lower track
Teacher 921 2.5 80.1 0.9 8.5 7.3
Student 116 0.9 81.i. 4.3 10.3 3.5

Average

Teacher 2,988 5.2 76.5 1.5 8.5 7.1

Student 517 5.4 69.9 1.7 10.0 12.9

reflective of, and often shaped by, the questions asked by teachers. Whatever
else teachers' questions may have done, they seem to have established a
framework that encouraged particular forms of language and particular ways
of considering the texts under discussion.

A second general pattern here provides further suggestions as to how those
frameworks were constructed. Teachers were more likely to describe than to
interpret in making statements (65.9 percent versus 26.6 percent), but they
were equally likely to ask descriptive and interpretive questions (about 46
percent for both). The basic pattern seems to be one of teachers using their
statements to provide a descriptive background, drawing most often on textual
knowledge, and then asking questions that elicited either more information or
an interpretation of some aspect of the text under study.

We can see more clearly how teachers made descriptive statements to
provide a background in this excerpt from Francis Connelly's upper-track
class discussion of John Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath. Participants here
are discussing the character of Jim Casey:

Connelly: Who's the first one who sees [Casey)? Through whose eyes do
we meet him?
Student: [inaudible] Torn load.
Connelly: Through Toni Riad, the main character. So through Tom we
meet the preacher. And they talk. What do you know about the preacher?
Maybe I shouldn't call hint that. Why not? Why shouldn't I call him the
preacher?

5 b
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Table 10

Kinds of Reasoning for Questions:
Percentage of Units by Speaker

n of
Units Summary Interpretation Evaluation

General-
ization Other

Upper track
leacher 903 37.4 53.5 7.6 0.1 0.1

Student 166 50.1 39.8 4.8 3.0 1.2

Middle track
Teacher 1,164 65.2 30.4 0 1.5 2.9

Student 235 69.9 19.5 0 0 11.6

Lower track
Teacher 921 28.4 64.3 0 4.2 3.0

Student 116 26.1 66.4 0 5.1 2.6

Average
Teacher 2,988 45.9 47.5 2.0 2.0 2.2

Student 517 54.0 36.3 1.4 2.1 6.5

Student: lie has strange ideas.
Connelly: He has strange ideas, a little strange.

Even though Connelly asks two questions in this exchange, we c.m already
see how he uses his turns to flesh out the students' responses, providing more
descriptive detail than the students offer. Tom Joad, for example, becomes
"Tom Joad, the main character." A little later, Connelly continues to ask
questions about Casey:

Connelly: He says I'm not a preacher anymore. Don't regard me as one.
Why not?
Student: [inaudible]

Connelly: He what?
Student: Because he's been with women and-
Connell: Because he sleeps with women, he thinks he's, he thinks he's
a hypocrite to say he's a minister or preacher. Okay, that's a bit of it. What
else? He doesn't want people to regard him as a minister. How do you
find that out about him?
Student: He said it.
Connelly: He said it. "I don't wanna he a preacher. Not a preacher
anymore." Tom said, "I remember you. You're the preacher man. You
used to vi:at ioun when I was a boy, giv' n those hell-fire sermons in the
tent. Got everybody jumpm' up and down. Said Alleluia! I been saved!
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Table 11

Knowledge Source and Kinds of Reasoning for Statements and Questions:
Percentage of Units by Speaker

Statements Questions

Teacher Student Teacher Student

Knowledge source
Personal 5.6 9.1 5.2 5.4

Text 64.8 67.8 76.5 69.9
Context 5.6 2.1 1.5 1.7

General 10.3 8.2 8.5 10.0

Reasoning
Summary 65.9 42.7 45.9 54.0
Interpretation 26.6 41.1 47.5 36.3
Evaluation 1.9 2.9 2.0 1.4

Generalization 1.0 3.7 2.0 2.1

or I'm a sinner. Come up front and he baptized with your sins." In the
front of the-Where did he baptize them?
Student: In the church.
Connelly Not in the church. In the ditch by the side of the road. Where
there's some water, you know, caught from the rain. It's not exactly an
area of lakes and rivers where he is. He baptized them in a ditch by the
side of the road. Yes? And he had a good crowd of them. But he stopped
doing that now, he explains to Tom, because there was some hypocrisy
in it, he felt. There was something that wasn't right. And yet he still, he
talked a lot, didn't he? He talks a great deal. He's the first one to say that.
"Oh, yeah. I talk a lot. I'm not a preacher anymore, but I still talk a lot."
Now what else does he do around the store besides talking? We meet him
several times sitting behind the house while there was a meeting. What
was he doing? All by his lonesome, he thinks. He's thinking. "I was
thinking, I was puzzling it out. I was thinkin' about it." Time and again
that refrain comes hack to us. Um, what's his name, that preacher?

Though Connelly asks few questions here, the general pattern of his turns
seems clear. He is, in a sense, retelling part of the story-the part relevant to
the character the class is discussing. The students' statements, while few, are
woven into that context, becoming a part of the summary that Connelly
himself is providing.

We can see these patterns again by examining an excerpt from one of Jean
Taggert's lower-track discussions of Arthur Miller's Death of a Salesman.
Taggert has just asked about Willy Loman's dream:
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Student: He has a dream for Biff to he great.

Teacher: To be great. To be a big star. To do something wonderful. What
was Willy's dream for himself?
Student.' Don't he want to get a raise from work or something, pay the
bills?

Teacher: That's what he wants now at sixty. He's driving off the road.
He's in terrible trouble. But at sixty, these were his problems. What were
his dreams? What was his goal?

Student: To go with his brother?

Student: To make it big. To make it out of the jungle. That's what it says.

Teacher: That's what Ben did. Ben made it out of the jungle. And, you
know, you just picked up on a metaphor: the jungle of life. Not that you
have to literally go to the jungle, but all of life is a kind of jungle that
you have to fight your way out of in order to succeed or make it big. Now
he wants, Willy wants, to make it big. What else did he want? You can
tell by his behavior. What was so important to him for his boys?

Student: To he better than everyone else.

Teacher: Yeah. What's the word that's used over and over again?

Student: Popular.

Teacher: To he popular. To be well liked. Popular.

Student: Now is that for him or for his kids?
Teacher: Well, I think he wanted it for himself, to he a salesman. Don't
you? Or do you think it's just for Biff?
Student: No, I think
Student: Well, if they knew his kids, they would know him too.
Teacher: That's one of the issues we have with our children. Sometimes
the pressure we put on them to make it big is so that we get

Student: But I thought he was-
Student: But he wasn't when he dies. Nobody was there. Nobody remem-
bers him.

Teacher: This was his dream. It's called the American Dream. Now this
is in the 30s that we're talking about. Do you think the American Dream
to make it big, which I think is equivalent with rich, to he well liked, to
he popularWhat is also part of that? Be noticed for what you do in life?
Is that still a dream that we have as people?

Taggert asks questions and makes statements in about equal measure here,
but it is the nature of those statements and those questions that seems most
distinctive. In general, the statements she makes are descriptive of the text or
of the world outside of the text. Thus she says about Willy that at sixty "he's
driving off the road. He's in terrible trouble"; about Willy's brother that "Ben
made it out of the jungle: about Biff that Willy "wants him to make it big."
She points out a metaphor ("the jungle of life") and defines one version of the
American Dream ("which I think is equivalent with rich, to he well liked, to
he popular"). She uses her turns in pay' to set the stage for the largely
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Table 12

Response: Percentage of Units for Teachers

Acknow-
ledge Restate

Evaluation
Ask for
Expla-
nation

Elabo-
ration OtherPositive Negative

Upper track
(n = 882)

13.6 35.1 4.5 0.1 10.1 19.2 0.1

Middle track
(n = 891)

24.7 38.1 16.2 3.7 9.9 7.4 0

Lower track
(n = 596)

7.2 45.5 21.4 2.4 12.4 10.1 0

Average 16.2 38.8 13.2 2.0 12.8 12.5 0
(N = 2.369)

interpretive questions that she asks: "What was his goal?" "What was so
important to him for his boys'?" "Do you think it's just for Biff?" The students'
statements, meanwhile, are woven into the context Taggert provides. They are
largely answers to her questions ("To go with his brother"; "To be better than
everyone else"). Only once does a student ask a question ("Now is that for
him or for his kids?"), and Taggert quickly answers it ("Well, I think he
wanted it for himself') before turning it back to the student ("Or do you think
it's just for Biff?").

Teachers did more in their turns, however, than provide information and
ask questions. At least part of the time they were responding to the contribu-
tions of their students; that is, they acknowledged, restated, evaluated, or
otherwise reacted to the nature, quality, or substance of students' remarks. We
will turn now to the analysis of those responses.

Responses

Students' responses were so few in number (less than 5 percent of their total
remarks) that they were not analyzed further. Teachers' responses were coded
within seven categories. The relevant data are summarized in Table 12.

Perhaps the most surprising trend here is how relatively seldom teachers'
responses directly evaluated the quality of their students' contributions. Ear-
lier studies of classroom discourse (e.g.. Cazden, 1988: Mehan, 1979; studies
conducted largely in elementary classrooms) had found such evaluative re-
sponses pervasivepart of a three-turn sequence of teacher question-student
answer-teacher evaluation. In the discussions examined here, however, al-
though there was some variation, teachers on average offered evaluations only
about 15 percent of the time when they were responding to their students.
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More typical of teachers' responses in these discussions was an effort to
restate what students had said. Such statements comprised 38.8 percent of the
total responses. Other kinds of response occurred with generally equal fre-
quency: acknowledgment, 16.2 percent; evaluation, 15.2 percent; requests for
explanation or clarification, 12.8 percent; and efforts to elaborate upon stu-
dents' contributions, 12.5 percent.

Taken as a whole, this pattern of teacher response helps complete the
portrait of teachers' and students' contributions that has thus far emerged. The
teachers' responses pulled students' remarks into the ongoing discourse. By
acknowledging them, repeating them, or elaborating upon them, teachers
wove the varying statements and questions offered by students into a coherent
oral "text" whose organization might quickly break down were it not for the
explicit, transitional purpose served by the responses.

We can see this transitional purpose more clearly in several responses
offered by teachers in the discussions. The first is from Grace Whitman's
upper-track class discussion of Dickens's Great Expectations:

Student: It's hard to read for Pip, because most of the time Pip is talking
in the narrative. Like if ) ou go through the narrative that what he's saying
and you've got to pick a couple of words that he's saying.
Whitman: I gave you a hard task, didn't I? A kind of dramatic scene
where they didn't show Pip's words in exact quotations. He uses what we
call an indirect statement. "I said that." and you have to do the transpos-
ing. And I realize that's a real challenge. We'll sec how you got that
worked today.

Here Whitman uses a student's particular problem as an opportunity to
teach something about narrative. She introduces the notion of indirect state-
ments in narrative at the same time she validates the difficulty of the student s
task. We can see another variation on the pattern in the following excerpt from
Laura Peters's lower-track discussion of Of Mice and Men. The class is
working on a description of the scenery Steinbeck includes at the beginning
of the book:

Teacher: How does he describe the foothills? What adjectives does he
use?
Student: Golden?
Teacher: He talks about the golden foothills. Now, tell me, what does that
mean? How can foothills be golden?
Student: The sun is setting and the light is reflecting off the trees.
Teacher: The sun was setting and the light is reflecting off the trees. We
know that the sun is setting because on the next page we're told it's
getting toward evening. And the sun's kind of shining off in the distance
making those foothills look golden. Now how about the valley side. The
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side with the trees. What does he say about the trees? What type of trees
are they and how do they look?

Student: They're willows and they're fresh with green and spring.
Teacher: Okay, he talks about the valley side being lined with willows.
With willow trees. And he says they're fresh and green with every spring.
And then he says something about the sycamore trees which are also on
this one side of the water. Where the trees are. You probably didn't
understand this line. But can anybody tell me what the line is?

Student: "With mottled white ..."
Teacher: The line is actually "the sycamores with mottled, white, recum-
bent limbs." And branches. Okay. The question is what does that mean?
It happens to be a very specific line about what the trees are like but if
you don't have a couple of vocabulary words you might have trouble.
"The sycamore trees with mottled limbs." Does anyone know what the
word "mottled" means?
Student: Spotted, colored, more than one color.
Teacher Exactly. More than one color. And then they are "recumbent."
Anybody know "recumbent"?
Student: Reclining?
Teacher: Exactly. I saw an ad over the weekend for a recumbent exercise
hike. And I think you can sort of sit hack and lie hack and pedal. I don't
know if it's more relaxing or you work harder. I don't know what the
details arc. But the word "recumbent" means "reclining, resting."

In each of her turns here, Peters repeats or elaborates upon a student's
contribution as a transition to another question ("He talks about the golden
foothills. Now tell me, what does that mean'?") or to another piece of informa-
tion ("The sun was setting. .. . We know that the sun is setting because on the
next page we're told it's getting toward evening. And the sun's kind of shining
off in the distance"). The teacher's responses serve to acknowledge a student's
remark while at the same time using it as a point of departure for further
exposition. Though students' individual contributions are sometimes brief,
consisting only of one or more words ("golden": "spotted, colored, more than
one color"), they are contextualized by the questions that come before and the

responses that come after, and are thereby woven into a discourse that the
teacher is actively shaping.

General Discussion

The analyses reported in this chapter have examined the patterns of discourse
during classroom discussion, and more especially have explored the kinds of
knowledge that participants used and produced in the course of discussions.
Several general patterns emerged from the study.
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1. In terms of the sheer quantity of talk, teachers dominated most of the
large-group discussions we observed. On the average, the floor was returned
to the teacher after each student's contribution, and, again on the average,
teachers' turns were two to five times longer than students' turns.

2. Teachers used their turns for a number of purposes. At times they
directed or explicitly orchestrated classroom activities, but most of the time
they informed, questioned, and responded to students' contributions. Stu-
dents, on the other hand, usually made about one remark per turn, and that
remark was almost always informative in purpose.

3. Students' informative remarks were largely reflective of the kinds of
questions teachers asked, and both questions and statements were dominated
by the description and interpretation of textual information.

4. Teachers used their responses to students' contributions to weave the
discussion as a whole into a coherent and sustained examination of two or
three general topics. Students' contributions were not generally evaluated
individually as answers to specific questions, as in a recitation. Rather, those
contributions were most often repeated, questioned, or elaborated upon in
ways that pulled them into the ongoing discussion. The discussions stayed "on
track" largely because teachers used their responses to students' remarks as
occasions for making transitions from one turn to another, from one question
to another. The teacher ultimately controlled the direction, the pace, and the
organization in most of the discussions we observed.

In a very important sense, these patterns are not surprising. On the one
hand, virtually every previous study of classroom discourse (e.g., Barnes,
1969: Bellack et al., 1966; Cazden, 1988; Mehan, 1979) has documented the
controlling features of teacher talk and the sheer quantity of that talk during
most classroom discussions. If anything, the results from this study suggest a
shift away from the "persistence of the recitation" (Hoetker & Ahlbrand,
1969) as a central pattern of classroom discourse, for here teachers balanced
purely factual questions with interpretive questions and seldom simply evalu-
ated their students' answers.

On the other hand, we should not be surprised by the centrality of questions
and remarks that focused on the text under study and that emphasized the
description and interpretation of that text. Applebee (1993) and Purees (1981)
have documented the persistence of an "academic" approach to literature in
American high schools, and both the longstanding influence of the New
Criticism (e.g., Kirkpatrick, 1972) and the longstanding strategy of "close
reading" as an instructional tool (Culler, 1980) suggest that we would prob-
ably find comparable patterns in many literature classrooms. Indeed, given the
intelligence with which the teachers in this study articulated their goals for
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discussion, it is likely that the classes we observed were representative of
some of the best instruction in literature to be found.

But those classes were representative of a certain kind of instruction, and the
patterns that we found there are surprising, and to that extent troubling, largely
in light of the goals and purposes that the teachers themselves expressed. We
seldom, for example, found evidence that discussions were moving toward a
point where teachers could remove themselves, disappear, and "watch it
happen." We seldom saw evidence that students were moving much beyond
answering their teachers' questions (however carefully those questions may
have been framed) or that they were engaging with the literature on a personal
level. Their responses tended to be relatively brief and unelaborated, their
questions relatively few. Both individually and as a group, they frequently
cooperated with the teacher in organizing and sustaining an examination of
the text, but the direction and context of that examination were usually in the
teacher's control. The students' role was to help develop an interpretation,
rarely to construct or defend an interpretation of their own. While the goal
expressed by teachers was to help students toward a point where they could
individually develop a response to the text, we saw in the classrooms we
observed few occasions where students could practice such interpretive skills.
at least during large-group discussions.

Conclusion

What seems most central in these studies of classroom discussions is not the
differences across ability levels, but their fundamental similarity. At least two
explanations could account for the consistency of these patterns. On the one
hand, the similarities suggest that the conventions governing classroom dis-
cussions are powerful and that they may often operate in spite of the student
audience or the teacher's stated intentions. Presented with the complicated
task of managing the talk among a large group of participants and shaping that
talk into coherence, teachers may feel that they have no choice but to take the
role we have seen them take here. Research on teaching has generated few
alternative models for how large-group discussions might proceed, and the
chances are great that the teachers themselves have seldom experienced those
alternatives in their own schooling. Working from experience and logistical
necessity, then, teachers leading any group of students in a discussion might
find themselves responding, informing, and questioningcontrolling the talk,
even when that talk is meant to engage students in more personal forms of
explorat ion.

Such an argument might explain the general similarities of discussions
across contexts, but it does not account finally for the very specific and very
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profound constraints that teachers working in lower-track classrooms were
facing when they discussed literature in school. The teachers we studied did

not simply lack alternative strategies. That problem was compounded by the
fact that the students themselves were so alienated from school, from the texts

they were asked to read there, and from the kinds of talk that took place there

that the teachers had to provide a supportive structure for them before the
process of personal engagement could even begin. Consider for instance the
following exchange between Veronica Carter and one of her students during

a discussion of "Raymond's Run." Carter had just asked the class if they had

found any problems in the story:

Student: What do you mean by problems?
Teacher: Oh. problems. See. I guess what I'm thinking of is I found some
problems in the story--something that I didn't like that Squeaky said or
the way Squeaky thought about something or something that doesn't
make sense with you. Is there any problem with the way she tells the

story? That's what I mean. That's what I'm trying to have you think

about.
Student: And write that down on paper?
Teacher: You got it. Now did this story make you feel? What were you
feeling when you heard this story?
Student: It didn't make me feel like nothing.

We might point out here that Carter's role is central. ',Ve might suggest that
she is responding, informing, and questioning as other teachers typically do.

We might argue that the student's contributions are minimal. But what seems

most telling about the exchange, brief as it is, is the lengths to which Carter

goes in inviting her students to speak their minds. We might describe the
exchange, in fact, as a teacher-centered dialogue in the service of a student-
centered response. Carter is not interested in telling her students the specific
problems that she has seen in the story. She is not concerned that they take

away the "central" problems or the "most important" problems. Shc wants
only for them to engage with the text in a way that matters to them. But even

at that level she is met with "It didn't make me feel like nothing." And so she

must begin again, attempting to arouse her students' interest. To get them
beyond that "nothing," she must lead, provoke, dramatize, providing the
"security information" that these students may need to develop a personal

response. She ends by employing many of the strategies others employ, but
her intentions are different, her audience is different, and the difficulties she

faces will not be solved by simple answers. Indeed, as our next study suggests,
using small-group discussions in the study of literature, one answer often

offered to teachers as a way to increase student involvement, is not so simple

as it may first appear.
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4 Small-Group Discussions:
Alternatives to and Extensions
of Teacher-Led Discussions

The research reported in Chapter 3 reveals the tensions experienced by teach-
ers as they discuss literature with their students. In our own teaching at both
the high school and university levels, we have often found ourselves in similar
situations, compelled on the one hand to cover a certain amount of material
and teach particular methods of understanding texts and concerned on the
other hand with letting students play a leading role in determining the content
and process of discussions. We have learned. like the teachers in Chapter 3,
that simple solutions to these tensions are not available. Like the teachers
described so far. we have sought to make ourselves "invisible" in the class-
room, withdrawing our influence and direction in discussions as students
demonstrate more independence in their transactions with texts: and like those
teachers, we have met with resistance to our efforts, at times from students
unaccustomed to the role we ask them to play, at times from our own desire
to meet our instructional goals.

In spite of the tensions and resistance, we have maintained our belief in the
importance of student engagement in both the content and process of discus-
sion. Like many teachers, we have searched for ways to increase that engage-
ment. One way we have tried to foster student authority in our classrooms has
been to provide students with opportunities to discuss literature in small
groups where they are presumably free of our influence. Our reasoning and
our experiences have told us that the small-group setting can empower stu-
dents in their explorations of literature and help move them towards inde-
pendence in their ability to have meaningful transactions with texts.

Our view of the benefits of small groups has been supported by much
anecdotal evidence shared in the faculty lounge and found in publications
such as the English Journal. Many researchers, too, have documented the
benefits of small groups, although for the most part research has looked at the
products of group work rather than the processes engaged in by students. The
study of small-group products, while informative to some degree, has its
limitations: for in the end, as Di Pardo and Freedman (1987) point out, "We
know little about precisely why groups work when they do, or perhaps more
importantly. what accounts for their failures" (p. 2). While many teachers and
researchers (including ourselves) have often regarded small-group work as
somewhat of a panacea for promoting student authority, we also know from
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our own experiences that small groups "just don't seem to work" on many
occasions. Slavin (1989) states the problem succinctly: "It is not enough
simply to tell students to work together" (p. 233).

Most research on small groups (e.g., Slavin, 1989) has focused on how to

set up and administer them, with attention to delegating responsibility, provid-

ing incentives, and other managerial considerations. Yet we have found that

in some situations even the most careful planning of structure and rewards

does not prevent small groups from going awry. In investigating small groups,

then, we sought to look for other factors that might influence the ways in

which they work (see Smagorinsky & Fly, 1993).
Our understanding of social theories of learning helped provide the frame-

work for our study. Rather than looking at managerial considerations (for

example. the delegation of responsibilities) that presumably could apply to

any small-group situation, we decided to look at situational factors that might
affect the processes of small groups. The work of Vygotsky (1978, 1986) is

central to our focus on the instructional context of small-group work. Vygot-

sky stresses the social and cultural aspects of learning, in particular the ways

in which a learner internalizes the reality offered by the external world. We
have already discussed these processes in our review of Bakhtin's notion of
speech genres. But even in a given speech genre there is room for variation.

Our study of small-group discussions of literature considers both the ways in

which a variety of teachers enact the speech genre of literary discussions and

the ways in which students are affected by these individual enactments.
The study was designed so that each of four teachers would use small

groups at the same juncture in an instructional sequence, would use the same

literature, would use similar management procedures, and would focus the

group task on the same problem. More specifically, the research was moti-
vated by these questions: Might individual classrooms develop particular

patterns of discourse that influence the specific ways in which students learn

to think and talk about literature'? Are there variations on the speech genre of
literary discussions that could help account for the ways in which students in

different classrooms learn to think and talk about literature? What pedagogical

moves do teachers make that enable students to adopt particular ways of
thinking and speaking about literature?

Method

The Setting

The study took place in a large midwestern suburban high school with a
four-year enrollment of 2,681. The community includes a range of racial

groups, with the student body representing white (69.2 percent), African
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American (23.1 percent), Asian-Pacific Islander (4.7 percent), Hispanic (2.8
percent), and Native American (0.2 percent) citizens. Within these racial
groups there is also considerable diversity in terms of ethnicity and income.

The School

The community has traditionally placed a high value on education, investing
$8,053 per pupil in 1989-90. More than 85 percent of the graduates of the
class of 1989 enrolled in some sort of college or trade-technical school. In
1988-89 students from the school scored well above national averages on the
ACT and SAT, with a mean ACT score of 21.1 (2.5 points over the national
average) and a mean combined score on the SAT of 989 (86 points over the
national average).

Eighty-five percent of the faculty have earned a master's degree, with 73
percent having earned thirty additional hours. The typical faculty member has
taught for seventeen years. fourteen in the district. The teachers in the present
study represent the norms regarding educational level, but as a group are
slightly less experienced than the district's average teacher.

The school follows the practice of ability grouping or tracking. The main-
stream students are placed in one of three tracks, known as honors, regular, or
basic, with an advanced placement program available for seniors. The regular
track reflects quite closely the racial makeup of the overall student body. The
basic track is disproportionately populated by minority students, the honors
track by white. The 1989-90 sophomore honors courses, for instance, which
are included in this study, had a black enrollment of 5.1 percent.

Participants in the Study

Participants in the study came from four sophomore classes in the school.
Three of the classes were regular track, one honors. The classes were selected
by soliciting volunteers from among the seven teachersone of them the
researcherwho taught regular-track sophomores. Three of the seven agreed
to participate, and at the last minute one of these teachers withdrew from the
study. At that point the researcher, who had originally piloted the data collec-
tion procedures with his own students, decided to become a teacher-researcher
and include the data from his own classes in the study to replace those of the
teacher who had withdrawn. The fourth teacher also taught sophomores, but
in the honors track. The study had originally intended to focus on regular-
track students, but when one honors teacher expressed an interest in partici-
pating in the research, his classes were taped and included in the analysis

Had this been a strictly experimental study, the inclusion of the researcher's
classes would be problematic. However, the research was designed as explora-
tory, looking for relationships rather than identifying "best" methods. and so
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the classes of the researcher simply added one more set of transcripts to the
analysis. Furthermore, the inclusion of the researcher's own discussions pro-
vided a unique professional opportunity to reflect on his own teaching in a
highly systematic way, resulting in a greater understanding of the processes
involved in his teaching. In retrospect, the researcher's decision to pilot the
materials with his own class and the one teacher's sudden withdrawal from
the project proved to be serendipitous, allowing for great personal reflection
and understanding on his part.

The teachers in the study (identified through pseudonyms) included one
woman and three men and represented distinct instructional styles. Among
their distinguishing characteristics were the following:

Mr. Harris taught a regular-track section. He used small groups for

prewriting activities about once every two weeks. He organized his
small groups heterogeneously (that is. by sorting them according to his
perception of their ability so that the groups were in his judgment
evenly matched).

2. Mr. Stone taught a regular-track section. He used small groups for
various purposes several times each week. He organized his small
groups by student choice (that is, by letting students constitute their

own groups).

3. Ms. Sanders taught a regular-track section. She rarely if ever used
small groups in her class. She organized her small groups randomly
(that is, by arbitrarily appointing members to groups).

4. Mr. Azarov taught the honors section. He used small groups in his

classes at least once each week for both writing and discussing litera-
ture. He organized his small groups heterogeneously.

Instructional Context

The study examines small groups as they are employed at a particular point

in an instructional sequence: following a teacher-led introduction to the read-
ing of thematically related short stories. The theory motivating the placement
of small groups at this juncture is Bruner's (1975) notion of instructional
.,(,,t1Olding, derived from Vygotsky's (1978, 1986) theories concerning learn-
ing in social environments. Bruner's metaphor of an instructional scaffold

refers to the initial support a teacher (in or out of school) provides for learners

in acquiring a skill or concept, with the support gradually withdrawn as the

learner internalizes the knowledge and learns to perform independently. Some

theorists (DiPardo & Freedman, 1988: Dyson, 1990) have criticized the meta-
phor of a scaffold as being unduly rigid. suggesting a top-down flow of
knowledge. The image of an unyielding scaffold, they say, does not take into
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account the transactional nature of social learning central to Vygotsky's per-
spective and underestimates the activity of the learner in internalizing con-
cepts. Although we are more content with the metaphor of the scaffold than
these critics are, our researchif we may look ahead to our conclusions
supports their view that the relationship between teachers and learners must
involve activity and flexibility on everyone's part.

For this study, each teacher led a discussion on a short story concerning a
coming-of-age experience in the first class session, and the students followed
the teacher-led discussion with a small-group discussion of a thematically
related story. Our analysis of small groups does not attempt to find anything
characteristic of small groups as an independent, decontextualized learning
event. Rather, our purpose is to examine them in situ: that is. as students
engage in small groups as part of their participation in greater classroom
discourse. The sequence that we examineteachers supporting student inter-
pretations in a whole-class discussion, followed by small-group discussions
of a thematically related storyrepresents a potential instructional scaffold
or. if the metaphor offends, represents a potential transactional relationship
intended to support students' learning in the early stages of concept formation.

The study did not attempt to measure the effects of the small-group discus-
sions on "literary understanding," which is an increasingly disputed concept
in the world of theory. if not practice. Rather, the study focused on the
relationships between the patterns of discourse in the teacher-led and small-
group discussions. The small-group discussions, therefore, were analyzed
according to the ways in which students appeared to adopt the ways of
thinking and talking about the literature that their teachers provided for them,
at least as indicated in the limited sample of classes and discussions analyzed
in this research.

Methods and Materials

The discussions came in the normal course of instruction during a thematic
unit on coming-of-age stories. The sophomore curriculum was organized
around thematic units of instruction, with the stories coming from a course
anthology. A pilot study had identified two stories from the anthology, "Peter
Two" by Irwin Shaw and "The Bridge" by Nicolai Chukovski, as roughly
comparable in difficulty, as measured by student responses to a series of
questions based on the taxonomy developed by Hillocks and Ludlow (1984).

Each class session was tape-recorded. For the small-group sessions, each
class was divided into five groups of four or five students, with each small
group recorded separately. Thus each teacher contributed taped sessions of
one teacher-led discussion and five small-group discussions.
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From the total set of data, transcripts for this study were selected as
follows:

1. Teacher-led discussions: To identify the patterns of discourse of each
classroom when the teacher presided over discussions, we analyzed the
teacher-led class discussioil that initiated the instructional sequence. The
teacher-led discussions, we assumed, would give us a sample of the type of
talk that students had become accustomed to hearing and participating in over
the first two months of school and would provide us with specific examples
of how teachers led their students in discussions of coming-of-age stories.

2. Small-group discussions: The data provided five small-group discus-
sions from each class: we selected two from each teacher for analysis by using
a table of random numbers. Of the randomly selected discussions, some tapes
were difficult to transcribe because of excessive background noise, and others
were unusable because of tape-recorder malfunctions. Inaudible tapes were
replaced with other tapes selected randomly from the same class.

Procedures

Each class began with attendance and a brief content quiz to ensure that
students had read the story. leaving about thirty to thirty-five minutes for

teacher-led discussions and twenty to thirty minutes for small-group discus-
sions. The small-group sessions tended to he shorter because the teacher
needed to provide instructions on how to arrange the groups, how to operate
the recorders, and what students should do in their groups.

Students in all classes were in a modified version of the "Completely
Cooperative- groups described by Stodolsky (1984): they shared a common
goal (interpreting the story), participated in common means arid activities
(responding to a story heuristic), and were expected to contribute about
equally. The modification involved having each student turn in an individual

response to the questions on the heuristic rather than having a joint product
evaluated. This modification was introduced to promote participation in the

discussions.
The story heuristic used by students in the small groups was derived from

the sophomore curriculum. As noted, this curriculum was organized around
thematic literature units, each developed around a set of key questions that

could he applied across the literature in the unit. The heuristic asked the key

questions that had been developed for the coming-of-age unit:

I. What values and characteristics does the protagonist have at the begin-

ning of the story that you would call "immature'"? Give examples and
explain why they are immature.
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2. What key incident causes the character to change? Why does this
incident cause change? In other words, what makes this incident so
much more powerful than other experiences the protagonist has had, so
powerful that it causes a major change?

3. How does the protagonist change from the beginning of the story to the
end? Why does the protagonist change? Give examples to support your
answer.

4. Is the protagonist better off or worse off because of these changes?
Why?

The heuristicrepresenting the emphasis of the curriculumrequired stu-
dents to engage in analytical and argumentative responses that typify much
classroom discussion of literature, with an emphasis on making generaliza-
tions about the text supported by proof and examining structural aspects of the
story to identify changes in the central characters.

For the teacher-led discussions, the teachers were asked to use this same
heuristic as a basis for whatever discussion they might ordinarily conduct. The
study therefore captured teachers as they adapted the framework of the cur-
riculum to their own approaches to teaching. Teachers were advised that the
study hoped to capture discussion under "normal" conditions in which their
personalities, styles, and methods showed through. They were thus encour-
aged to cover the same issues as the small groups while remaining faithful to
the curriculum, retaining their instructional style and interests, and fitting the
stories in with their ewn interpretive emphases.

Analysis

Tapes of the discussions were transcribed by a professional typist. A research
assistant then played the tapes back and checked them against the transcripts,
revising them accordingly. The coding system used to t..nalyze the tapes is
described in Chapter 2.

For the present study we modified the basic coding system by developing
an additional category for both "Knowledge Source" and "Kind of Reason-
ing." Teachers in this study made certain discussion procedures explicit, thus
necessitating a "Procedural" knowledge category. For instance, at one point in
his discussion Mr. Azarov said, "There is something else that we need to ask."
Here he is drawing attention to the process of discussion itself, explicitly
telling students that in order to gain the greatest insight possible they need to
pose additional questions. Such statements could then receive a coding of
"Metastatement" as a kind of reasoning, in that they were stepping outside the
discussion to make a statement about the process of discussion.
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Following extensive piloting of the coding system on a separate set of
transcripts, we used a sample of four of the twelve transcripts for a reliability
check, with independent raters agreeing on 92 percent of the coding decisions,
and final coding decisions determined through a discussion of those units
coded differently.

Results

The coding of the transcripts suggests that the kinds of talk engaged in by
teachers in whole-class discussions does influence the ways in which students
talk about literature in small groups. The four teachers in this study were all
quite different from each other. Students of teachers who were highly interac-
tive in whole-class discussions tended to adopt certain patterns of speech and
thought in their small-group discussions. However, when a teacher modeled
interpretive methods in whole-class discussions without engaging students in
the process of interpretation, students neither adopted the teacher's patterns of
speech or thought nor engaged in any other extended means of discussing the
literature when working in small groups.

The sections that follow present the characteristics of both the teacher-led
and small-group discussions of all four teachers, identifying relationships
between the patterns of discourse in the two settings as revealed by the
application of the coding system.

MR. HARRIS

Ti'acher-Led Discussion

Mr. Harris led his discussion in what has been called a "frontal" (Goodlad,
1984) or "presentational" (Hillocks, 1986) manner; that is, his remarks gov-
erned the discussion both in terms of their length and frequency and in terms
of the way in which his perspective shaped the direction of the discussion. Mr.
Harris's discussion was characterized by several traits: (1) he provided for his
students an appropriate extratextual interpretive framework by (a) sharing
lengthy anecdotes from his personal experiences and (b) generating relevant
examples from the students' presumed world of experience; and (2) he di-
rected the students to a particular way of reading the story. The following
sections illustrate each of these traits with excerpts from the transcripts.

Providing an Extratextual interpretive Framework

Drawing on Personal Knowledge. Mr. Harris had the style of a raconteur.
spinning long stories about his own past that were related to the experiences

7 3
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of the literary characters. He appeared to be modeling for his students how to
generate a personal response to literature through the consideration of a
related story. The following excerpt is typical of the many expansive personal
anecdotes he shared in order to connect his own past with the dilemmas of the
characters. When coded, many of the following units were identified as having
a personal knowledge source as he provided for the student his frame of
reference in reading the story:

Mr. Harris: Jim, what was your feeling about the protagonist? Was he
unrealistically portrayed in the beginning? Did you think his reaction to
the had things that were happening to him was pretty strange?
Jim: No, I thought they were probably just about as close to real life as
possible and in particular where his parents were feeling insecure he-
cause they are not sure who to trust or who they can depend on.
Mr. Harris: Like the roles had been changed.
Jim: Yeah, turn your whole life upside down.
Mr. Harris: I always feel superior to someone who's undergone a bad
situation and think, well, I would react one way and then I think I don't
know how I would react. I can remember thinking specifically about a
teacher here at [the high schooll who had cancer and I thought he was
reacting pretty bizarrely through the whole situation and doing some kind
of strange things. One night. right after the middle part of Christmas, this
was right before Christmas break, I was howling with him, and a friend
of mine had a sudden emergency surgery. He went to bed feeling fine and
in the middle of the night had an attack and had to go to the hospital and
had an emergency operation. By noon the next day. he was out of the
operation and doing pretty well. I was telling him about this because he
knew this other person too, and I thought he might he interested. And I
said, boy isn't it weird to go to bed and twelve hours later all of this has
happened to you and you are having this serious operation but you have
gone through okay and there you are back in your hospital room and you
think twelve hours ago I was okay. And he said, and he was very cold
when he said this, he said if I could start walking right now to Joliet to a
hospital that would give me one chance out of a hundred to recover that
I would either die on the operating table or recover and he okay, I would
start walking out that door right now. And maybe I would freeze to death
on my way, and maybe I would make it, but I would take that chance out
of a hundred chances. And three weeks later he was dead. And I thought.
boy, here I was feeling so superior judging his reactions and his sort of
bizarre reactions to things and I didn't even slightly understand what he
was going through. Frieda'?
Frieda: How did he die?
Mr. Harris: He just got weaker and weaker and died. He was a shop
teacher, and he had cancer.
Pant Of what?
Mr. Harris: Cancer. Just pervaded everything.

4
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Mr. Harris continued on in this fashion for quite some time, occupying
nineteen out of the next twenty communication units with further descriptions
of his experiences, with the only student contribution being a question asking
him for details about his story. Following the conclusion of his personal
digression, the discussion returned to the literature.

This excerpt from the transcript illustrates one of the predominant features
of Mr. Harris's discussion-leading style: the tendency to share long, detailed
experiences from his past that were related to the experiences of the literary
characters. The frequency with which Mr. Harris provided extratextual infor-
mation to his students is reported in Table 13. The data reveal that he informed
students about extratextual knowledge more than 30 times as often as he
questioned them and provided more than 20 times as many informational
statements as did his students. Through the predominance of such codes, it
appears as though Mr. Harris was attempting to model for his students a means
of making personal connections between their own experiences and those of
the literary characters, much in the manner that Rosenblatt (1978) has argued
is central to an aesthetic response to literature.

Drawing on Relevant General Knowledge. Mr. Harris's tendency to pro-
vide an appropriate extratextual framework was also illustrated by the broad
social or conceptual context he developed to help students interpret the story.
By providing these external contexts he seemed intent on illustrating for
students how the story represented experiences common to them all and how
it might therefore help them better understand their own lives. In the follow-
ing excerpt, for instance, Mr. Harris took an incident from the story and
provided a relevant correlative example from the students' own worlds. Many
of the following statements were coded as appealing to general knowledge as
a source of information (that is, one available from popular culture or the
media). The codes reveal once again that Mr. Harris sought to go outside the
story to provide a context for interpretation.

Mr. Harris: Roxanne. what happens after he jumps into the water?
Ro.xanne: Ile saves the girl.
Mr. Harris: Is it an easy saving?
Roxanne: No. because the current pulls them under.
Mr. Harris: That is described in great detail. Why do you suppose the
author describes the saving in such great detail? Heather.
Heather: I wasn't here that day. I didn't read the story.
Mr. Harris: I did announce it after you came in, but I didn't [inaudible]
Karla: (inaudible]
Mr. Harris: It has to be arduous for anything to be important It has to he
difficult For example. if it were easy to play the guitar, we would all he
Eric Clapton. But all of us probably have sat down with either our guitar

1.4
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Table 13

Inform-Question Codes Coupled with Extratextual Codes

Harris Sanders Stone Azarov

Teacher-led discussion
Total extratextual codes:

teacher 97 88 54 10

Total extratextual codes:
students 4 30 31 2

Teacher: inform 94 62 34 7

Teacher: question 3 26 20 3

Student: inform 4 30 31 2

Ratio
Teacher: inform/
teacher: question 31.33:1 2.38:1 1.7:1 2.33:1

Ratio

Teacher inform/
student: inform 23.5:1 2.07:1 1.1:1 3.5:1

Small-group discussion
Mean extratextual

codes: inform 2.5 18.0 22 8.5

Mean extratextual
codes: question 0.5 5.5 14 3.0

Mean extratextual
codes: total 3.0 23.5 36 11.5

or somebody else's guitar. The first thing you find out is that it sort of
hurts and it is hard to keep the frets down. So you get one chord and you
struggle for a while, like, row, row your boat. You got to change it, and
it is difficult. Now, if it is a matter of just hopping off a two-foot bridge
into three feet of water and saying, don't be silly, you're all right honey.
that is not going to be something that changes him very much.

In modeling how to generate both a personal and a conceptual framework
to aid students' interpretation of the story, Mr. Harris provided them with the
sort of context many educators believe readers should establish to inform their
response to literature: he was connecting the problems of the character to both
his own experiences and those of relevant figures from the students' culture.
He then made an explicit link between the extratextual references and the
experiences of the literary characters. Yet the data also reveal that the students
played a primarily passive role in generating the interpretive framework, their
statements were brief, and the only questions they posed were requests for Mr.
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Hams to tell more about his experiences Their role as observers did not

involve them in the act of generating a framework for understanding the
decisions of the literary characters. Like the students described in Chapter 3,

they did not join the teacher in helping to set the terms for the general
direction of the discussion. As the data from their small-group discussions
suggest. this passive role did not appear to provide them with procedures for

connecting the story to their own network of personal and general knowledge;

or at least they did not see how to apply that knowledge within the framework

provided by the story heuristic.

Setting the Direction of the Discussion

In addition to providing a social and experiential context for the problems in

the literature. Mr. Harris also assumed the role of asking students questions
about the story itself. The transcript includes no occasions when the students

addressed one another or spoke consecutively; the transcript reveals a steady

pattern of teacher-student-teacher-student turns. Aside from asking Mr. Harris

questions about his own experiences, the students posed no other questions

during the discussion. Like the students described in Chapter 3, their primary

role was to give brief answers to Mr. Harris's questions. following which he

would either pose another question, elaborate on their answers, or talk at
length about issues he felt were important in understanding the text. The
frequency and length of teacher and student turns are listed in Table 14. Mr.

Harris's turns were more than three times as long as those of his students. The

following excerpt typifies the manner in which he took over interpretive
responsibilities. in terms of both the length of his turns and the direction he

provided for the interpretation of the story:

Mr. Harris: But in the act of the saving itself. one particular thing
happens between the two people. Can you remember what it is? Erin.

Erin: It sounds like she starts to like him even though she doesn't know

him.
Mr. Harris: She likes him. and she likes hint because
Debbie He saved her.
Mr. Harris: Even before he has saved her?

Erin: He chased her.
Mr. Harris: He chased her. She falls in the water. She struggles and now

they are really in trouble. They both almost drown. She stops struggling,

why? Lee.
Lee: She trusts hint.
Mr. Harris: What does she say, and how do you know she trusts him?

Lee: Because she says. I'll do anything you say.
Mr. Harris: Yeah. She says I w ill do anything you say. How many times

do you think anyone has said something that they really mean that goes
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Table 14

Units, Turns, and Episodes

Harris Sanders Stone Azarov

Whole-class discussion
Teacher turns 61 116 101 98
Student turns 61 128 112 113
Teacher units 235 371 238 244
Student units 75 171 147 174

Teacher

Units per turn 3.85 3.20 2.36 2.49
Student

Units per turn 1.23 1.33 1.3I 1.54

Ratio

Teacher units per turn/

student units per turn 3.13:1 2.4:1 1.8:1 1.61:1

Total no. episodes 1 4 2 3

Mean turns per episode 122.0 61.0 106.5 73.3
Mean units per episode 310.0 135.2 192.5 139.2

Small-group discussion
Mean turns per discussion 88.5 155.0 287.0 186.5
Mean units per discussion 131.0 212.5 402.5 244.5
Mean no. episodes 4.5 5.0 3.5 3.5
Mean turns per episode 19.64 31.0 82.0 53.28
Mean units per episode 29.11 42.5 115.0 69.85

as far as saying I trust you, I will do anything you say? That confers-go
ahead, Erin.

Erin: No one has ever said it.

Mr. Harris: No one has ever said it. That confers a kind of immediate
resvonsibility. Well, he has two things he could do. He could try to save
her. He also might drown, that possibility is great. Or, he could just let
her go and let her drown. No one will ever know. He goes up and gets
his bicycle which isn't even wet, pedals hack home. Before they find her
body, he is on his way to Russia, to Moscow. Probably no one is ever
going to connect him with anything like that. The girl will he found a
couple of days later. Her bicycle will he found. They will assume that she
was driving across and fell off. He gets away scot-free. But he doesn't
do it.

In leading his discussions. Mr. Harris assumed the major responsibility for
providing context, posing questions, and elaborating and synthesizing student

r8
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responses. Presumably. his modeling of these important analytic procedures
would teach his students a means of facilitating their own exploration of the
literary characters' dilemma. As the analysis of his small-group discussions
will show, however, the critics of the scaffolding metaphor make an important
point in stressing the "dynamically interpersonal, flexible" character of learn-
ing (Di Pardo & Freedman, 1988, p. 130). The teaching of Mr. Harris seems
to illustrate a rigid scaffold that provides support without encouraging student
involvement. Dyson (1990) has argued that the scaffolding metaphor suggests
a "vertical" relationship between teacher and students (p. 204) and "directs
our attention to the teacher's official intentions" (p. 210). Her alternative
metaphor of "weaving" is more "horizontal" (p. 204), placing greater empha-
sis on the learner's activity in an instructional transaction. Mr. Harris's rela-
tionship with his students appeared to be vertical in that he initiated and
directed the substance of the discussion. Next we will examine the extent to
which his focal role enabled his students to adopt appropriate interpretive
procedures when exploring literature on their ow

Small-Group Discussions

Regardless of the metaphor we adopt, we must assume that the goal of the

teacher's instructional method is to empower students to engage in subsequent
independent activity that is fulfilling and enriching. In order for Mr. Harris's
discussion to have enhanced the students' experiences with subsequently read
literature, they would need to have adopted some sorts of procedures for
connecting relevant personal experiences to the characters, for seeking a
broader social context through which to view the story, and for prompting

elaboration of their views.
Of the students in the study, however. Mr. Harris's students generated the

fewest personal experiences, provided the most minimal social context, and

engaged in the least elaboration of their responses. They would address
themselves immediately to the questions on the story heuristic, generate an
acceptable answer, and move on to the next question regardless of the suffi-

ciency of the response. Their discussions were governed by a pragmatic need

to complete the assignment ar. were marked by little effort to explore the
issues in depth or frame their interpretation in terms of either their own
personal experiences or a larger social or conceptual context. Students' turns
were perfunctory and directed towards the production of a brief response to

the question.
The following episode is typical of the extent of discussion among Mr.

Harris's small groups and includes the entirety of their exploration of the

causes of the character's change:
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Gail: "What key incident causes the character to change?"
Barbee: When they
Ellen: When he sees the man pointing the gun.

Gail: Somebody else say something.

Ellen: I don't know.
Gail: Does anyone else think anything else? Why do you think he
changed? Judy, why do you think he changed? [Background, overheard
from another group's discussion: You want to eat grapes. Then he ate the
seeds of the peaches. That is sick.]

Barbie: He ate the seeds of peaches?

Ellen: No, grapes.

Barbie: But [the person in the other group] said that.
Judy: No just grapes. Okay. I guess it's the incident like when he thought
he was a hero and then the next-door neighbor, he heard the screaming
of the next-door neighbor. And thengo to the part when he hears the
screaming of the next-door neighbor.
Barbie: Yeah.

Judy: And then after that, cause he thought he was a big hero, and then
he didn't do anything to save her
Barbie: He realized he wasn't a hero.
Judy: Right.

Barbie: I don't understand why they were like so happy together the next
day.

Judy: I know, that's what I don't understand. Maybe he imagined it.
Barbie: That could he it, Judy.
Judy: Huh?

Barbie: That could be it. It could he a total dream.
Judy: Good.

This episode suggests that Mr. Harris's students developed few procedures
for engaging in the type of thinking required by the heuristic. Rather, they
settled on the first plausible ansv..er and then moved on to the next question.
Data on the students' small-group discussions are included in Tables 13 and
14. Table 13 reveals that, in their small-group discussions. Mr. Harris's stu-
dents averaged only three extratextual remarks, well below the totals found in
the other teachers' classes. Table 14 reveals that both the turns and units in Mr.
Harris's small groups were substantially fewer than those of the students of
the other teachers.

The coding of the transcripts suggests tli it Mr. Harris's style did not help
his students discuss literature in the sort of analytic-argumentative fashion
required by the heuristic. Two explanations are possible. One is that his
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storytelling style did not engage students sufficiently in the process of re-

sponse, thus causing their attention to drift. Csikszentmihalyi and Larson
(1984) found that passive activities such as listening to the teacher or other

students talk resulted in low degrees of affLct, mental activation, cognitive

efficiency, and motivation, with students in teacher-led discussions and lec-

tures devoting only 40 percent of their thoughts to what others were saying

(see also Bloom. 1954). In a follow-up study, Csikszentmihalyi, Rathunde,

and Wahlaen (1993) studied an honors history class in which the teacher was

lecturing about Genghis Khan's invasion of China. Of the twenty-seven stu-

dents in the class, only two were thinking about China; and of those two, one

was thinking about Chinese food and the other was wondering why Chinese

men wore their hair in ponytails. Possibly, Mr. Harris's students had difficulty

adopting his procedures because they were not sufficiently engaged in the

process to keep them attentive.
The other explanation is that Mr. Harris's storytelling style did not prepare

students for conducting the more formal analysis of an independent story

required by the heuristic. Although he did typically return to analysis in his
discussions, the analysis usually came in response to the stories he would tell.

As we will report in Chapter 5, adult participants in reading clubs frequently

engaged in autobiographical digressions and spoke of them quite fondly. One

wonders how their small-group discussions might have gone had the task been

to generate a personal story parallel to that of the protagonist, rather than to

analyze the story with conventional generalizations and support.

Mr. Harris appears to have had laudable intentions in demonstrating to his

students how he thinks in his transactions with literature. In many ways, his

response to the literature is much more in line with Rosenblatt's theories than
with those of the New Critics; he informs his view of the characters with
reflections about deeply personal incidents from his past that relate to the
experiences of the literary figures. If we accept the need for student engage-

ment as part of their learning of the process of reflection, however, he does

not appear to he teaching them how to engage in such consideration them-

selves. at least as they demonstrate in their small-group discussions. The

discussions from Mr. Harris's classes, therefore, suggest that theorists need to

consider more than just the worthiness of the approach to finding meaning in

literature a teacher brings to the classroom (that is, transactional, New Criti-

cal, Marxist, and other perspectives). The process of discussion is critical to

students' learning. If students are not sufficiently active in participating in the

discussions, they may not learn to apply a literary theory once they are free of

the teacher's direct guidance.

S 1
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MR. STONE

Teacher-Led Discussion

77ze Language of hzterpretation

Mr. Stone's discussions were quite different from those of Mr. Harris. Mr.
Stone's discussions were characterized by several traits: (1) he prompted
students to generate an extratextual framework to inform an interpretation of
the story (rather than modeling his own thinking processes); (2) he prompted
students to elaborate their contributions to the discussion; and (3) he made the
process of literary analysis explicit by stepping outside the discussion and
talking about procedures for interpreting literature. The following sections
illustrate each of these traits with excerpts from the transcripts.

Prompting Students to Generate an Extratextual Interpretive Framework

Mr. Stone attempted to frame the interpretation of the story in a particular
conceptual context: a definition of maturity through which to judge the char-
acter's change during the story. Unlike Mr. Harris, who attempted to create
this broader context by modeling it for students through reflection on his own
experiences, Mr. Stone established this conceptual framework through refer-
ences to previous class discussions about maturity and through questions that
prodded students to draw on their own general knowledge about relevant
behavior. The excerpt that follows illustrates the conceptual context that he
created at the outset of the discussion through references to previous class
discussions, to students' general knowledge, and to generalizations about
mature behavior. These influences focused students' attention on the impor-
tance of viewing the story in terms of a broad extratextual framework.

Mr. Stone: Let's start to think about this story in terms of the structure
that we are working with. that being v. are using a definition to analyze
the change in the character from the beginning of the story to the end and
we are looking at a significant event in the story that is responsible for
this change. Who can start us off with if, who could start us off by telling
us something about the character at the beginning of the story. particu-
larly in terms of some definition of the concept of maturity? Ccme on
now.. You all just wrote me an event that starts off the story, you all just
did that in your quizzes presumably, so all of you must have something
in mind. Thank you. Patsy.
Patsy: He thought it was mature to, well, he was eating grapes and
staying up late with, he was eating grapes and grape seeds and staying
up late a:id watching TV without his mother's approval.
Mr. Stone: Okay. eating grapes and seeds and a couple of other examples.
He was staying up late.
Patsy: Yeah.

Mr. Some: And he was also-

9
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Patsy Watching TV.

Mr Stone: And watching TV when told not to. And all these fall into the

category of what?

Patsy: Huh?

.:fr. Stone: These all have in common something.

Patsy: Well, disobeying.

Mr. Stone: Okay, he was disobeying his mother. All right. Now what can

you do with this? In other words, what are you trying to tell us by
bringing up these points?

Patsy: That he thought he was mature by disobeying his mother. He

thought it made him a more mature person and older by doing things he

wasn't supposed to do.

Mr Stone: Thought he was mature through these acts. Okay, and what

does Patsy think? Do you agree with it?

Patsy: What? No.

Mr. Stone: Why not?

Patsy: He was just showing how immature he is by doing that.

Mr. Stone' And what criterion of a definition of maturity are you using

to make this judgment? Why is this, you are saying that this is, in fact,
immature even though he thought he was mature? That is what you are

saying. right?
Patsy: Yes.
Mr Stone: Why? You are saying he is immature because of something

and that because is your definition. And what is it about your definition
that allows you to make this judgment?

Patsy: Well, he

Mr Stone: Can Gary help you out?

Patsy: Yes.
Gary: He's disrespecting the law.

Mr. Stone: Disrespecting the law. Is that a

Gary: It is kind of like what his mother's saying is the law.

Mr Sione: Patsy has already said that.

Cary: It is like breaking the law.

Mr Stone: And that is a sign of immaturity. A sign of maturity is to obey

the law is what you say. So obey the law says Gary's definition, and

response to that?

Ibis excerpt is typical of the teacher's attempts to get students to frame

their interpretation of the story in terms of their understanding of the concept

of maturity. His discussion-leading agenda is quite similar to Mr. Harris's,

who also strove to expand the context of the story to include both a personal

and a social framework. The difference between the patterns in the two

discussions is one more of process than of focus. Mr. Harris sought to provide

the broader framework of the story for the students through extensive retlec-
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tion on his own knowledge and experiences. Mr. Stone, on the other hand.
attempted to get students to generate their own context, as suggested by the
greater frequency of "Question" codes in the first category of codes for
general or personal knowledge statements (see Table 13). Mr. Stone, therefore,
appears to be modeling for the students a means of prompting the generation
of a broader social and conceptual context, rather than modeling the produc-
tion of the context itself.

Prompting Students to Elaborate Their Contributions

Mr. Stone prompted students to elaborate not only a broader interpretive
context but their other contributions to the discussion as well. One recurring
pattern in his transcript was the presence of "Respond-Request Elaboration"
codes in which he requested that the student pursue the interpretation further,
as illustrated in the following excerpt:

Mr. Stone: What was different about this incident, what was unique about
this incident? This experience, was it a real life-threatening incident as
opposed to, as Maggie said, his previous television? He lived kind of a
cartoon life up to that point. And now he changes. He is now mature as
evidenced by what, as measured by which criteria? Heather.
Heather: The next day after they wouldn't let Mrs. Chalmers in, and he
left with Mrs. Chalmers and he turned on all of the lights in the house, in
the apartment. The next day, he got up and saw that everything was okay,
but there was another thing. When he came back, he turned on the TV
and saw the spy show was on, and so he decided not to watch anymore.
Mr. Stone: And he?

Heather: And he turned the TV off.
Mr. Stone: And he turned the TV off. Is that all, Heather? Or do you have
more?

Lucy: He also faced reality.

Mr Stone: lie faced reality, how? I want to see your evidence of his
facing reality.

Female student: By saying this is just for kids.
Mr. Stone: By saying this is just for kids. Lucy is saving that that is an
act of facing reality. How'?

Lucy: Because he is starting to realize that stuff is pretty much fake. It's
not really what happened. Well, sometimes it might, hut
Mr. Stone: So by recognizing the fantasy nature of TV, separating the
fantasy nature of TV from the reality of the hallway, you are saying that
he is then facing reality'?
Lucy: Yes

The frequency with which Mr. Stone requested elaborations from his
students is presented in Table 15. More than 8 percent of his remarks were
prompts for students to develop their ideas further, as illustrated in the pre-
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Table 15

Respond-Request Elaboration Codes: Whole-Class Discussions
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Harris Sanders Stone Azarov

Respond-request elaboration codes
9c of respond-request elaboration

codes among all codes

4

1.7

16

4.3

20

8.4

37

15.2

vious excerpt. Taken in the context of his attempt to get students to generate
an extratextual interpretive framework, his method of requesting elaboration'
appears to he part of a general concern for getting students to formulate a
response to the literature in their own terms and for engaging them in analytic
processes rather than modeling a means of interpretation.

Making Analytic Procedures Explicit

Another recurring pattern in Mr. Stone's transcript was his tendency to refer

to the process of discussion itself. In the transcripts, these units were coded as
having a procedural knowledge source. Through these statements, Mr. Stone
appeared to be making analytic procedures explicit to students, as in the
following excerpt:

Mr. Stone: Okay, now what does that tell you about him? For some
reason we are bringing these up and saying they are evidence that he is
mature, isn't that what you are saying? That he is mature. We are saying
that all of these things help us to classify this behavior as immature
behavior, but I don't see any reason to make that classification based on
the definition that we have up there so far. What do we need to do? Does
anyone disagree with the judgment that all of this is immature? Is there
anyone contesting that? What's missing now? Something is missing. We
don't have anything to make the judgment by so we need to decide what
part of the definition allows us to make that judgment. Is your hand up,
Gary?

Gary: You could say for a definition that bragging about stuff is being
immature, or boasting about it would he a sign of immaturity.
Mr. Stone: Bragging or boasting says Gary. Well, note that that would he
a definition of immature. What does a mature person do?

Gary: They don't need to brag.
Mr. Stone: A sign of maturity is not bragging.

Gary: They already know who they arc.
Mr Stone: Oh, now you just said something different. Because they
w hat?

Gar: They already know who they are.
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Table 16

Procedural Codes

The Language of Interpretation

Harris Sanders Stone Azarov

Whole-class discussions

Procedural codes 0 5 25 9

Small-group discussions

Mean procedural codes 0 1 14 2

Mr. Stone: So it sounds as though you are saying the criterion should be
self-knowledge. The reason for that, Gary, as you pointed out so astutely,
is that the mature person has self-knowledge. Any response to that?

In posing such questions as "What do we need to do?" and "What's missing
now?" Mr. Stone pointed out to students that, in order to pursue their consid-
eration of the story, they needed to make a procedural move: "We need to
decide what part of the definition allows us to make that judgment." He
appeared to be .tempting to provide students with interpretive strategies
such as using def initions of concepts in order to evaluate charactersthat they
might apply in their independent analyses. The frequency with which all four
teachers made analytic procedures explicit is detailed in Table 16. Both Mr.
Stone and his students discussed the process of analysis far more frequently
than did the other teachers and students in the study.

Overall, Mr. Stone appeared to be attempting to engage his students in the
process of analysis by encouraging them to provide the framework for literary
analysis. elaborate their responses, and develop knowledge of a process of
literary analysis. He seemed intent on involving students in analytic discourse.
As the analysis of his small-group discussions will illustrate, his interactive
approach appeared to be effective in helping students develop a language for
interpretation when left on their own in small groups.

Small-Group Discussions

Mr. Stone's small groups generated episodes that were long and included
extended probing of the issues under discussion. The patterns of discourse in
his small groups paralleled those of the whole-class discussion Mr. Stone led.
The small-group discussions of his students suggest that they did adopt some
of the procedures he had made explicit in his discussion. The following
excerpt, for instance, illustrates students' generation of a broader conceptual
context for Interpreting the story. The four students also appear to have
developed the procedure of requesting elaborations or defenses of one an-
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other's interpretations, as suggested by the "Why?" and "Why not?" state-
ments that were coded "Respond-Request Elaboration":

Rose: Okay, the protagonist Costia had, there was no self-confidence.
Heather: What did you put?
Rose: I put the protagonist Costia had no self-confidence. Urn, shy It
says something else about him too. He liked to he alone, and he didn't
want to talk to anyone. Kind of like being an outcast.
Ala ia: Being antisocial.
Rose: No. So, antisocial. He didn't like to express himself to anybody.
How do you say that? And he didn't feel comfortable. I guess that's kind
of antisocial.
Patsy: Uh, how do youis antisocial hyphenated?
Alicia: Yeah. Is he actually immature for these, I mean, how can you he
immature?
Patsy: It's, it's kind of like when you're not really mature until you're
Alicia: Until you're social?
Rose: Well, yes.
Alicia: So, a person's shy so they'resocial?
Patsy: It takes maturity to he social.
Alicia: No.
Patsy Yes it does.
Alicia: No.
Patsy: Well, a four-year-old is not mature and does she come, or he or
she come out and like say, "Ili, my name is so-and-so. Would you come
out and play with me?"
Rose: Yeah.
Alicia: Yeah, but I mean. no, I don't think you have to be social to be
mature. I think there are lots of people who are. But you're not as
successful if you keep to yourself.
Patsy: Yeah. But that
Rose: But you are not as successful when you are, when you keep to
yourself.
Alicia: So you have to he successful to he mature, too?
Rose: Yes.

Alicia: Why?
Rose: I mean, not really successful, I mean, you have to
Alicia: In what way successful?
Rove: I don't mean like aspiring, I mean like you don't have to he rich
and a billionaire or anything.
Alicia: Yes.
Row. You just have to like, you can work in a bookstore and he success
ful. I mean, it depends on what your standards are.
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Alicia: Yeah. But if you worked in a bookstore and you were shy and you
were antisocial, you're still not mature?
Rose: You really wouldn't he.
Alicia: Why? Yeah, but I don't understand why.
Rose: Working in a bookstore then.
Alicia: Why not?
Rose: I mean, because how
Alicia: You can he antisocial and work in a bookstore
Rose: How can you get all the way up to where you want to he? How can
you like, get a store, how can you get everything if you're antisocial,
you're shy?
Patsy: Yeah. If you keep to yourself and you don't want to learn any-
thing.

Alicia: Yeah, I know. But to he antisocial, you don't have to he to he
antisocial, how social are we talking?
Patsy: A hermit, okay. A hermit, he's very antisocial.
Alicia: Yeah, I know. But you say he can he immature.
Patsy: He's very immature.
Rose: Oh, you're not mature until you can
Alicia: Are we talking antisocial as not having any friends?
Rose: No.

Alicia: Or antisocial not being able to talk to anyone, because social
Rose: Keeping, yeah, and not being
Patsy: Keeping to yourself. Keeping to yourself.
Alicia: Are you sure it would he antisocial, though?
Rose: No. Go like this. The protagonist had no self-confidence. He was
very shy and kept to himself most of the time.

The students its this small group engaged in a pattern quite similar to the
one established in the teacher-led discussion, with students prompting one
another to clarify their interpretation of the story in terms of a broader social
and conceptual context (see Table 13. As revealed in Table 14, Mr. Stone's
small groups, compared with those of the other teachers, engaged in the
longest discussions, as measured by both turns taken and communication units
identified. If we value the sort of transaction illustrated in this excerpt and
documented in the tables, then we might conclude that the teacher's efforts to
provide prompts to students and make them aware of the interpretive process
helped to enable them to discuss the story in depth and interpret it in terms of
their general and personal knowledge. We should note, too, that Mr. Stone's
emphasis on examining change in the character was quite consistent with the
focus of the story heuristic, which likely contributed to the students' transfer
of the procedures from the large-group setting to the small-group discussion.

si 0

4
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One conclusion we might draw from the relationship between his teacher-led
and small-group discussions is that teachers need to be attentive to the scaf-
folding that students need for particular tasks if they want them to succeed at
those tasks.

MS. SANDERS

Macher- Led Discussion

Ms. Sanders exhibited some of the tensions that characterized the discussions
reported in Chapter 3. On the one hand, she took a lower percentage of turns
in leading her discussion than did Mr. Harris and initiated her discussion by
asking students to identify confusing areas of the story in need of exploration.
On the other hand, soon after soliciting student response to the story she
controlled the direction of the discussion and made judgments on what con-
stituted an acceptable interpretation. She seemed caught between conflicting
purposes for her role in leading discussions. Ms. Sanders's discussions were
characterized by several traits: ( I ) she initiated her discussion by soliciting
students' affective responses to the story in order to identify points of confu-
sion; (2) she prompted students to elaborate their contributions to the discus-
sion; (3) she led students towards a predetermined interpretation of the story
by (a) certifying responses of which she approved and (b) posing questions
that directed students towards a particular reading of the story; and (4) she
played the role of authority, providing an elaborated interpretation when
students' answers were insufficient and when students indicated they were
confused. The sections that follow illustrate each of these traits with excerpts
from the transcripts.

Initiating Discussion by Soliciting Affective Responses

Ms. Sanders began her discussion by asking her students how they felt about
the story:

Ms. Sanders: So how many of you liked the story "Peter II"?
Brad: That was dumb.
Ms. Sanders: Oh, do you have to influence the whole class with your
opinion? Now no one is going to raise their hand. No one liked it? No
one's brave enough to say that they liked it?
Melissa: I liked it a lot.
Ms. Sanders: Did you really not like it at all?
Student: I didn't like it.
Student: I didn't like it at all.
Student: it was okay.

53
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Ms. Sanders: Can you tell me in some kind of intelligent way why you
didn't like it, why you thought it was stupid? John.
John: I didn't understand it.
Ms. Sanders: The end, or the whole thing?

John: No, the part with the lady and the guy. Was it a dream? Because
the next day, she wasn't beat up or anything.

Male student: Yeah, and she was fine. I mean back to normal.

Ms. Sanders: I would appreciate rather than just giving him an answer,
getting some of your thoughts out fairly coherently. So you thought it
was confusing. You thought it was unrealistic. Why?

Male student: Like you said, she had no marks on her [inaudible].
Ms. Sanders: Ned.

Ned: I just didn't like it. I couldn't understand like how the night before,
he was going to shoot her, and then the next day they were fine.

Ms. Sanders: How many found that aspect of it to be highly unrealistic?
Oh, wow. Is your hand up. or are you just waving yoi r homework? So
no big deal one way or another? You didn't like it particularly but you
didn't really hate it. Did you find it confusing?
Female student: Yes.

Ms. Sanders: Yes, Denny.

Denny: I didn't know if it was imagination or not.
Ms. Sanders: That is a very common question, and I think, not a had one,
not at all. I think it happened, so before we get to those points that are
really good ones, let's backtrack just a little bit. Why is he called Peter
II'' Let's just get a sew of these literal comprehension things.

In searching for "literal comprehension things," Ms. Sanders asked how Peter
II had gotten his nickname, and then she moved the discussion to Peter's
reliance on television as a source of reality.

She had opened her discussion by seeking an affective response to the story
that pointed to areas of confusion, with students then identifying parts of the
story that they did not like because they did not understand them. A resolution
of these perplexing junctures presumably would lead to a better appreciation
of the story and a more positive response on the part of the students. She did
not return to the junctures the student identified until much later in the
discussion, however.

Ms. Sanders's approach appears to have helped her identify points in the
story that had been confusing to students and appears to have yielded to
students the initiative for locating the parts of the story most in need of
discussion and resolution. Yet she quickly took hack the initiative in determin-
ing when the class would discuss those points. She seems caught amidst many
of the tensions reported by the teachers interviewed in Chapter 3: on the one
hand she ceded authority to students in identifying problematic parts of the
story to discuss, yet on the other hand she made her students' concerns
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secondary to her own beliefs about which parts of the story most merited their
attention. The following sections give further evidence of the tensions that
characterized her discussions.

Prompting Students to Elaborate Their Contributions

Ms. Sanders displayed a second trait indicating her attention to students'
perspectives in discussing the story: she would prompt them to elaborate their
contributions to the discussion. The frequency with which she encouraged
students to develop their thoughts is presented in Table 15. She did so slightly
less often than Mr. Stone, but considerably more often than Mr. Harris. The
following excerpt illustrates the manner in which she prompted students to
elaborate their ideas:

Ms. Sanders Danny, what do you think?
Danny: I was just thinking how unrealistic it is.

111.1. Sanders: What"

Danny flow you can't really he in such a fight and have a gun the night
before and the next morning he so in love.

Ms. Sanders: Which is not reality?
Danny: The morning There is no way. I mean. you think that maybe he
should hae shot her or she left. And the reason that the boy didn't like
understand this, is because it is he saw those shows. and on the shoos.
the end is always like someone is dead.

Ms. Sanders: Or
Danny: Or hurt and leave him.

Ms. Sanders. Or
Danny: Happy ending.

Her use of "Or-- served to prompt students to elaborate their thoughts,
show ing a concern for involving students in the development of the interpre-
tation. As the next section shows, however, the authority granted to them had
its boundaries. The students were encouraged to pursue an interpretation as
long as it stayed within the limits of what Ms. Sanders believed to he an
acceptable interpretation. Once again we see the "doubleness- that charac-

terires the teaching of literature, where teachers are caught between the needs

to yield control to students but at the same time "get them somewhere" with

their interpretations.

Leading Students to a Predetermined Interpretation

Ms. Sanders's discussions were charactcriied by a tension over the locus of
control in discussions. to a degree she involved students in generating the
substance of discussions. as just described; and at the same time she exerted

control over the way in which that substance was discussed. The next sections
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examine the ways in which Ms. Sanders used her own reading of the story to
shape students' interpretations.

Certifying Approved Responses. Ms. Sanders's responses to students' inter-
pretations indicate that she preferred some answers to others. In the following
excerpt, for instance, when students answered her questions with ideas that
departed from her preferred interpretation, she accepted their responses as
perhaps plausible, yet she did not endorse them:

Female student.. You say that Peter does not likeit could be the author
was putting that of an experience he had to go through.
Ms. Sanders: Possible. All right. Let me get back to something that I
don't think was quite there. I think that Peter II could have handled and
accepted and not been so disillusioned by the Chalmers's experience if
what?
Female student: If he had seen his parents fight.
Ms. Sanders: That. If he had had the experience. Obviously, I was
thinking he grew up in a home where there wasn't that kind of fighting.
so it was shocking to him as opposed to no big deal. You know, parents
fight all the time, and I am sure that that was a possibility, yeah.
Male student. Maybe if he hadn't watched so much TV, all the shows.
Ms. Sanders: That is possible too.

In this sequence she admitted the possibility that the students' responses
might he right, but did not certify them with her approval: their responses
were "possible." yet she continued to pose questions in search of another
answer. In the following excerpt, however, her responses to student interpre-
tations indicate that the students had hit upon an answer of which she ap-
proved. Rather than following up with additional questions to solicit a better
answer, she tended to give her approval and then elaborate on the responses
that fit in with her own reading of the story:

Mc. Sanders.. Why doesn't he like comedies'! Did you understand that'!
It was very subtle, how they said it. Yes.
Male student: I don't think he really understood the jokes.
Mr. Sanders: Exactly right. Ile says, oh, they are always talking about
income tax and stuff like that. They were talking about much more
sophisticated things and he didn't understand the humor. He was how
old?

Chorus: Thirteen.
Ms. Sanders: And he was in a thirteen-year-oldI mean, I am sure that
comedians were not from "Saturday Night Live" or stuff like that. They
would tell jokes about things that he just didn't understand and therefore
found it boring Ile liked the hero stuff, the superman stuff, the James
Bond stuff. all those kinds of things that were exciting. and that had
appeal. Of course, he had great desire to be like them. So then comes the
Peter the (ireat incident with the cap. His confidence is boosted after that.
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What does he start doing after that? Tom, do you remember? I know
that's a real vague question.

Tom: He terms it as being fearless, by staying in the dark.

Ms. Sanders: Good. Why would that he fear? What does he do?

Thm: He would go in the kitchen, and purposely turns out the light and
seems to he afraid of the dark. And he is just trying to overcome the fear.

Ms. Sanders: Good. What else does he do to try to bolster his self-image
and stuff? Mark.
Mark: He does five push-ups every night.

Ms. Sanders: Right. He starts doing push-ups and is really into that.

In these excerpts, Ms. Sanders had a particular interpretation in mind when
she responded to student contributions, one no doubt arrived at through prior
readings and discussions of the story. Her acknowledgment of a remark
signaled to the students that a response was perhaps plausible, but not suffi-
cient in terms of the direction of the discussion, and suggested that they
continue searching for better answers and interpretations. Her positive re-

sponse to a student comment signaled that an answer was acceptable and the
discussion could move forward. Ms. Sanders's own reading of the story
determined the interpretation the class would pursue, and the nature of her
response to student contributions informed them of when their interpretations
were in line with hers and how the discussion could then proceed.

Directing Students to a Particular Reading. For the most part, Ms. Sand-
ers's questions to students about the story elicited particular answers and
elaborations. The sequence that follows is typical of the patterns of interaction
she established in drawing out information about the story. The statements
Ms. Sanders made that were coded "Inform" tended to elaborate on student
responses, vet the questions that she posed tended not to arise from student
insights but to direct them to additional issues in the text that she felt were
important:

MA. sanders: Do you remember what the author says he noticed right
before he did in fact open the door? It was a small detail.

Male student: He noticed he wasn't so fearless.

Ms. Sanders: Okay, that too but I am talking about something else. Alice.

Mice: His arms.
Ms. Sanders.. What about them?

Alice: They're skinny.

Ms. Sanders Right. He notices his reflection in the mirror and he notices
how thin his arms are right before he is there. and this is doing five
push tips a day So he notices a very different feeling between how he
felt in a hypothetical situation, and how he feels in reality when he hears
danger. I km ever, he doesn't cower away. What does he do? Ile opens
the door. And what happens. Andrea?

9 3
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Andrea: He says [quotes from text] Then he closed the door back.
Ms. Sanders: Well, what does he see? Why does he close the door?

Andrea: He sees Mr. Chalmers with a gun and Mrs. Chalmers was
screaming.

Ms. Sanders: What was his experience with these people beforehand?

Andrea: He thought they were, the lady always waved, and
Ms. Sanders: Do you remember what he says the man reminds him of?
Small detail. Ron.
Ron: A principal.
Ms. Sanders: Reminds him of a principal. A real safe, probably authority.
secure kind of person. And the woman always looked like she what?

Chorus: Came out of the beauty parlor.

In this excerpt Ms. Sanders took a strong role in directing students in the
manner of their inquiry into the text and its meaning through her assumption
of the role of question-poser and in her endorsements of responses of which
she approved. Her questions determined the substance and structured the
direction of the discussion and appeared to have clear answers. The questions
she asked did not emerge from student contributionsdid not build on the
substance of student responsesbut served to direct the class to points that
she believed were important to cover.

Playing the Role of Authority

Toward the end of the discussion, the students revealed how dependent they
were on Ms. Sanders as they began to ask her for her interpretation:

Ms. Sanders: lie was put on the spot where he had to put up or shut up.
Either he was going to he fearless and do something. or he was going to
he a thirteen -year -old kid who would close the door. And what he did is
what any thirteen-year-old would do. What are you going to do') When
someone is in a fight, you are going to close the door. not only
What about any age'' You are going to close the door.
Male student: Why didn't he call the police?
Ms. Sanders: I don't know, I don't know.
Male student: Wasn't he like scared because he wasn't supposed to he up
so late or something?
Ms. Sanders: Yeah, but sure, I don't know why. I don't know if it is an
inconsistency in the story or if it is something that I am missing. It is

certainly the most logical. It seems that any of us would have closed the
door, gone to the phone and called the police.

In this excerpt the students, when unable to understand the story, asked the
teacher to provide an interpretation. Ms. Sanders shared their perplexity
concerning the reason behind the character's behavior and the question went
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unresolved. The students' dependence on Ms. Sanders to provide an authori-
tative reading of the story, however, was apparent in the way they turned to
her to solve the problem, and in the way the students did not participate in the
generation of a solution.

As Table 14 shows, Ms. Sanders occupied the middle ground relative to the
other teachers in terms of the extent to which she controlled the floor in her
discussions. In terms of frequency, she spoke more often than her students,
but did not occupy the floor nearly as much as did Mr. Harris. In terms of the
substance of the discussion, she exercised considerable authority in leading
the students towards a particular interpretation of the story, yet allowed them
to identify the parts of the story in need of discussion and admitted to them
her own uncertainty in understanding certain ambiguous junctures. Her dis-
cussion is not so neatly amenable to a classification such as "presentational"
in that she determined the direction of the discussion but encouraged the
students to talk within the boundaries she had set. In their small-group discus-
sions. her students had a difficult time leading themselves in the sort of
analysis specified by the heuristic, yet engaged in extended discussion when
abandoning the heuristic and responding affectively to the story. The follow-
ing section details the processes of her students' small-group discussions.

Small-Group Discussions

Ms. Sanders's small groups began their discussions in a manner similar to
those of Mr. Harris; that is, they provided brief, unelaborated responses to the
questions until they had generated a satisfactory answer and then moved along
to the next question without refining or reconsidering their responses. Like the
students in Mr. Harris's groups, these students appeared to have taken a
pragmatic approach to the assignment, producing what they felt was an
acceptable answer and then moving along to the next question.

Ms. Sanders's groups differed from Mr. Harris's, however, in their discus-
sions following their completion of what they perceived to he their assign-
ment. At this point they would initiate a new discussion about the story,
distinct from the one in response to the questions, in which they sought one
another's affective responses to the stories. Typically their feelings about the
story revealed points of confusion that they would then discuss and try to
resolve. Their affective response. therefore, appeared to serv:: as a means
through which they identified and discussed parts of the story they had not
understood clearly. In this regard the students appeared to have adopted a
pattern of thought from Ms. Sanders's discussion-leading approach. usiiig
affectke response as a means of identifying problematic pans of the story in
need of resolution.

9 5
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The students of Ms. Sanders began their small-group work with brief
responses to the questions on the story heuristic, seeming to seek a quick,
acceptable answer to the questions. Here, for instance, is a typical episode in
response to one of the questions:

Rex: What values and characteristics does the protagonist have?
Tess: Definitely immature.
Alice: Yeah. he was hiding in the hushes.
Rex: He was hiding in the bushes and still riding that bike. He rode that
hike the whole time.
Tess: So?
Jasper: He was scared of her.
Rex: Yeah. he was scared.
Alice: And he didn't like want to leave and everything.
Tess: He didn't want to grow up.
Rex: Yeah.

The other episodes in which the student,: discussed the questions were
similarly perfunctory (see Table 14). The next excerpt illustrates how the
discussion changed. however, when they finished with the questions on the
heuristic and began to generate their own questions about the text. One of the
groups under study engaged in a lengthy discussion (45 turns) built around
their affective responses to the story. The episode includes sequences such as
the following:

Alice: Well, why didn't you like
Tess: % as hard to read. It was boring.

Rex: It ttas.
Tess: There was no point to it, really
Alice: Yes there was, how he changed his life.
Rex: So tte don't care about him changing his life.
Alice: Didn't you find it exciting when he like jumped off the bridge?

Rex: No. it wasn't exciting.
Alice: To sat e the girl.
Rex: No. I probably would have-
Alice: Rex, wouldn't you hat e jumped off the bridge to save a girl?
Test You ought to ride out of here on a rail.
Rex: I wouldn't have rode after the girl after she rode up on that bridge
like that. lie was kind of dumb He was acting childish when he did that.
Gotta try to catch her.
list 'hue.
Ret: She tt as scared of him. She was pedaling away
lits: Well why didn't you like the story. Jasper''
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The discussion continued along these lines, with students using their affec-

tive response to the story as a means of identifying problematic parts to
analyze. Ultimately their personal evaluations of the story led them back to

the questions on their story heuristic:

Jasper: So what'd you think about the bike.
Tess: I thought it was cool.
Rex: I thought it was weird.
Alice: It was too small for him.
Rex: Yeah, if I was seventeen, I wouldn't be riding this.
Tess: I would he in the car.
Rex: This is too personal.
Jasper: She was scared too. I'd have been scared too.
Tess: Well wait, what'd she think he was going to do?
Rex: Let's not get into that. You never know. There's crazy people in

Russia [the setting of the story] too.
Alice: Well what else does he do that's immature?

Jasper: He chases her.
Rex: We said that.
Alice: What else though?
Tess: Well, he gets this big head when she starts talking about Siberia.

Alice: Well that's his self-confidence coming back.
Rex: That's his self-confidence coming back. You only want to talk

aboutyou and self-confidence.
Alice: Because if he was immature about that he would have bragged

about it.
Rex: Yeah, and he didn't brag. He didn't do anything else immature
except for hide outside of his house, ride that hike that was a juvenile size
for him, quote and chasing after the girl on the bicycle. That's all I know.

Ms. Sanders employed small groups rarely in her classes, and therefore the

students had had little experience in working on their own. The prevailing

patterns of discourse of the class are suggested by her teacher-led discussion,
in which students relied heavily on her for direction and interpretive assis-

tance. It is not surprising, then, that in their rare opportunities for self-directed

discussion they struggled. Their most elaborated portion of the transcript

came when they engaged in the type of questioning with which Ms. Sanders
had initiated their teacher-led discussion; that is, when they responded affec-

tively as a means of identifying problematic parts of the story. What the
students seem to have adopted is the use of affective response as a way to

identify unresolved portions of the text. Only when they engaged in this type

of response did they discuss the issues with involvement and go beyond the

most minimal acceptable answers. Their liveliest and most provocative dis-

cussion in the small group occurred once they were freed from the analytical

97
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task posed by the discussion heuristic. Their small-group discussion raises
some interesting questions: How would Ms. Sanders's whole-class discussion
have gone had she allowed students to explore their affective responses to the
story as the very basis of discussion? Won ld the discussion have been impas-
sioned and spirited, with wide engagement? Would the students have used
their affective response as a way to return to an analysis, as they did in the
small group? And if the heuristic had asked for a different form of response,
such as to discuss points of the story that had prompted a strong emotional
reaction, how would the small-group discussion have gone? The discussions
of Ms. Sanders and her students illustrate the importance of attending to the
congruence between a teacher's approach :id agenda and the tasks demanded
of students in subsequent activities and assessments.

MR. AZAROV

Teacher-Led Discussion

Mr. Azarov taught the honors section in the study; his students were therefore
more likely to have possessed the characteristics of successful students than
were the students of the other teachers. They could be expected to adopt more
readily the interpretive processes of their teacher. They might also have had
more experience with the sort of formal analysis and argumentation required
by the heuristic and therefore might have been well acclimated to the demands
of the small .group task.

Mr. Azarov, like Mr. Sto:.., seemed comfortable with the orientation of the
sophomore curriculum. His discussions focused on changes in the characters
during the story, and revealed two primary traits: (I) he prompted his students
to elaborate on their contributions to the discussion, and (2) he based his
discussion questions on student remarks, thus getting into the flow of the
discussion and helping students extend their contributions. The sections that
follow illustrate each of these traits with excerpts from the transcripts.

Prompting Students to Elaborate on Their Contributions

Mr. Azarov would request student elaborations (coded with "Respond-Re-
quest Elaboration" in the data analysis) by repeating their responses back to
them in the form of a question, often followed by a specific request for further
explication:

Mr. Azaror: What are the key characteristics of this seventeen- or eight-
een- or nineteen-year-old boy Costia at the beginning of the story? What
is he like?
Male student: He is depressed.
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Mr Azarov He is depressed? Why is he depressed?Jane

Jane I meant depressed more in the sense that he is almost clinically
depressed. There is no interest in anything in his life Pretty much, he just
has to be alone. If you looked at it that way, you would say that he almost
had a schizoid personality, always wanted to be alone, never find interest

in anything family or social. But
Mr. Azarov: [asks students to speak clearly and minimize noise for tape
recorders] You said something interesting about the clinically depressed

schizophrenic.
Jane: Yeah. If you looked at him that way, I would say that he did have

kind of a schizoid personality.
Azarov: A schizoid personality?

Jane: A schizoid personality is someone who is so cold and aloof, they
can't even bring themselves out of the shell.
Mr Azarov: Okay, so if he can't relate to people, he is in a shell.

Mule student: [inaudible]
Jane: Yeah. But still, it seems like she is just this mother figure. He is

kind of scared of her.
Mr Azarov: He is kind of scared of his grandmother?
Jane: Yeah. Like she is kind of turning against him.

Mr. Azarov: She is turning against him? Leslie.
Leslie: It said in the story that his grandmother was the only person that
he probably was close to.

Mr. Azarov's method of repeating student remarks as interrogatives ap-

pears to have served as a cue for them to elaborate on their replies. The
frequency with which Mr. Azarov prompted his students to elaborate their

responses is presented in Table 15. He did so far more frequently than any
other teacher in the study both in terms of the frequency and the percentage

of his total contributions. His method of prompting elaboration was quite

different from that of Mr. Stone, yet both approaches appeared effective in

getting students to extend their thoughts.

Basing Questions on Student Contributions

Mr. Azarov's questioning techniques were different from those of Mr. Harris

and Ms. Sanders, who posed questions that pointed to particular areas of the

text to discuss and formulated the nature of the inquiry. Mr. Azarov based his

questions on the substance of student remarks, illustrating the process of
"uptake," which involves "following up on students' answers by incorporat-

ing these answers into subsequent questions" (Nystrand & Gamoran, 1991a.

p. 264). Rather than using questions to structure the discussion to lead down

an interpretive path, he was more spontaneous and reactive in his use of

questions, using them to help students elaborate on their contributions and
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connect one idea to another The following excerpt illustrates how Mr Azarov
used questions to the flow of discussion

Tanya. It seems to me like a seventeen-year-old should he a little more
like emotionally stable. He was like [inaudible].
Mr. Azarov: You think when you get to be seventeen you will be more
emotionally stable?
Minya: I'm not going to hide. I don't see, like, seventeen-year-olds hiding
in the bushes. They are lonely or something. I don't know.
Mr. Azarov: So you would say one aspect of maturity would be emotional
stability. Mark, is that right? And he doesn't seem to be there very far, at
least when he's at the beginning. Larry.
Larry: I don't think it has anything to do with any degree of maturity.
Mr. Azarov: Why not?

Larry: I mean, also in the household where it is all women
Mr. Azarov: That could drive anybody crazy.

Larry: It is different when you are at that age. All you have, is you don't
have a male figure if you are a man, and you don't have a reference
because you see things a little differently, because men and women have
different

Mr. Azarov: Yeah. He has just got a grandmother and an aunt in the house,
and he has just lost his mother. It doesn't seem like he ever had a father
around. So are you saying you wouldn't call it immaturity? You would
call it
Male student: Innocence.
Larry: No. I think it is more what is going on in the house.
Mr. Azarov: Just a reflection of the life, the way he has been growing up?
Esther.

Esther: I don't think there is anything really wrong with him like hiding
in the bushes, because when what they talk about this, this aunt had like
four kids and stuff, and maybe he didn't have his own room to go to or
something, and he would like to be by himself. And just like [another
student] said, no one knows that he's there till he's picked or his grandma
makes a comment or something and she doesn't know he is there. But he
can still feel like everything is that's going on so he doesn't miss some-
thing.

Azarov: Okay, you are saying he sort of adapted to a strange environ-
ment.

Esther: We don't know that he is there like all the time.
Mr. Azarov: Yeah. It is not like we don't know how come [inaudible].
Male student: Do the four kids live in the house?
Mr. Azarov: Do those four kids live in the house? She had four kids.
Chorus: Yeah.

Mr. Azarov: Yeah. I think we assume they must because she is supporting
them, right?
Chorus: Yeah.
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Rather than posing a predetermined set of questions leading to a predeter-

mined set of answers, Mr. Azarov based his questions on students' contribu-
tions. His method incorporated the two basic tenets of a Rogerian counseling

approach: listening and extending (Carkhuff, 1969; Rogers, 1961). In letting
the students determine the direction of the discussion, Mr. Azarov was listen-

ing to them and letting their responses guide the analysis. In posing questions

to get them to elaborate on their remarks, he was helping them extend their
reflections and reach for greater insights. This combination appeared to be

quite effective in helping the students develop their interpretations and par-

ticipate actively in the discussion.

Small-Group Discussions

Mr. Azarov's small groups did not adopt his specific technique of restating
their remarks as questions to prompt elaboration. They did, however, ask each

other to clarify or develop their thoughts through other means. The data
suggest, therefore, that his method was effective in getting students to elabo-
rate on their responses, even if they did not adopt his particular method. We
must keep in mind, too, that as honors students in a competitive high school
these students might already have possessed certain academic habits that
would make them receptive to their teacher's modeling of interpretive proc-
esses. We might consider this factor as part of their enculturation to schooling
and as a contributing factor in their ability to internalize strategies and disp.)-

sitions, particularly in response to analytic questions. The following excerpt
illustrates typical student interaction in their small-group discussions:

Jarvis: How does the protagonist change from the beginning of the story
to the end?
Juan: This was the what? Oh, the big stuff.

Jarvis: I did not get past the part where he sees the Chalmers.

Timmy: That was weird, I know.

Joan: What's weird?
Jarvis: See, that should change him. That should make him feel that he's
not as great because he didn't help her.

Tammy: Yeah, but I don't think he
Joan: I think he was like
Tarntny: But did that really happen? 1 mean was he like dreaming?

Joan: I thought it was a dream.
Sam: So did I. I don't understand that.

Tammy: Because we read this last year and we talked about it and I think
it was a dream or something.
Jarvis: It was probably a dream.
Joan: Yeah, because the next day they're like oh, you know.
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Jarvis: Calm, no show.
Sam: And he just says good night and slams the door in their face. That's
not something you usually do, like watch in
Joan: I know and then he like walks back in, you know, eats a few things,
burns his grape stumps. I mean
Sam: No. He does that first.
Joan: Don't you think he would like call the police or something? Well,
whatever. I mean he just walks in, turns the TV off. You know he's totally
like nonchalant about this whole thing. I would be like freaking because
you know
Sam: That's you. That's not everybody.
Joan: Yeah, I know but still, what would your reaction be, you know, if
like you see this guy with a gun?
Tammy: How does the protagonist change from the beginning?
Janis: He changes because he realizes he wasn't as great as he was
because I mean he didn't even take the situation. I mean he didn't even
do anything with the situation. All he did was say hello, goodbye.
Joan: Hello, goodbye.
Sam: No. We know in the real world', he's not as tough as he thinks he
is.

Joan: Yeah.
Sant: He knows now like in reality, he's not as much of a superhero.
Jarvis: He's -lot as real as he thought?
Tammy: Yeah.

Sam: When faced with a real situation.
Tummy: What?

Jane: He didn't really face a real situation. He faced
Joan: Well, we don't know that.
Sam: [inaudible]
Joan: He faced a situation where it involved older people that arc for
him, I mean kids his own age.
Tammy: He could have been heroic. He just wasn't. He was a wimp,
kinda.

Sam: When he faced a real heroic
Timmy: I mean you could have been
Jarvis: Life and death situation?
Sam: Yeah, he could have
Tammy: I mean I'm not saying that he should have gone up to the guy
and went oh, give me your gun.
Joan: He could have called the cops, you know, or let her in.
Sam: He failed to succeed.

Again, we do not see the specific adoption of Mr. Azarov's technique of
requesting elaboration at work, but rather an inclination to prompt one another
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for clarification and detail. As Table 14 reveals, Mr. Azarov's small groups
engaged in relatively detailed discussions of the literature. By prodding stu-
dents to develop and defend their thoughts through his elaboration prompts
and uptake questions, he appears to have fostered in his students an attitude
for pursuing their interpretations and challenging their ideas, an attitude likely
reinforced by their acclimation to the values and processes of honors-level
classrooms.

Discussion

We wish to stress again the exploratory nature of this research, which we feel

allows us to generate hypotheses about the relationship between teacher-led
and small-group discussions of literature rather than draw conclusions. More
conclusive evidence about these relationships can only come from continued
investigation into the problems examined in this research, perhaps with larger
samples, more long-term analyses of the discussion patterns of particular
classes, more diverse teachers and students, and different (perhaps open-
ended) types of tasks.

The classes we have analyzed nonetheless suggest some possible ways to
account for the processes involved in small-group discussions of literature,
particularly the ways in which talk in small groups is related to the discourse
that surrounds them. First of all, the discourse of teacher-led discussions
seems to influence the thinking and speaking that occur in the small-group
discussions that follow them. To accepi this relationship, one must infer that
the teacher-led discussions examined in this study are typical of the long-term
patterns of discourse developed by the participants in the classrooms studied
over the first two months of school. Seen in this way, the small-group discus-
sions are derivative not so much of the particular teacher-led discussions
under study, but of the greater classroom conversation of which they are a
part.

One important facet of that conversation is the frequency of student par-
ticipation in small-group work. Mr. Stone and Mr. Azarov used small groups
at leas; once each week, thus acclimating their students to the processes and
dynamics of the small-group setting. In such classrooms, students have a
routine responsibility to apply what they learn from teacher-led discussions in
subsequent activities. The students of Mr. Harris, who tended to use small
groups for writing rather than literary anal vsis, might not have been accus-
tomed to the responsibilities of leading their own discussions about literature,
which might help account for their abbreviated interaction; and Ms. Sanders's
students, who rarely worked in small groups and appeared quite dependent on
her for guidance, no doubt were quite unfamiliar with the demands of the
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small-group format. In discussing the process of small groups, one must take
into account the patterns of interaction that take place throughout the course
of instruction, rather than simply focus on the small groups themselves out-
side. the overall instructional context.

The research provides additional support for the patterns reported in Chap-
ter 3 concerning the speech genre of literary discussion. The discussion of
literature in high school English classes represents what Wertsch (1991) has
called an "institutionally situated activity" (p. 47). Wertsch argues that "the
forms of speaking encountered in the social institution of formal schooling
provide the framework within which concept development occurs" (p. 47) and
that experience in certain types of formal instructional settings determines to
a large degree the extent to which one will master the thinking and speaking
that lead to success in those settings. The discussions of the teachers and
students analyzed in Chapter 3 and in this chapter suggest that certain patterns
of discourse do tend to structure classroom discussions of literature, with the
roles and relationships between students and teachers affecting the ways in
which students learn to think about literature.

Our discussion so far suggests that the prevailing speech genre of literary
discussions exerts a great power over the ways in which teachers and students
talk about literature. Yet the data also show that the patterns of discourse found
in the classrooms analyzed in Chapter 3 are not universal. The classes of Mr.
Stone and Mr. Azarov departed from those of the other teachers studied in
important ways. As noted in the analysis of their classrooms, the discussions
of these teachers did not lead students down a particular interpretive path, but
rather focused on the process of analysis through explicit attention to analytic
procedures, an emphasis on prompting students to elaborate their responses,
and the asking of probing questions that moved students to generate additional
insights following in their own line of inquiry. With attention centered on
moving students to develop their own interpretations and frameworks, these
teachers seemed less affected by the tensions that caused a doubleness in
purpose among the other teachers analyzed. Additionally, Mr. Azarov did not
fit neatly into the dichotomy suggested by the New Criticism versus Rosen-
blatt contrast introduced in Chapter I . His discussion was very closely based
on the text, yet his teaching did not lead students towards a particular reading
of it. His students were engaged in a transaction with the text, yet that
transaction involved little explicit connection to personal experiences.

The discussions of Mr. Harris illustrate another variation on the speech
genre of literary discussions. Although he maintained the sort of control
characteristic of the teachers described in Chapter 3, he illustrates a different
sort of response to literature based on extensive reflection on personal expe-
riences. His storytelling approach appeared out of sync with the emphasis of
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the curriculum and may have helped account for his students' brief responses

to the story heuristic.
The classes of Mr. Stone and Mr. Azarov suggest that the greater the degree

of involvement in generating the content and process of discussion, the more

likely students are to adopt the ways of thinking and concept development

provided by their teachers, particularly when subsequent tasks require the

same sort of thinking. Students cannot be passive in their learning; along with
Wertsch (1991), we question "the assumption that students will automatically

come to appropriate instructional questions by being exposed to them in the
speech of others (especially teachers)" (p. 142). Rather, students must partici-

pate in the generation of concepts in order to adopt the language that explores

and conveys them in particular formal settings. Activity, as Vygotsky stressed,

is crucial to the process of internalizing both the means of communication and

the substance of what is conveyed.
Dewey (1916) argued long ago that teachers and learners should be en-

gaged "in a joint activity, as a means of setting up an active connection

between the child and the grownup. Similar ideas or meanings spring up
because both persons are engaged as partners in an action where what each

does depends upon and influences what the other does" (p. 15). He disputed
the notion of learning in which "a person learns by merely having the qualities
of things impressed upon his mind through the gatewayof the senses" (p. 29).

The notion of activity is crucial if the genre of literary discussion is ever

to evolve. Berkenkotter and Huckin (1993) describe genres as "sites of con-
tention" that are "inherently dynamic" (p. 481). They argue that, while genre
conventions strongly influence the behavior of participants, participants si-
multaneously constitute the rules of the genre. The relationship is thus recip-

rocal or, to use the language of Vygotsky, dialectical. Berkenkotter and Huckin

focus primarily on mature writers in clearly defined professional discourse

communities. Our research suggests that in classrooms this reciprocity takes

place only when the students have authority in the discussions. When they
simply slot information in the teacher's interpretive text, as reported in Chap-

ter 3, they have little opportunity to constitute the structure of classroom
discourse. If they are to adopt the language of discussion and simultaneously

contribute to the shape of that discourse, they must be active participants in

the process.
We would push the importance activity one step further. Rather than

simply having an experience or participating in a transaction, the students who

engaged in extended small-group discussions were involved in difficult work.

When we speak of work, we think of engagements in which a person meets a

challenge with an appropriate degree of skill, as in the state of "flow" which

"is able to provide a self-contained little world in which a person can act with
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total involvement and without self-doubts" (Csikszentmihalyi, 1982, p. 174).
The excerpts from the transcripts suggest that, in both the teacher-led and
small-group discussions, Mr. Stone and Mr. Azarov continually required their
students to develop and sharpen their thoughts. To benefit from the discus-
sions, the students had to make a great effort, pushing at the limits of their
capabilities. If students are to be empowered in the classroom, not only must
the teacher relinquish authority, but the students must also be prepared to
engage in substantive, demanding work. Csikszentmihalyi refers to Warren
Ziegler's notion of a "learning stance" and Kenneth Benne's idea of a "meth-
odological character" to characterize those who seek out new learning in their
transactions with the world. He sees this trait as offering "the closest approxi-
mation of happiness that human existence can provide" (p. 175).

This study suggests that providing a model of response or interpretation
without engaging students in the process appears to place too great an empha-
sis on the role of the teacher in "teaching" and too little emphasis on the
students' activity. We recall Dyson's (1990) metaphor of "weaving" rather
than "scaffolding," with the emphasis on a transactive relationship. In such a
learning environment teachers guide students to the higher levels of their
"zone of proximal development," Vygotsky's term for their range of potential
in relation to the social context that enables it to develop.

The small groups described in this chapter illustrate the importance of
activity on the internalization of new concepts and the adoption of appropriate
patterns of thought and speech. The lack of activity of the students ;ri Mr.
Harris's teacher-led discussion might have left them only with their conven-
tional role in convent,onal analytic discussions, which was to slot bits of
information into an interpretative text provided by someone else, as did the
students described in Chapter 3. When falling back on the prevailing speech
genre of literary discussions in their small groups, they took the role of
providing brief informational answers to the questions on the story heuristic
and then moving along. One possible reason they quickly abandoned their line
of inquiry could be their inexperience in the intense joint activity required for
effective small-group work, particularly when the teacher's style of response
was different from the type of analysis required in the small group.

Our discussion of literary discussion has focused on the use of speech as a
means of mediating thought and activity. We wish to stress that we recognize
other forms of mediation as well, particularly as described in cultural studies.
John (1972), for instance, reveals how Navajo children "learn by looking" and
"are visual in their approaches to the world" (p. 333). Philips (1972) has found
that for Warm Springs Indians the first step in learning involves silent listen-
ing and watching. When we speak of engagement and activity in our studies
of classroom discourse, we are describing the specific means of mental in-
volvement that are thought to be appropriate for learning in mainstream
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English classes. Studies of other learning situations might more appropriately

analyze other means of mediating thought and activity (see Smagorinsky,

1991; Smagorinsky & Coppock, 1994, in press).

In conventional American classroom discussions of literature, talk is the

medium for learning a means of response. If the social circumstances sur-

rounding discussions of literature affect the talk that takes place within them,

if schools in general and individual teachers in particular encourage specific

kinds of talk, and if classrooms are the only place where we assume that

discussions of literature take place, then we would be left with the belief that

literature is only talked and thought about in limited, and perhaps limiting,

ways. Yet the classroom is only one of several types of literary communities.

An analysis of other settings for discussing literature might lead to an under-

standing of other ways to talk and think about literature. In Chapters 5 and 6

we analyze discussions of literature in two such settings.
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5 Adult Book-Club Discussions:
Toward an Understanding
of the Culture of Practice

One of the main reasons we became teachers is that we love to read and talk
about literature. But our studies of large-group discussions of literature in
literature classes suggest that these discussions seldom feature the kind of talk
that drew us to the profession. Although teachers would like their discussions
of literature to be free-flowing exchanges of ideas, in reality both students and
teachers are constrained in what they say and in how they say it. And our study
of small-group discussions of literature suggests that the influence of the
patterns of discourse in large-group discussions is so great that it extends toother settings as well. As we have argued in our previous chapters, the patternsof speaking and thinking characteristic of school discussions of literature arenot those of discussions we value. It makes sense, therefore, to look outside
classrooms for alternative models of how to talk about literature. In the twostudies that conclude our book, we do just that, examining in this chapter how
adults talked about hooks in their book-club discussions and then in Chapter6 how eighth graders talked one-on-one with their student teacher as they read
stories together outside class.

Wertsch (1991) explains why such studies might be valuable in his discus-sion of the toolswhat he calls mediational means (see Vygotsky, 1986)
people use to accomplish their goals. He gives the compelling example of the
"QWERTY" typewriter keyboard. He explains that the placement of letters
originally resulted from the designer's efforts to slow typists' fingers down inorder to avoid jams. Despite this history, and despite the fact that other
keyboards have proven to be more efficient, the QWERTY keyboard has
continued its dominance. Why? Wertsch (1991, p. 37) explains that once a toolhas been sed for a while, the factors that influenced its design are forgottenand the sign becomes accepted as natural or inevitable. We know that we
had always assumed that the letters on the keyboard had been arranged to
maximize efficiency and had attributed our troubles as typists to unique
defects in our abilities. Wertsch argues that what is true for keyboards is truefor the tools used in educational settings as well. According to Wertsch, then,
educational tools such as grade books, referral forms, anthologies, recitation
patterns, and so on are taken for granted as somehow essential to the life of
schools. We hope that our final two studies demonstrate that the patterns of
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discourse in classroom discussions of literature are not inevitable, for as
Wertsch notes, "[I]t is often only when confronted with a comparative exam-

ple that one becomes aware of an imaginable alternative" (p. 126). At such

times we often find indeed that the emperor has no clothes.

The growing body of research on situated cognition provides additional

support for looking outside the classroom for alternatives. As Brown, Collins,

and Duguid (1989) explain:

School activity too often tends to be hybrid, implicitly framed by one
culture, but explicitly attributed to another. Classroom activity very much
takes place within the culture of schools, although it is attributed to the

culture of readers, writers, mathematicians, historians, economists, geog-
raphers, and so forth. Many of the activities students undertake are
simply not the activities of practitioners and would not make sense or be
endorsed by the cultures to which they are attributed. (p. 34)

According to this argument, then, to understand the culture of readers, one has

to look beyond schools. One context that can provide some understanding of'
the culture of readers and, with that, some sense of direction for teachers of

literature is the adult reading club.
The growth in popularity of adult reading groups has been well docu-

mented by the popular press. The Chicago Sun-Times of March I1, 1990,

reports: "These days, it's positively de rigueur among baby-boom intelligen-
cia to carve out a few hours once a month to pick apart a piece of literature

and a buffet table." And The New York Times of March 20, 1989, notes:
"Books are drawing members of the 'me generation' out of their urban
solitude and into intimate discussion groups. From recent college graduates to

people a generation older, these readers are confounding the conventional
wisdom that video has replaced vellum." In so doing, they are also confound-

ing the conventional wisdom that studying the culture of readers requires
studying the activity of literary critics, conventional wisdom promulgated in

large measure by literary critics themselves. In fact, as de Beaugrande (1985)

notes: "We must bear in mind that the activity of academic criticism is a very
specialized and elaborated domain of discourse" (p. 2), adomain that few of

our students will enter.

The Study

A Description of the Clubs

We studied two adult reading groups, a group of six men from the Chicago

area who had been meeting for seven years at the time of the study and a group

of twelve women from the Iowa City area who had been meeting for three
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years. To minimize the chance that the groups would change their behaviors
because they were being studied, we decided to study-groups with whom we
had some sort of relationship. Michael Smith had been a member of the men's
club for five years, having left it two years before the study when he took a
job in another state, and Jim Marshall's wife was a member of the women's
group.

The men's club met ten to twel 'e times a year. Four of the club's six
members worked in government agencies, one was a junior high school
English teacher, and one worked in health care. All of the club's members had
completed college and four had advanced degrees. Only the English teacher
had taken literature as a primary area of study. The club had a strong sense of
organization and history. Each meeting proceeded in a similar fashion. The

*host, who had chosen the book under discussion, began by making a brief
statement explaining the reasons for his choice. He then posed the initial
question. The host had the responsibility of preparing enough questions to
keep the discussion moving throughout the evening. On rare occasions the
host also brought in information from outside sources.

After sixty to ninety minutes of discussion, the group broke for a late
dinner. These breaks ordinarily lasted about thirty minutes. During this time
the next host announced his choice for the next text to be discussed. After the
break, the discussion would continue for another sixty minutes or so.
Throughout the discussion the club members would drink beer and soft drinks
(mostly beer) and eat snacks. The host could choose any book, within certain
broad restrictions: the book must have fewer than four hundred pages and
must be available in paperback. The host could not choose a book he had
already read unless it was a book that other members had also likely read. for
example, Salinger's The Catcher in the Rye. The club had read a wide variety
of texts: classics such as Conrad's Heart of Darkness, historical works such
as McNeill's Plagues and Peoples, philosophical works such as Kierkegaard's
Fear and Trembling, contemporary fiction such as Garcia Marquez's Love in
the Time of Cholera, and contemporary social commentary, political science,
or intellectual history such as Shipler's Russia. All of the members were
extremely committed to the club. It was highly unusual for any member to
miss a meeting, and members always read the text under consideration before
the meeting.

The women's club met each month. Of the club's twelve members, eight
attended virtually every meeting and four were less regular attenders. All of
the members worked in education-related fields or in social services and all
had advanced degrees. Only one had concentrated on English as a primary
area of study. 'The club chose its books on the basis of the suggestions of a
member who had recently read the book. As Molly, one of the regular atten-
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ders, noted, at least one person "should be in love with the book." Meetings

usually started with twenty to thirty minutes of social talk, after which the
group would begin to discuss the book. The person who made the recommen-
dation was responsible for bringing in information, usually biographical in-

formation or book reviews, and began the discussion by presenting that
information. This person also could choose to ask questions to frame the
discussion. The discussions generally lasted forty-five minutes to an hour, at

which point the group shared a meal, discussed the next book choice, and
socialized. The group read a wide variety of texts, generally drawn from areas

of common interest, most often women's issues, writers of the Midwest,
education, and cultural diversity. The group had read a number of classics

such as Austen's Pride and Prejudice, sociological texts such as Habits of the

Heart by Bellah and colleagues, education-related texts such as Hirsch's
Cultural Literacy, contemporary fiction such as Morrison's Beloved, and short

story collections such as Jhabvala's Out of India.

Data Collection and Anal

We collected tv.'o types of data: audiotapes of two discussions of each club

and interview xith group members. We recorded the men's group discussing

J. D. Salinger's The Catcher in the Rye and Saul Bellow's A Theft. We
recorded the women's group discussing Ruth Jhabvala's Out of India and
William Maxwell's So Long, See You Tomorrow. As in our other studies, the
transcripts were divided into two levels of organization: turn and communica-

tion unit. We analyzed the communication units by using the same coding
scheme we describe in Chapter 2 with only one slight modification. Because
the adults occasionally announced that they disagreed with a statement with-

out commenting on the quality of that statement, we added "Disagree" as a

category of response. A primary coder rated all transcripts, and a second rater

coded a randomly selected 20 percent of each transcript. The raters agreed on

93.6 percent of their coding of the basic purpose of the communication unit,

and on 80.2 percent of the subcategories.
All of the members of the men's group were interviewed. Circumstances

permitted only three of the women's group to be interviewed, the group's

founder and two of its most active and committed members. The interviews

were structured around three general questions: hov. the members felt about
being in the groups, how the discussions in the groups compared with other

discussions about literature the members have had, and how membership in

the groups affected the way members read.

1 1 1
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Results and Discussion

The Discussions

The Language of Inter'', -lawn

Because the purpose of this study was to consider whether these discussions
could provide an alternative model for classroom discussions of literature, in
our analysis we compare the adult book-club discussions to the large-group
discussions of literature we reported in Chapter 3. We do not attempt to
characterize the discourse of all book clubs, nor do we speculate on the causes
of the differences between the two clubs we studied, although studying a
men's club and a women's club may set up an expectation for a discussion of
gender and language. We believe with Torres (1992) that such research has
become increasingly complex "as researchers have realized that the question
of sex or gender differences in language is intimately related to other issues
such as race, social class, and social roles" and that "it is now clear that one
cannot speak of universal sex difference in language" (p. 281).

The transcripts reveal that the adult book-club discussions feature both
striking similarities to classroom discussions of literature and important dif-
ferences. Perhaps most significantly, the group members share the teachers'
goals we reported in Chapter 3: fostering a free exchange of ideas and staying
sufficiently on track so that the discussions go somewhere of value. Allen, one
of the charter members of the men's group, noted that he values the group both
because it allows him to have "open" exchanges with friends and because "the
formality keeps [the discussion] to the issue at hand." In addition, the mem-
bers bring the sort of commitment to the groups that would please any teacher.
Indeed, the women's group was founded for just that purpose. As Ellen, the
group's founder, explained: "I've belonged to lots of groups and you go in and
there are twenty people in the group and five of the people read the book and
discuss it and the other fifteen sit and listen to it.... It was very frustrating,
so ... we decided to start a group of women who would make a commitment
to read the book and come and discuss it." Further, many of the texts that the
groups choose to discuss are of the sort that could appear on school reading
lists. A closer look at the patterns of discourse reveals additional similarities
as well as significant differences. But it is important to remember that the
goals of the discussions and the texts, two crucial factors in shaping discus-
sions, are quite similar to those of the teacher-led discussions we reported in
Chapter 3. These resemblances suggest that, although classrooms and book
clubs are different, the adult reading groups are an appropriate source of
implication for teachers to consider.
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Table 17

Mean Length of Turns in Conununication Units

Mean (SD)

Men's discussions
Catcher 1.7

A Theft 1.6

Women's discussions
Out of India 1.6

So Long 1.6

Mean 1.63

Length of Turn

As Table 17 reveals, the average length of turns for each of the discussions
(1.63 units) was approximately the same as the average length of student turns

we reported in our studies of large-group discussions of literature (1.8 units).
That seems a surprising result, for even a glance at the transcripts reveals that

group members regularly took turns substantially longer than virtually all of
the turns of the students in the studies of both large- and small-group discus-
sions. However, further analysis suggests an explanation for this initially
surprising result. In the classroom discussions the turn-taking rules were very

clear. The teacher would ask a question, a student would answer, and then the

teacher would respond in some fashion or ask another question. In all of the
adult discussions, however, the turn-taking was much more fluid. In fact, the
discussions were marked by kinds of turns that rarely occurred in the class-

room discussion of literature: parallel turns and cooperative turns.
In parallel turns speakers punctuate the turns of others without fully gain-

ing the floor. Sometimes parallel turns featured two speakers alternating. as
this example from the discussion of The Catcher in the Rye illustrates:

Joe: Doesn't it seem that this young fellow was lookingto uh, to retain
thelike the honesty of, a, of childhood and youth, the uh--you know
the spontaneity that, that goes along with childhood, youth and
Sam: 1 think he wasyeah, I think he was bright and
Joe: And you see, he was right on the cusp. Where he had to, to go in,
go over, whether he thought he saw
Sam: You know. He washe was frightened to, to move on. I mean I

agree, with Wallace
Joe: Yeah, frightened to move on, that's right.
Sam: I agree with Wallace to an extent. I don't think he's responsible-
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totally responsible for his fucked-up behavior 1 think he's, a depressed
kid, who is, you know, is having major problems adapting to life You
know, I don't think it's just a, a function of him being an, an asshole. His
behavior is clearly horrible, you know. But, I don't agree, that he makes
... any, that he actually makes a journey. I think he's running in place.
He doesn't seem to go anywhere to me. He's still asking the same
questions, at the end when he's sitting out in California ... it's like, I was
thinking, this book doesn't really start anywhere, and it doesn't really go
anywhere. I just see him sittingI see him treading water.

Because the speakers paused to let each other continue, the excerpt was coded
as each speaker's taking three separate turns. However, because neither
speaker really gave up the floor or interacted with the other, the excerpt could
be seen as a single turn by each of the two speakers. More commonly,
however, parallel turns were characterized by short turns from a variety of
speakers interrupting an extended turn by a single speaker, as in this excerpt
from A Theft:

Allen: Gina has more wisdom than a sixteen-year-old could possibly ever
have, number 1. Number 2, 1 think that Gina--
Wallace: Oh come on.
Henry: Well Gina's twenty-two. Gina is twenty-two.
Allen: Sucks the life out of Clara. You know, on the way going there, she
is talking about how old she's feeling. You may recall. To this meeting.
She's talking about her knees, she's talking about the aches, she's talking
about getting that [since] she'd met Gina. Gina then sucks sucks the life
out of her it .s passage that Henry read on 107. Removes it, but Gina
as she takes this out of Clara, and passes her into middle age. Then goes
on, to, to, to give her her child. Telling her the story about her daughter
giving her this stuff, and then Gina concludes at the end, that now it has
passed, I've given my, my, wayward youthful, uh, type, of a, uh, image
and, life to Gina
Wallace: Yeah, so
Allen: And my daughter is coming up, having done something that's
unbelievable to me. and she's part of me, she, she is
Wallace: Yeah. So are you saying that's affirmative or not?
Allen: Yes. It's definitely affirmative at the [end].

In this excerpt Allen takes four turns, three of them one communication unit
long, yet he is developing a single idea. In discussions with more rigid
turn-taking rules, Allen would have developed his idea in a single long turn.

Cooperative turns are turns in which several speakers are working together
to make a single point, as in this excerpt from the discussion of The Catcher
in the Rye:

Sam: It says he hates life, because there's some, there are a couple aspects
that that, he can't tolerate; it's not saying he has to buy into it, that he has
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to be phony, but he just won't even participate because there're phony
people out there.
Adam: He calls everybody phony in this book for the most part, which is
basically. which is basically his, basically he's a teenage adolescent
finding things that he doesn't like, so he uses the word "phony."

Sam: He's a nihilist.
Joe: But he doesn't find everybody phony.
Wallace: No. No.
Joe: He doesn't. He
Sam: People who are dead, not phony.
Joe: That's it, oh people who
Sam: Children. The children.
Joe: That are children.
Sam: Yeah.
Joe: Nunsget to be uh, in the non- phony
Henry: Yeah, the nuns renounced, renounced the world of
Wallace: The girlfriend Jane, the one he loved so much.
Joe: And it's just virgins, I guess I should just, is what, his virgins are not
phony. You know there, but there are people that aren't phony.

From the time Joe says "But he doesn't find everybody phony" to the end of
this excerpt, four different speakers take a total of twelve turns, only the last

longer than a single communication unit. Yet the speakers are working to-
gether to develop a single idea. Because the speech genre of classroom
discussions of literature does not sanction this kind of unmediated collabora-
tion, a student would likely have to develop such an idea individually.

We see a similar kind of cooperation in this excerpt from the discussion of

A Theft:

Walla( e: So I, and she goes onI mean are we, remember this is a
woman who, uh, who is uh, tried to commit suicide twice, then she'c had,

uh, she got a record of difficulties in dealing
Henr: Someplace else in the book he says that, that Mrs. Wong, Mrs.
Wong has given up, uh, on men. There's another place in the book where

she, he said that.
Wallace: Right. [all talking]
Allen: St,e's been married, she had a break, bad, breakup and
Henry: But but she didn't. hut, but the
Wallace: And she had run, written them off.
Henry: But didn't that, get written off?
Wallace: Yes she had written 'em off. Good point

As these examples suggest. the existence of cooperative turns, like the exist-

ence of parallel turns, makes length of turn a suspect measure of the elabora-

tion that occurred during the discussions.
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Table 18

General Discourse Functions in Percentage of Total Units

n of Units Direct Inform Question Respond

Men's discussions
Catcher 2,104 2.4 67.8 7.0 22.8
A Theft 2,051 4.1 66.3 11.0 18.6

Women's discussions
Cut of India 610 1.3 68.3 11.6 18.7
So Lang 1,197 2.3 75.8 7.3 14.6

Average 1,490.5 2.53 69.55 9.23 18.67

General Discourse Function

The proportion of the responses in each of the four general categories is
indicated in Table 18. The club members made substantially fewer directive
statements (2.53 percent) than did the teachers (4.3 percent), although they did
make more directive statements than did the students (0 percent). This is not
a surprising result, for, unlike students, all of the members of the groups had
the authority to make directive remarks, although they seldom exercised that
authority. As in the classroom discussions, informative statements dominated
the discussions. Much more interesting than the incidence of the informative
statements is the nature of those statements, a topic that will be addressed
below.

The club members asked substantially fewer questions (9.23 percent) than
did the teachers (21.4 percent) and slightly fewer than did the students (14.35
percent). Again this is not surprising, for although the questions that club
members asked were important, the discussions did not depend on questions
to advance. Teachers use questions to open up the floor to their students, the
presumption being that students should not enter the discussion until they
have been invited to do so. In contrast, simply being a member of the club
authorized the adults to speak. Consequently, the members most often entered
the discussion to build on or to speak against the statements by previous
speakers.

The issue of authority again appears in the substantial difference in the
proportion of responses offered by the adults (18.67 percent) as compared
with the students (3.3 percent). Clearly, only the teacher (13.1 percent) was
authorized to respond to the statements that students made. As we noted
earlier, after virtually every statement by a student, the floor returned to the
teacher (see Nystrand & Gamoran, 1991b). In contrast, all of the members of
the book clubs had the authority to respond, and indeed they regularly exer-
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Table 19

Nature of Informative Statements by Percentage

n of Units Logistics Read Instructional Focus

Men's discussions
Catcher 1,434 1.5 2.3 96.2

A Theft 1,360 1.0 2.1 96.8

Women's discussions
Out of India 417 0.5 0 99.5

So Long 907 1.5 16.4 82.0

Average 1,029.5 1.13 5.2 93.63

cised this authority. The club members spoke directly to each other rather than

speaking through another.

The Informative Statements

The general focus of the informative statements is shown ia Table 19. For the

most part, the informative statements of the adults were similar to those of the

students. The vast majority of both the adults' (93.63 percent) and the stu-

dents' (90.1 percent) informative statements were instructional. In contrast,

the teachers made informative statements which had an instructional focus
just over half of the time (53.6 percent), with the remainder of their informa-

tive statements being comments on classroom logistics or reading aloud from

the text. The very few statements about logistics in the book-club discussions
(1.13 percent) sugge:4 that the discussions were far more free flowing and far

less scripted than the classroom discussions. As such, they resemble conver-

sations rather than classroom discourse. As Nystrand and Gamoran (1991b)
explain, one characteristic of conversation is that each turn proceeds from the

previous turn. In contrast, teachers who feel a strong responsibility to lead

discussions that get somewhere will have to make many more logistical

statements to keep students on track and to get them back on track when they

stray. Another difference appears in the women's discussion of So Long, See

You Tomorrow, which included a very high proportion of "read" statements.

In this discussion the group began with an unusually extended episode in

which they read and discussed reviews of the book. Although the adults

generally did not read much (5.2 percent), their reading was often different

from the reading that students did in their discussion. Wallace explained this

difference as follows: "[R]arely in a class would I get the chance just to read

a passage, and laugh about it with my friends, and just agree that this passage

is hysterical. Or to take pleasure in various characters and various situations
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Table 20

Knowledge Sources for Informative Statements by Percentage

Personal Text Context General Prior Other

Men's discussions
Catcher 19.3 62.2 3.8 7.6 7.1 0
A Theft 16.1 69.9 5.2 6.1 2.6 0.2

Women's discussions
Out of India 29.4 34.5 16.9 7.2 12.0 0
So Long 45.3 18.1 6.2 2.0 28.4 0

Average 27.53 46.18 8.03 5.73 12.53 0.05

that are just wonderful moments." The adults used reading as a way to share
these passages and these moments.

The knowledge sources that speakers used in their informative statements
are presented in Table 20. The most striking finding is the tremendous differ-
ence in the number of times the adults used their own lives as a source of
knowledge in their discussions (27.53 percent) as compared with the number
of times teachers (5.6 percent) or students (9.1 percent) appealed to this source
of knowledge. Both the men and the women regularly made sense of the text
in terms of their own lives. On occasion a group member had shared special-
ized knowledge immediately relevant to the situation of the text. For example,
only one of the men had attended prep school, and so he could make a unique
contribution to the discussion of whether Holden is a typical adolescent: "I
mean, I know, I knew literally people, you know that I, I went to high school
with, went away to prep school with, that got kicked out of school, did exactly
the same kind of stuff." Similarly, only one woman had been to India, so she
could make a unique contribution to the group discussion of Out of India: "I
was thinking about that while we were talking and debating because we were
on a bus going into the city, into Bombay, and there was a young woman
teaching, maybe it was a little ol-little older, I think, teaching, you know, at
the same time babies learn to reach out, and was teaching her how to beg, you
know, teaching the baby how to reach out and beg."

More often, however, group members shared more intimate connections
with the texts, and when they did so, they took some of the longest uninter-
rupted turns in the entire discussions. For example, in the discussion of A
Theft one of the men remarked:

Bellow was saying that-the whole, Clara is-thinks she found her inner
self but she's misled. And that's that's that's the deal, is that we all think
we find our inner. selves at various times hut, we, but we usually find out
that we haven't really come right on target. And nobody really, I mean I
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know that I don't know the little Joe Richards that's deep down inside
me because it changes all the time, and I, sometimes I think I'm right on
target, and then other times I realize that I really don't know what's going
on.

We see a similar kind of sharing by one of the women in the discussion of
So Long, See You Tomorrow:

One of the things we were just mentioning in our way was if there are
times for all of us that when we were younger we said or did something
and did or didn't realize the impact that it had on another friend in high
school and I was saying that when I went back to my twentieth high
school reunion, I was faced with hearing some things from people that I
was--didn't expect on either extreme. One woman came up to me and
basically said that I had practically saved her from doom because she was
not well liked by anybody and she wasn't in the popular crowd and she
was always felt out of it, and now twenty years later she's one of the most
gorgeous people I've ever seen, and she said that I was with the popular
crowd but that I gave her the time of day and made her feel like some-
thing. And then another friend whotold me about a little rift we had
and I was not so sweet to her, you know, and she said she was probably
responsible but I guess I snubbed her in science class pretty badly but it's
really funny and interesting and when you think back I think a lot of his
book to me had to do with memory and recallwhat memory is and how
it changes and what's important about it and what you do about it.

Although not all of the personal connections the group members shared
were so elaborated, such remarks regularly occurred in the book-club discus-
sions. As our previous studies suggest, they rarely occur in classes, at least not
from students. This problem is especially striking because, as Nystrand and
Gamoran (1991b) argue, students are genuinely engaged in reading to the
extent that the text addresses questions that students deem important and

to the extent that teachers help students relate their readings to their own

experiences.
The women's group used their lives as a source of knowledge substantially

more than the men did not because they talked about the text differently, but
because the women also discussed their experience of reading and their habits
of reading. topics that the men seldom addressed. These discussions also
account for the difference in the importance of prior instruction in the
women's discussions. (The raters coded all discussions of previous reading as
prior instruction.)

Interestingly, both students (8.2 percent) and teachers (10.3 percent) ap-
pealed to general knowledge more often than did the adults (5.73 percent).
This may be a result of teachers Attempting to build consensus by references
to media or contemporary culture. That is, if a teacher wants students to have
similar understandings of a character, that teacher might choose to relate the
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Table 21

Kinds of Reasoning for Informative Statements by Percentage

General-
Summary Interpretation Evaluation ization Other

Men's discussions
Catcher 25.3 42.9 7.5 24.1 0.2
A Theft 27.5 44.8 7.7 19.4 0.5

Women's discussions
Out of India 59.8 29.9 5.3 5.1 0

So Long 68.1 22.1 4.2 5.2 0.3
Average 45.18 34.93 6.18 13.45 0.25

character to a television character because students would be apt to have
similar views of television characters. On the other hand, the adult clubs were
far more interested in exploring difference than they were in reaching consen-
sus. Cindy, a member of the women's club for two years, made this clear:
"You know, it was, in fact, very enlightening to see that other people could
read something and be very bright, thoughtful people and get something
totally different than I got." If teachers do indeed use general knowledge to
build consensus, it is not surprising that the adults made far less use of this
source of knowledge.

As Table 21 suggests, there are a number of interesting differences between
the kinds of reasoning we observed in the reading groups compared with those
we observed in classrooms. The men summarized far less often (25.3 and 27.5
percent) than did the teachers (65.9 percent), most likely because the men
presumed that group members had an understanding of the literal level of the
text and so had to spend less time developing that understanding. When the
men used this type of reasoning, they did so to set up or to defend an
interpretation or a generalization. The same was true in the women's discus-
sions, although the high percentage of summaries (59.8 and 68.1 percent) does
not reflect this fact. The women's sharing of their experience as readers, a
characteristic of the discussions explained above, accounts for most of their
use of summary. A statement such as "And when I read it again now. I got a
little confused at first because I thought I was listening to the voice of another
character" is an informative statement that summarizes the speaker's own
experience. Interpretation played an important role in both the men's and
women's discussions, as it did in classrooms. However, both clubs (13.45
percent), especially the men's (24.1 and 19.4 percent), did much more gener-
alizing than did either the students (3.7 percent) or the teachers (1.0 percent).
The men generalized primarily to inform their disputes about the text. For
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example, this brief exchange is part of a much longer discussion of whether

Holden is an admirable character:

Wallace: We make, we make compromises and we're a lot phonier than

Holden
Adam: Oh, and yuu don't think he's going to make compromises? At
sixteen, we were all to some extent rebellious

Unlike the students in classroom discussions, the adults were authorized to

use theoretical speculation e'r,out what it means to be a human being. Because

the women's group featured more sharing and fewer disputes, they made less

use of this kind of speculation.

Responses

The nature of the responses that club members made to each other is indicated

in Table 22. Perhaps most notably, in the book-club discussions, members

were more likely to signal their feelings about what was said and far less
likely to respond in ways that maintained a distance between their personal
opinions and what was said. The adults were most apt to make positive

responses (48.58 percent) or negative responses (11.1 percent) to other club

members, both of which make the respondents' feelings clear. On the other
hand, the teachers were far more likely to keep themselves apart from the
discussion by simply acknowledging (16.2 percent) a statement, by restating

it (38.8 percent), or by asking for an explanation (12.8 percent). In fact,
disagreements occurred so seldom in classroom discussions that it was not

coded as a separate category. Although the adults (14.4 percent) and the
teachers (12.5 percent) had similar rates of elaboration, the nature of that
elaboration was substantially different. The adults' elaboration often occurred

in cooperative turns, in which members worked together to develop an idea.

In contrast, when teachers elaborated on students' words, they most often
co-opted them, using them to advance their own interpretation, rather than as

part of a collaborative effort. As one might expect, teachers orchestrated
discussions with their responses. However, they rarely evinced a personal

investment in what was being discussed.

Topics of Discourse

Of course, the microanalysis of the discussions cannot tell the whole tale, for

while it can indicate how the group members talked, it cannot indicate what
they talked about. The adults' discussions had an ethical dimension often

lacking in classroom discussions. For example, both of the men's discussions

centered on their appraisal of whether the main character was admirable.

Although the women's discussions were less clearly focused, they too were

-
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Table 22

Nature of Responses by Percentage

n of Acknow-
Units ledge Restate Positive Negative

Ask for
Expla-
nation

Elko-
ration Disagree

Men's discussions

Catcher 481 6.7 8.1 40.7 11.4 2.2 17.5 13.3

A Theft 381 4.2 5.2 47.8 14.4 8.4 11.3 8.7

Women's discussions

Out of India 114 7.0 7.9 59.6 12.3 0.9 10.5 1.8

So Long 175 6.3 11.4 46.2 6.3 10.3 18.3 1.1

Average 287.8 6.05 8.15 48.58 11.1 5.45 14.4 6.23

marked by such considerations. Allen sees this as one of the great strengths of
his group. He notes that the discussions give him unique opportunity to learn
about the other members, for in the discussions, he says, "I get to hear them
expound on, on moral or ethical views that they, they might not have occasion
to cover in our general friendship and conversation as well."

In Long's (1987) study of reading groups, she found a similar focus on
ethics. She notes that "for members of reading groups, stylistics and structure
matter much less than do believable characters that can provide them with
meaningful moral or psychological insights" (p. 29), an emphasis that she
argues is at odds with the practices of the academy. Although classroom
discussions of literature are likely to be grounded in New Critical practices
(Applebee, 1993) instead of the theoretical perspectives in vogue in universi-
ties, the excerpts we presented in Chapter 3 reveal that many of these discus-
sions, especially those in upper-track classes, are informed by the belief that
structure and stylistics are most worthy of study.

The Interviews

Three themes emerged from our analysis of the interviews: the importance of
the social aspect of the clubs, the importance of the equality among members,
and the spirit of cooperation that infuses the clubs.

The club members were outspoken in their belief that the social nature of
the clubs is an essential factor in their success. In every interview, club
members explained how much they enjoyed getting together with friends to
discuss books. But the clubs provide much more than simply a chance to get
together. Cindy explained it this way:

So I don't see it as being like a women's support group necessarily, but
there's something about it that thcrc is this real feeling of solidarity in the
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group that is really special. It's hard to characterize and I don't know if
it's the kind of thing that if one of us developed a terrible illness we
would all suddenly rally around and be bringing meals on a regular
rotation or that kind of support, but you know when you go there you're
going to be affirmed in a really, for lack of a better word, special way,
and I think everybody there sort of feels that way, or I hope they do.

Some of the feeling of solidarity no doubt comes because some members

had been friends before the formation of the book clubs. But some of that
solidarity is undoubtedly the result of friendships that formed through the

book clubs. And even when members were friends before they joined the

clubs, the clubs seem to have added an important dimension to those friend-

ships. As Allen noted,

I'm really interested to know what people I like and with whom I
socialize feel about a particular book or a particular character within the
hook. And, and it tells me a lot about my own friends, you know, in the
club when they say I admired this character or thought that character was

a jerk or, you know, that kind of thing, so, in that regard, that's one of the

things that, I get to see, or hear friends of mine, discuss particular
characters and why they do or don't like them.... Also there's a lot of
humor that, that comes out, because people sometimes have perspectives
you'd never either think about, or, perspectives that you wouldn't ascribe
to them, you know, a priori, without having this discussion or this access
to the hook.... I guess if people were to say well what is it about? What
do you guys do there? I guess I could say I get to know my friends a lot
better through these hooks and how they relate or react to them. That's
primarily, I guess, one of the big enjoyments, and then the, the other one
would he again, the, the idea that I get to see their, the perspectives they
might take on life's events, within the hook, and then relate them to their
own life's events or experiences.

Because of the nature of the topics of discussion, friendships form quickly,

and existing friendships deepen. The club members spoke not only of the
enjoyment they took from talking about these kinds of issues, they also spoke

of how important it was to talk about them with friends. In fact, all of the
members spoke of the importance of the equality of the club members as a

crucial feature of the club's success. As Joe said,

It's just, I think it's just from being with people that I've been friends
with ... as opposed to being in a classroom where it's a competitive
thing. There's no competition here or anything like that.

The notion of competition presumes the presence of evaluation; a num-

ber of the members spoke of the importance of being free from the per-
ceived threat of evaluation. As Henry explained, "I think that when I was a

student ... that if a teacher was running a discussion, that I would probably

he looking to try and give the teacher the answer he was looking for." Adam
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was outspoken in his belief that the presence of a teacher hindered the free
exchange of ideas: he noted that the book-club discussions are "better than
[college] in that one can speak one's mind freely without having to worry
about impressing, or alienating a professor." As a consequence, club members
feel free to be exploratory in their statements. As Adam further noted:

I mean I've always felt, I've always felt I just &lid, what I thought about
a book, or a character. But actually sometimes the positive thing is that I
might say something which I think is right. Or correct at the moment I
say it. And then people might say something which ... then I realize that
I was wrong. You know if I didn't feel uninhibited, I might not have said
the thing out loud, and therefore I may have continued to believe some-
thing that was incorrect, that only became apparent to me that it was not
correct by saying it.

Sam explained that the freedom group members feel allows them to use the
discussion to develop their thoughts, instead of merely stating them:

I that that's one of the things that I, I really do enjoy about the group, is
that people aren't shy; they just jump right in and say what's on their
minds. And I think they're not afraid to throw out ideas that maybe aren't
fully formed and developed. And that's one of the things I do really like
about it; you don't feel you have to have this intricately prepared thesis
in order to open your mouth. You can just kind of say what's on your
mind, and let it build if there's the opportunity for that, or just let it drop
if there's not.

The equality of the group members manifests itself not only in the groups'
freedom of expression, but also in the spirit of cooperation that infuses the
groups. As Ellen explained:

Oh, I think that everybody brings in something of interest and you walk
away, you know it's one thing to have your own schema or schemata, but
to listen to other people's thoughts about it just really I mean, it's like
reading a book and you're putting in this partit's part of the pie and
everybody else is putting in the rest of it and then you walk out with a
lot. It really enhances what you get out of a book.

Allen echoed this point:

There are all of these various, you know, four or five opinions that I get,
and different perspectives which really enhances what I know or see. I
get to compare that many more viewpoints.

This cooperation may even extend beyond the club's discussion. Molly ex-
plained that she benefits from having her colleagues in her head as she reads:

Well, I have to back up and say when I read a book for book group, I read
it mon. carefully. I picture all the way through it Cindy will like this
Ellen will like that.... All the way throughJan will really tune in on
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this, so that wl'en I leave, I've probably learned some things about the

book.

Taken together, the interviews suggest that club members develop a wider

variety of knowledge than students typically do in classroom discussions of

literature. Probst (1988) identifies five kinds of knowledge that can be gained

from literature: knowledge of self, knowledge of others, knowledge of texts,

knowledge of contexts, and knowledge of how to read. To be sure, club
members gained the kind of textual knowledge traditionally emphasized in

classroom discussions of literature. However, they developed the other four

kinds of knowledge as well, knowledge that Probst claims is too often ignored

in classroom instruction. Because the members felt free to explore their ideas,

they learned about themselves. By listening to the explorations of their
friends, they learned about others as well, both about their lives and about how

they read. And all of the club members spoke about how the context of the
clubin contrast to their experiences in the classroomencouraged this

learning.

Discussion

In the conclusion of his article, Probst (1988) wonders whether curricula and
instruction could reflect this expanded conception of knowledge. He argues

that if they are to do so, teachers must look beyond principles of literary

history and the New Criticism in their attempts to devise new curricula and

instruction. One place to look is at the differences between the authentic
activity of practitioners and what Brown, Collins, and Duguid (1989) call the

"ersatz activity" that often characterizes classroom tasks. In fact, the experi-

ence of the book club had important effects on the thinking of both of the
English teachers in the groups. Ellen, a teacher of English as a second lan-

guage, explains the effects this way:

But I've thought about a lot of things that we do in boox group and

how we do it and I've tried to put that in my classroom. I think in terms
of book group and how much more I get out of it when you're interacting
with the hook and with the group, and that's what I try to do.

Her experience with the book group helped Ellen realize that encouraging
interaction is critical if students are to get something out of classroom discus-

sions. This realization is especially striking because of how clearly it contrasts

with the practice of the teachers in Chapter 3. Although these teachers also

spoke about the importance of both encouraging interaction and getting some-

where, the tension they experienced in trying to achieve both goals suggests

that they see these goals as contradictory. In contrast, Ellen's experience in the

hook club helped her understand that the goals are instead complementary.
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The experience of the book group also caused Wallace, a middle school
teacher, to reflect on his teaching:

Well, it's inspired my, it's really expanded my understanding of how
I read. And in fact of where I ought to be taking my, my students. Because
I understand that even among adults, it's brought back to me more clearly
how varied the interpretations can be. And up until my experience, prior
to my experience in book club, my experience with other readers was
with other English students. Or with other graduate students. And I think
they tend to fall into patterns that we all take for granted.

And here I get a chance to see some people who who are adults, and
by any standard measure, have to be called literate. They're readers. And
yet they can they can walk in, and dismiss a book for some of the most
outrageous reasons but you know, it surprises me lots of times. So when
I reflect on my students, I'm more forgiving. I have become more
tolerant and I've, I've been more interested in getting them to develop
their interests, independently. And I'm less interested in, in going after a
line. Or a particular interpretation every single time we go out. Than I
used to be. I'm less neurotic about it. We still do plenty of rigorous work
in class, but I also see the value of establishingI'd like to establish
reading groups. Not, you know. not the traditional reading group, but I've
still got to find a way of getting them to work in friendly groups where
they would select what they want to read. I think it's a good model. For
pleasure reading. And, you know, the leader could rotate. They wouldn't
have to, to work the book to death. They could, just come up with some.
share some ideas, conic up with some interpretations, and move on to
another. No, I think it would be a nice catalyst for maintaining interest.

Most importantly, his experience in the book club has convinced Wallace
of the importance of ceding some of his authority to his students, something
that is essential if the kind of discourse that characterizes the book-club
discussions is to occur in the classroom. Students would have to be authorized
to talk and respond to each other. They would have to feel comfortable making
use of their personal experience, the source of information about which they
are most expert. They would have to understand that the classroom is a place
in which everyone contributes his or her "piece of the pie," a place in which
ideas are developed instead of tested, ideas not only about literature but also
about the world. In essence, his experience in the book club motivated Wallace
to make his classroom more democratic. Most obviously, this would be true
because he sees the need to share authority. But as Dewey points out, creating
a democratic classroom requires more than simply sharing authority.

In Democracy and Education, Dewey (1916) argued that democratic com-
munities have value for two fundamental reasons: (1) they are characterized
by numerous and varied points of interest among members, and (2) they
promote interplay with other social groups, in Dewey's view a prerequisite for
progress. As the club members revealed when they talked about the social
dimension of the clubs, the book clubs developed numerous and varied points
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of interest among their members, points of interest that primarily stemmed
from the group members' using their own lives as an important source of

knowledge in their discussion of the text:..
Beyond helping club members develop mutual points of interest, the dis-

cussions within the clubs enabled the participants to begin to internalize the

voices of the other members of the group. In Bakhtin's (1981) view this
internalization is characteristic of what he calls internally persuasive dis..

course. He argues that authoritative discourse, the kind of discourse that
occurs within schools and other contexts in which power is unequally distrib-

uted, "demands that we acknowledge it, that we make it our own" (p. 342). In

contrast. "the semantic structure of an internally persuasive discourse is not

finite, it is open; in each of the new contexts that dialogize it [that is, open it

up to alternative interpretations (see Holquist, 1981, p. 427)], this discourse

is able to reveal ever new ways to mean" (p. 346).
If our business as teachers is to help our students develop their own ways

to make meaning. this distinction between internally persuasive and authori-

tative discourse is a critical one. As Bakhtin (1981) explains, because authori-

tative discourse "demands our unconditional allegiance," it permits "no play

with its borders, no gradual and flexible transitions, no spontaneously creative

stylizing variance on it" (p. 343). Further, it is "indissolubly fused with its

authority" (p. 343), in this case the teacher in the school. In short, we cannot

expect that students will make the discourse of classroom discussions their

own by transporting it beyond the classroom into the other contexts in which

they think and talk about literature. On the other hand, internally persuasive

discourse is "affirmed through assimilation" (p. 345). As the experience of the

book-club members suggests. it "awakens new and independent words It

is not so much interpreted by us as it is further, that is, freely, developed.

applied to new material, new conditions" (p. 345).

In a manner of Speaking, the clubs also seemed to promote connections
between group members and those outside the group, Dewey's second reason

behind the value of a democratic community. Because they used their own

lives as a source of information, club members began to see the connections

between their personal experiences and the lives of the literary characters they

discussed, even though the circumstances of these characters often differed

markedly from their own. If we regard the literary characters as representing

a real community ofpeopleand the book-club members indeed treated them

as suchthen the book clubs served as the type of democratic community

envisioned by Dewey and rarely realized in classrooms.

We are not arguing that teachers should simply make their classes into
hook clubs. We understand that some of the factors that made the book-club

discussions successful are impossible to replicate in large-group discussions

in classrooms. The adults all wanted to attend and they brought with them
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more mature understandings and more varied experiences than our students
do. Further, as we noted in Chapter 3, students accustomed to traditional
patterns of discourse may resist our efforts to change. And as our study of
small-group discussions in Chapter 4 suggests, creating book clubs as one part
of an instructional program does not mean that those clubs will be free from
the influence of other classroom discussions, discussions that even Wallace
admitted are likely to be marked by "going after a line."

However, we are arguing that developing democratic classrooms depends
in large measure on creating contexts in which students use their life experi-
ences as they join their classmates in constructing meanings. Although this
study does not provide a clear answer of how to create these contexts, it does
suggest that the effort to create them is worthwhile. This study suggests
something else as well: the value of looking beyond our own experiences as
readers (see Zancanella, 1991) and the experience of experts in the academy
to the experience of adults who love to read and talk about books and to the
contexts that support their efforts.



6 Reading and Talking Together:
Responses of Adolescents
to Two Short Stories

Thus far, all of our studies have focused on describing and considering the
educational implications of speech genres. Our studies of a number of whole-
class discussions of literature from a variety of contexts suggest that these
discussions are indeed a relatively stable form of construction, what Bakhtin
(1986) calls a speech genre. Our analysis of small-group discussions of
literature suggests that in particular classrooms this relatively stable form
becomes even more determined, as teachers' personal styles influence the kind
of talk about literature that is seen as valuable. Our study of a different genre,
adult book-club discussions, suggests that discussions of literature can profit-
ably proceed in other ways.

Although Bakhtin's theories always stress the importance of the social
milieu, he also notes the importance of what he calls "voice," perhaps most
easily understood as the speaking personality. In our final study we consider
what attending to students' voices can teach us about the ways that people talk
about literary texts.

The Study

Students

Sixteen eighth graders participated in the study: four African American boys,
four white boys, four African American girls, and four white girls. The
students came from four different classes of one teacher. The diversity of the
teacher's classes, in terms of race, cla.,s, and academic achievement, charac-
terized the entire school.

Each of the teacher's classes was structured as a reading and writing
workshop, strongly influenced by Atwell's In the Middle. The majority of
students' instruction in literature therefore came through their reading of texts
they had selected, their writing about these texts in their literature logs, and

their discussing the texts with their teacher and student teacher.

Data Collection and Analysis

The study was conducted much the same way as Squire's (1964) classic study

of adolescents' responding to short stories. The students were audiotaped as
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they talked one-on-one with their student teacher while they read two short
stories, Morley Callaghan's "All the Years of Her Life" and John Bell Clay-
ton's "The White Circle." Depending on each student's preference, the meet-
ings took place in the library, cafeteria, or schoolyard during class time, study
hall, or after school. The student teacher read each story aloud as the students
followed along, stopping after each of five segments of the story. At this point,
the student teacher asked the students to share whatever feelings, ideas,
opinions, or reactions they had to that point. In the conversations that fol-
lowed, the student teacher encouraged the students to continue speaking
through the use of contentless prompts, for example, nods and phrases such
as "Anything else?" Before the students read one of the stories, they wrote a
journal entry about a relevant personal experience. Although the study was
modeled after Squire's, it differs in one important respect: students talked with
someone with whom they had a relationship rather than with a researcher they
did not know. Because the student teacher would not be assigning grades on
this activity or in the course, the perceived threat of evaluation referred to by
the adults in Chapter 5 should not have affected the students' responses.

After the audiotapes were transcribed, the students' responses were divided
into communication units and coded by the researcher using the same coding
scheme described in Chapter 2. A second rater coded a randomly selected
transcript from each of the four groups of students participating in the study.
The two raters agreed on 100 percent of the general discourse function coding,
80 percent of the source of knowledge coding, and 89 percent of the kind of
reasoning coding.

Results and Discussion

Because of the different kind of talk occasioned by this context, our analysis
here departs somewhat from the analyses in our previous studies. In the first
place, all of the students' communication units were either informative state-
ments or questions, and 746 of the 747 communication units had an instruc-
tional focus. (The one communication unit that had a logistical focus was
dropped from the analysis.) Second, because we consider the same sources of
knowledge and kinds of reasoning for questions and for informative state-
ments and because more than 97 percent of the communication units were
informative statements, we grouped informative statements and questions
together when we analyzed the sources of information the students employed
and the kinds of reasoning they used. Finally, because there were only negli-
gible differences in responses when students wrote before they read, we
grouped the writing and nonwriting conditions together as well.
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Table 23

Knowledge Source and Kinds of Reasoning
for Students' Informative Statements (n = 747)

Knowledge Source Kinds of Reasoning olc

Personal 31.3 Summary 23.3

Text 66.3 Interpretation 62.1

Context 0.5 Evaluation 12.9

General 0.9 Generalization 1.7

Prior 0.9

Source of Knowledge

As Table 23 indicates, the students based the majority of their responses on
the text, as was the case in all of the classroom discussions we analyzed.
However, the students in this study made far more use of their personal

experiences (31.3 percent) in their responses than did the students in classes

(9.1 percent), more even than the average of the four adult discussions (27.53
percent). Interestingly, when the students used their personal experiences,
their primary motivation was to help them understand the stories or make
moral judgments about the characters, although the format of the conversa-
tions would have allowed them to use the stories as springboards to talk about

what Squire (1964) calls irrelevant associations (see Smith, 1991a). Lem, for

example, used his personal experience to help him understand the ending of
"All the Years of Her Life." The story opens with a young man being caught

shoplifting by the druggist who employs him. When the druggist calls the

young man's mother, the young man worries about the kind of scene she'll
cause when she arrives at the store. But he is surprised. His mother demon-
strates a "kind of patient dignity," and the druggist fires the boy without
calling the police. When they leave the store, the boy attempts to speak to his

mother, but she cuts him off saying, "Don't speak to me. You've disgraced me

again and again." The story concludes with the young man's realizing the
hardships he had caused his mother as he watched her sitting at the kitchen

table straining to drink her tea. Lem noted,

I, I, I like at the ending 'cause it is just like 'cause, um, urn, like my mom,
she either sits down and watches TV. Like his momma at the end gets
something to eat and that's something, that's something to do. right? Like
watch TV. That's something to do and fix, urn, a cup of tea. That's
something to do and, um, like, feel sorry for what I did. And he is kind
of like sorry for what he did.
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Sometimes the students' use of their life experience caused them to ques-
tion the actions of the story, as Doug did: "I'm not sure I understand how she
can smile and everything at the clerk but when he comes, when they get home,
then start getting upset. But still if it was my situation, my mom probably
would, like be mad at me and she would probably tell my father too."

Students questioned not only the behavior of the characters, but also the
values that gave rise to the characters' behavior, a questioning that was
grounded in the values they brought to the story. We see this in Amy's
discussion of the mother:

She is a weak person . .. because she shouldn't, I mean I guess she can
worry about her kids and everything, but it seemed like she should have
her own life instead of just what her kids are doing. She could, like, she
has to learn that her kids' problems shouldn't always be hers. That, if they
are going tc get into trouble that is going to be their problem and they
should have to deal with it themselves. She shouldn't always bail them
out and she wouldn't he so unhappy if she wouldn't just involve herself
as much in all of it.

Another reason that these students made far more personal responses than
the students described in the teacher-led discussions in Chapters 3 and 4 is that
they describe their experience of reading, a sort of response that often oc-
curred in the women's book-club discussions but one that rarely occurs in
classrooms. Debbie, for example, after reading of how the mother success-
fully interceded with the employer after he had caught the young man stealing,
said. "Well, it kind of shocked me how nice he was being." The students
regularly shared their uncertainties, surprise, appreciation, and dismay as they
read.

Kinds of Reasoning

The students' interest in understanding the text can perhaps best be seen by
the kinds of reasoning they employed in their responses. As Table 23 indi-
cates, 62.1 percent of their communication units were interpretations, nearly
50 percent more than the proportion of interpretations students made in
large-group discussions (.'2.7 percent). Most often the students in this study
commented on the characters' actions and the implications of those actions, as
students' responses to "The White Circle" make clear. In "The White Circle"
Tucker, a boy from a wealthy Virginia family, recalls his conflict with Anvil,
the class bully and son of "a dirty, half-crazy. itinerant knickknack peddler."
He tells of the time he found Anvil sitting in his apple tree, a tree he had
chosen as his twelfth birthday present instead of a colt. In his rage over Anvil's
trespassing and his bullying, Tucker lures him into the white circle in the barn
with the promise of playing a game. Tucker's ' tther had painted the white
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circle to indicate the landing area for the hayfork that was suspended from the

roof. Tucker tells how he released the hayfork, which narrowly missed Anvil,

how Anvil slowly returned the apples he had stolen and walked away, and how

he ran after Anvil offering him back the apples. The story closes as Tucker

enters the barn and sees "the image of the hayfork shimmering and terrible in
the great and growing and accusing silence of the barn."

Many interpretations centered on understanding the characters in general

terms. as we see in Debbie's responding after hearing the first segment of the
story that Tucker "seems real sensitive." The students also speculated on the
characters' motivations, as we see in Jalinda's statements about Tucker: "It's
just sort of weird now. Ha, ha. Because like one minute he's nice to him and

then the next minute he's all mean and everything. Well, Tucker's like kissing

up trying to look like he's going to be nice to him." Some of these speculations
demonstrated a real empathy for the characters, as we see in Jerrod's remarks

about Anvil early in the story:

Hm, this Anvil, he, he doesn't want to look like a sissy or anything but
he wants, he wants to try to be his friend. You can tell because he says
he might play a little bit if it ain't some sissy game. But he said before
that I'm too big to play. But I guess he decided that he, if he wanted to
maintain the friendship, that he had better go along with hint.

Although the students seldom made responses that went beyond the world

of the text (only 1.7 percent of their communication units were gej,teraliza-

tions), their interpretations occasionally touched on major themafte issues.
Jerrod again provides an example in his final remarks on the story:

And the ending [Tucker] realized that the kid was really in need of a
friend and in need of some food, or something. And he just wasn't a big
old bully or something.... And he's well, felt sorry, he was real wrong
to do it. Maybe he thought of all the things he could do if he could go
back. He probably could just talk to him. And found out about it instead
of trying to do something crazy.

Interestingly, only 23.3 percent of their communication units were summa-
ries, substantially fewer than the average in the classroom discussions of
literature (42.7 percent). This difference is even more compelling because 65

percent of the students' summaries in this study were not summaries of the

text. Rather, they were summaries of their personal experiences or of their
experience reading the stories. In fact, only 8 percent of the total number of

students' responses were summaries of the text.
Instead, these students were more apt to evaluate (12.9 percent) the text

than were students in our studies of large-group discussions reported in
Chapter 3 (2.9 percent). Some of these evaluations were one-sentence en-
dorsements or criticisms of the story. Charles, for example, thought that "All
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the Years of Her Life" "was really good," while Matthew found it "a pretty
weird story." But not all of the evaluations were of this global nature. The
students also commented on the structure and the style of the stories. For
example, Jill complained about the beginning of "The White Circle": "I mean,
you know how a story is supposed to have a lead-in. I don't think this story
has a very good lead, since when you read it you think, I don't want to read
this." Nate pointed out how he enjoyed "the sentence that takes up most of a
paragraph that just keeps putting `and' in."

Discussion

When the students in this study had the freedom to respond in whatever way
they chose, their responses had a personal and moral dimension that is unchar-
acteristic of students' responses in large-group classroom discussions of lit-
erature. The responses of the students in this study suggest that they shared
the belief of most teachers that the primary purpose of reading literature is to
increase our understandings of both others and ourselves (Purves, 1981).

Paradoxically, however, while they seemed to share this belief with teachers,
they manifested their belief in language that would not be appropriate to the
speech genre of literary discussions.

Their departures may be a result of the fact that the students talked about
the stories while they were reading, and consequently they addressed concerns
that are seldom considered in classroom discussions of literature. Rabinowitz
(1991) argues that, because teachers teach texts that they have read before,
usually many times, they quite naturally (and perhaps even unconsciously)
emphasize retrospective interpretations, interpretations that seek to identify
the patterns that give shape to a text. He calls such readings "readings of
coherence." In contrast, when readers are reading a text for the first time, they
are much more concerned with what Rabinowitz (1987) calls "readings of
configuration," readings that seek to understand what will happen next, read-
ings that Rosenblatt (1978) would call "aesthetic," focusing as they do on
what readers are experiencing in the act of reading.

This distinction is important because it offers an explanation for the differ-
ences between the patterns of discourse that characterized the conversations
that these students had with their student teacher as compared with those that
tended to occur in classroom discussions. The classroom discussions centered
on readings of coherence. It makes sense, therefore, that teachers emphasized
textual details, for readings of coherence are based on these details. It also
makes sense that teachers asked students for summaries of the text, for only
by eliciting elaborate summaries of literal information can patterns be seen.
On the other hand, readings of configuration, the kind of reading most of us
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are interested in while we are engaged with a text for the first time, make more
use of interpretations and life experience. When we predict what a character
will do, for example, we base that prediction on our understanding of human
nature, on what we have done or would do in similar situations, or on what
people we know who remind us of the character have done or would do. By
emphasizing coherence over configuration, teachers therefore limit students'
opportunity to use their lives as the basis of their readings and as a conse-
quence may reduce the potential for discussions of literature to develop
connections among members of the classroom community.

Emphasizing coherence also reduces the potential ethical power of litera-
ture. Stories derive their ethical force from the characters' efforts to face moral
choices. As Booth (1988) explains, "In tracing those efforts, we readers
stretch our own capacities for thinking about how life should be lived" (p.
187). Our living through the choices of the characters is what makes our
efforts meaningful. We see this effort in Lem's remarks on "All the Years of
Her Life" and in Jerrod's response to "The White Circle." The students in this
study seemed to recognize the ethical power of literature. They were actively
and emotionally involved in the stories. Unfortunately, this kind of involve-
ment seldom occurs in classroom discussions of literature.

We can only hear students' voices when we allow them to emerge. And if
we understand voice as Bakhtin doesas the speaking personalitycreating
contexts that encourage students' voices presents a special challenge. This
study, as well as our study of book clubs in Chapter 5, suggests that, when
people talk about literature outside classroom settings, they share themselves
in a way they seldom do in classroom discussions of literature. Our challenge
as teachers, then, is to foster that kind of sharing in our classrooms as well.
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7 Summary and Conclusions

Summary

This book brings together four related studies of literature discussions, tied
together by their common focus and by the coding system (developed by
Marshall, 1989; see Chapter 2) used in the analyses. The research reported in
Chapter 3 analyzed teachers' and students' perceptions of discussions and
examined the patterns of discourse in teacher-led discussions of literature in
upper-track, middle-track, and lower-track English classes in urban and sub-
urban school districts in order to understand how those patterns contribute to
the ways in which students learn to think about literature. The study reported
in Chapter 4 analyzed the relationship between teacher-led discussions of
literature and the small-group discussions that follow them in an instructional
sequence. The research considered the extent to which the patterns of dis-
course in teacher-led discussions influenced the degree to which students
adopted their teachers' ways of speaking and thinking about literature when
discussing stories in small groups. The studies in Chapters 5 and 6 each
examined a different kind of discussion of literature that takes place outside
class: adults discussing books in their book clubs and eighth graders talking
one-on-one with their student teacher as they read two stories outside class.
These two studies looked at ways of thinking and talking about literature that
are not constrained by the conventions that govern classroom discussions.

The research was motivated by three questions: (1) What are the basic
patterns of talk about literature in these contexts? (2) What assumptions about
teaching, learning, language, and literature inform that talk? (3) What are the
important similarities and differences in the patterns of talk and in the pur-
poses for talk in these contexts?

A summary of our key findings follows.

Teacher-Led Discussions

I. In all three ability groupings, interviews with teachers revealed ten-
sions in their ideas about discussions of literature. Teachers in upper-track
classrooms explained that they wanted classroom discussions both to resem-
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ble a "jam session" and to "get somewhere," especially to a shared and

conventional interpretation. Middle-track teachers' responses also revealed

tension, but the tension existed because their vision of literature as a unique

vehicle for personal growth was at oddswith that of their students, only some

of whom were substantively engaged with literature. Teachers of lower-track

students felt a similar tension even more acutely. Their goal of engaging

students with literature on a personal level was often thwarted, both by their

students' lack of preparation and by their unwillingness to engage with any

material delivered through the school curriculum. For the most part. students'

perspectives on classroom discussions of literature paralleled those of their

teachers.
2. As a result of these tensions, the classroom discussions we studied did

not resemble the visions articulated by the teachers. Instead of the student-

centered discussions that the teachers envisioned, teachers controlled the flow

of the discussions. On average, their turns in discussions were two to five

times longer than those of the students. The nature of their questions deter-

mined the nature of the students' remarks. In addition, the teachers tended to

provide the context in which students' remarks became meaningful. Teachers

would typically weave the brief informative statements of the students into a

coherent discourse. Students' turns were intelligible only because of the

context that teachers provided for them.

3. Discussions were largely based on the text. On average, roughly two-

thirds of the contributions by both teachers and students drew on the text as

the source of information. Most informative statements consisted of summa-

ries of textual information or interpretations of the details of the texts.

Relationship between Teacher-Led and Small-Group Discussions

1. Because small-group sessions are but one episode in a long-term proc-

ess of interaction, they cannot be studied apart from the greater instructional

context in which they take place. The patterns of discourse in small-group

discussions are related to the patterns of discourse in the discussions that

precede them.
2. The manner in which a teacher supports student learning in large-group

discussions appears to affect the ways in which students interact with one

another in small groups. However, not all of the patterns of teacher talk

prepared students for the kinds of exchanges the small-group task called for.

Teachers who engaged students in the process of discussionparticularly
those whose orientations were consonant with the focus of the curriculum

exhibited several discussion-leading approaches that appeared to influence the
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language of students in small-group discussions. The following approaches
seemed to facilitate extensive small-group interactions: (I) prompting the
students to generate a contextual framework to guide their interpretation,
(2) prompting the students to elaborate their responses, (3) building on stu-
dent contributions to generate questions, and (4) making the process of analy-
sis explicit.

3. Activity is critical if learners are to internalize concepts and processes.
The students in this study adopted their teachers' analytic procedures only
when the teachers treated the discussions as a joint activity and encouraged
students' participation in the interpretation of literature. Modeling a means of
response without engaging the students was not sufficient for enabling them
to transfer a means of response to the small-group context.

Discussions of Literature outside Class

I. The ways that adults talked about literature in their book clubs and
eighth graders talked with their student teacher as they read stories together
outside class differed from classroom discussion of literature. However, there
were enough similarities among the kinds of talk that occurred and the pur-
poses shaping that talk to make these contexts reasonable sources of implica-
tion for teachers of literature.

2. When the adults talked about why they valued their book-club discus-
sions, they talked most often about the social aspect of the clubs, the equality
among club members, and the spirit of cooperation that infused the groups.
The patterns of discourse in the book-club discussions reflected these values.
The adults shared personal experiences, talked about important ethical issues,
and shared their experience as readers, all of which brought them closer
together. They felt free to offer tentative ideas and to respond to each other
vigorously and personally, things they had not felt free to do when they had
discussed literature in formal classroom settings. They worked together in
discussions in collaborative turns, and the way they read was affected by the
interests and stances exhibited by their friends.

3. When students talked with their student teacher outside class, they
appeared to be more substantively engaged than the students in the large-
group discussions we studied. They did more interpreting and evaluating and
less summarizing than their counterparts in the large-groupdiscussions. Their
talk was more personal. It also had a moral dimension often lacking in
large-group discussions of literature in that it tended to focus on under-
standing and evaluating the characters' actions, rather than on developing a
coherent statement of the whole.

1;)
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Conclusions

When we read the preceding summary, we became a bit worried. We offer a

critique of standard operating procedure. We offer alternatives. We seem to be

saying, "Wake up. Fix things." That's not what we mean to say. All of the

teachers we studied are very much awake. All believe at least to some extent

in the reader-oriented theories we discussed in Chapter I. Yet their belief that

discussions should emerge from students' interests and flow with the authority

of students' voices was rarely embodied in the actual discussions that took

place in their classrooms. Even teachers who overtly sought to change the

nature of classroom talk felt compelled to talk about literature through the

conventional language of analytic discourse.
To understand the tensions that force teachers away from their stated

beliefs and towards conventional ways of discussing literature, we need to

look to the ways in which the speech genre of classroom discussions of
literature is embedded in the institution of schooling. Classroom talk is shaped

by traditions that are centuries old and held dear by teachers, administrators,

parents, and other members of the community (Cohen, 1988). Bakhtin (1981)

might account for this wide and often unquestioned acceptance of the way

things are by referring to the "great historical destinies of genres" (p. 259) of

discourse that govern language in different settings. It is not surprising,
therefore, that teachers who seek change are likely to be thwarted not only by

institutional structures (Brown. 1991), but also by their own deeply instilled

sense of the "right" way for schooling to proceed.
Our research on small-group discussions and discussions of literature out-

side classrooms suggests that conventional patterns of discourse in classroom

discussions are not inevitable: that like the QWERTY keyboard discussed

earlier they only seen: right and proper because of their ubiquity. But the

salience of traditional patterns of discussion makes it easy for teachers to fall

hack into them even when they are working to change. Further, because the

speech genre of classroom discussions of literature has conditioned the ways

that students think about literature even when teachers invite them to respond

in new and different ways, students might refuse or fail to recognize those

invitations, as we described in Chapter 3. We have all had the experience of

leading what we thought of as a scintillating discussion only to have a student

ask a question about our "lecture." And as we have argued in Chapter 4, if

students are to learn new ways of talking about literature, they must be

actively engaged in doing so. Catch 22.
We don't want to end on a note of despair, however. Although we realize

that none of the studies we have presented provides simple or clear implica-

tions for practice, we think they do suggest a direction that holds promise. In

fact, the studies we report here have helped us more fully understand what
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might account for the potential of instructional approaches we have advocated
elsewhere. The influence of the speech genre of classroom discussions of
literature suggests that we are most likely to change the way that people talk
about literature in school not simply by changing the instructional moves we
make during discussions, but rather by devising activities and situations that
demand that teachers and students take on new roles.

These new roles require a very deliberate effort on the part of teachers to
vest authority in students' voices. The shift in authority must begin as part of
a fundamental rethinking of the roles and relationships of teachers and stu-
dents (Ackerman, 1993). But as the discussions of the teachers we reported in
Chapter 3 suggest, this fundamental rethinking may be overpowered by the
force of the speech genre unless it is accompanied by an equally fundamental
change in the kinds of activity engaged in by students and teachers.

In our own work, we have described ways to change the roles of students
and teachers in order to break away from conventional ways of thinking and
talking about literature. Jim Marshall (1987, p. 63), for example, has argued
that, if we change the writing students do after they have read, we can change
the kind of knowledge they employ while they are reading and talking about
literature. In his study, he considers the impact of changing a formal writing
assignment to a more personal prompt, as in the following two examples:

Formal: In "Just Before the War with the Eskimos" Ginnie's feelings
toward Selena appear to change. In a well-argued essay, use quotations
and other evidence from the text to explain why Ginnie has a change of
heart toward Selena.

Personal: In "Just Before the War with the Eskimos" Ginnie's feelings
toward Selena appear to change. Write an essay in which you explain
how your own feelings are affected as you meet some of the people who
populate Ginnie's life.

These changes may seem minor, yet our studies have helped Jim understand
that responses to the two prompts call on fundamentally different ways of
thinking and speaking about literature. The changes imply that the rules of the
classroom are not those to which students have become accustomed: textual
knowledge is not privileged over personal knowledge; coherence is not privi-
leged over configuration; and students must be active meaning makers. And
they enable students to break the rules of discourse that govern academic
thinking and writing, providing them with opportunities to respond to litera-
ture in ways that are similar to those described by adults and students outside
the classroom walls.

Peter Smagorinsky developed a different approach to diminish the likeli-
hood that classroom discourse would be authoritative. For many years in his
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own high school teaching, he engaged his students in drama, oral interpreta-
tion, improvisation, role playing, and other forums for talking about literature

that did not involve conventional discussion. His eventual reading of Gard-

ner's theory of multiple intelligences (1983) helped him realize that a power-

ful psychological framework supported such activities. From his reading of

Gardner he developed his own repertoire of classroom practices (Smagorin-

sky 1991, 1992) in which students break away from conventional logical and

linguistic ways of thinking and speaking in their construction of meaning.

Most activities he developed involve collaboration among students, allowing

them to use whatever speech conventions best enable them to express under-
standing and communicate. In addition to linguistic forms of expression, the
activities encourage students to express themselves creatively and artistically,
using dance, sculpture, music, and other media to represent their under-

standing of issues. Through conducting his study of small-group process and

placing it in the context of Jim Marshall's and Michael Smith's research, he

has gained a better understanding of the importance of these activities in
helping students to shape the discourse of the classroom. The activities en-

abled students to choose the vehicle and content of their expression and gave

their vernaculars legitimacy in "official" school projects. Once students real-

ized the value of their own language in their own activities, their language

began to enter into more "formal" discussions, particularly those in which

students controlled the floor. Just as the teacher's discourse from whole-class
discussions influenced students' discourse in small-group discussions, stu-

dent-generated discourse in collaborative activities gained authority in whole-

class discussions.
Michael Smith (199 / b) has described the benefits of putting interpretive

strategies at the center of the literature curriculum. He begins his justification

for this approach by studying the strategies that experienced readers employ

when they read. Our studies have helped Michael attribute the power of the

approach not just to the strategies students learn, but also to the way the
instruction challenges the relationship students and teachers tend to have with

the literature they discuss in class. Michael argues that the texts teachers use

to help students identify the interpretive strategies they need to understand a
particular genrestories with unreliable narrators, for exampleshould not
be canonical literary texts. Rather, they should be texts that students feel more

control of, texts like cartoons, songs, and brief monologues. He also notes that

putting strategies at the center frees teachers from the responsibility of pursu-

ing a particular interpretation, a responsibility that is at the heart of the
tensions felt by the teachers interviewed in Chapter 3. Hillocks (1989) has

found, in fact, that a strategy-centered curriculum results in classroom discus-
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sions which are less scripted than those we studied in Chapter 3, discussions
in which students control the direction and the teacher's primary role is to
encourage students to explain how they have gone about their journey, rather
than to make certain that everyone has arrived at the same destination.

This list is not exhaustive. It is not meant to be. We do not want to seem to
provide a recipe for easy reform; indeed, we know that the effort to reconcep-
tualize teaching and learning is great and often painful. We do want to suggest,
however, that a major benefit of the activities we have described is that they
do not cue the conventional language of interpretation and response. Instead,
they place a much greater emphasis on students' knowledge and experience,
on what they live through as they read, and on how they talk about their
response after reading. What we are suggesting is not so much that teachers
resist the speech genre we have described in our studies, though we applaud
such efforts, but rather that they subvert it by creating contexts in which it
does not apply.

We recognize in making this suggestion that our perspective on reexamin-
ing the inodel of teaching literature that prevails in schools may be at odds
with the rhetoric of school reform. Reform efforts of the last decade have their
genesis in worries about America's global competitiveness. Our interest in
classroom discussions of literature comes out of our belief in the ethical power
of literature, a belief in its capacity to help students understand themselves and
enter into harmonious relationships with others, the two fundamental goals of
education according to Rosenblatt (1938). But as Brown (1991) argues,

Our goals in modern schooling arc far more modest. Perhaps that is one
of our problems. Having a very limited, secular, utilitarian view of
literacyas a means to employment, for instancewe have invented a
kind of teaching that cuts literacy off at the roots, diminishing both its
appeal and its capacity to empower. By focusing on literacy as a practi-
cal, technical matter, we have reduced it. (p. 90)

We began this book by exploring the challenges presented by reader-ori-
ented literary theories and by social theories of learning. We close it with a
political challenge. We must work to articulate our goals not just in terms of
practical and economic benefits, but also in terms of the importance of devel-
oping democratic communities in our classrooms. We must also be advocates
for increasing the political power of teachers in their schools. As Brown
(1991) points out, schools and districts that are farthest along in developing a
literacy of thoughtfulness are also farthest along in creating conditions for
sustained inquiry and debate among the adults in the system. We know that it
is hard to bring the analytical attention we brought to the studies in this
volume to our considerations of our own classrooms. We know that as univer-
sity professors we are supported in and rewarded for taking a critical look at
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the language of schooling. And we understand that few teachers have that

luxury. Yet despite these difficulties, in fact because of them, we remain
convinced that changing the patterns of classroom discussions of literature

will be worth the effort. We look forward to the challenge.
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Appendix

The following excerpts illustrate the application of the coding system. The transcripts

are taken from Chapter 4 (see Smagorinsky & Fly, 1993). Each communication unit
is identified by the three levels of coding at the end of the unit.

Transcript #1: Teacher-Led Discussion

Mr. Harris: Roxanne, what happens after he jumps into the water?

[Question-Text-Describe]
Roxanne: He saves the girl. [Inform-Text-Describe]

Mr. Harris: Is it an easy saving? [Question-Text-Interpret]
Roxanne: No, because the current pulls them under. [Inform-Text-

Interpret]
Mr. Harris: That is described in great detail. [Inform- Text -Describe]
Why do you suppose the author describes the saving in such greatdetail?

[Question-Text-Interpret]

Karla: [inaudible]
Mr. Harris: It has to be arduous for anything to be important. [Inform
General-Generalize] It has to be difficult. [Inform - General - Generalize]
For example, if it were easy to play the guitar, we would all be Eric
Clapton. [Inform-General-Generalize] But all of us probably have sat
down with either our guitar or somebody else's guitar. [Inform-General-
Describe] The first thing you find out is that it sort of hurts and it is hard

to keep the frets down. [Inform-General-Describe] So you get one chord
and you struggle for a while, like, row, row your boat. [Inform-General-
Describe] You got to change it, and it is difficult. [Inform-General-De-
scribe] Now, if it is a matter of just hopping off a two-foot bridge into
three feet of water and saying, don't be silly, you're all right honey, that
is not going to he something that changes him very much. [Inform-Text-

Interpret]

Transcript #2: Small-Group Discus Sion

Ellen: [reads from story heuristic] "What characteristics does the pro-
tagonist have at the beginning of the story that you would call immature?
[Question-Text-Interpret] Give examples and explain why they are im-

mature." [Question -Text- Interpret]

Betty: 1 don't know. 'Other]
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Judy: Wait. I forgot the story. [Other] Let me get my book right here.
[Other]

Ellen: I think that at the beginning of the story, he thinks that to be
mature, he's going to be six feet tall, he's going to have arms of steel and
he thinks he's going to be in control. [Inform-Text-Interpret]

Judy: He watches TV too much. [Inform-Text-Interpret]

Ellen: And he thinks he's rebelling by eating grape seeds just because his
mother is not there. [Inform-Text-Interpret]

Ginny: Good answer. [Respond-Positive]

Ellen: Somebody else talk. [Inform-Classroom Logistics] Does anyone
else have any more reasons why he is immature? [Question-Text-Inter-
pret]

Betty: Nope. [Other]

Transcript #3: Teacher-Led Discussion

Patsy: He thought it was mature to, well, he was eating grapes and
staying up late with, he was eating grapes and grape seeds [Inform-Text-
Interpret) and staying up late [Inform-Text-Interpret] and watching TV
without his mother's approval. [Inform-Text-Interpret]

Mr. Stone: Okay, eating grapes and seeds and a couple of other examples.
[Respond-Repeat] He was staying up late. [Respond-Repeat]
Patsy: Yeah. [Respond-Positive]

Mr. Stone: And he was also [Respond-Request Elaboration]
Patsy: Watching TV. [Inform-Text-Describe]

Mr. Stone: And watching TV when told not to. [Inform-Text-Interpret]
And all these fall into the category of what? [Question-Text-Generalize]

Patsy: Huh? [Respond-Request Elaboration]

Mr. Stone: These all have in common something. [Question-Text-Gener-
alize]

Patsy: Well, disobeying. [Inform-Text-Generalize]

Mr. Stone: Okay, he was disobeying his mother. [Inform-Text-Describe]
All right. [Respond-Positive] Now what can you do with this?
[Question-Procedural-Metastatement] In other words, what are you try-
ing to tell us by bringing up these points? [Question-Procedural-
Metastatemen t]

Patsy: That he thought he was mature by disobeying his mother. [ Inform-
Text-Interpret] He thought it made him a more mature person and older
by doing things he wasn't supposed to do. [Inform-Text-Interpret]

Mr. Stone: Thought he was mature through these acts. [Respond-Repeat]
Okay, and what does Patsy think? [Question-Text-Interpret] Do you
agree with it? [Question-Text-Interpret]

Patsy: What? [Respond-Request Elaboration] No. [Inform-Text-Inter-
pret]
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Mr. Stone: Why not? [Respond-Request Elaboration]

Patsy: He was just showing how immature he is by doing that. [Inform-
Text-Interpret]

Mr. Stone: And what criterion of a definition of maturity are you using
to make this judgment? [Question-General-Generalize] Why is this, you
are saying that this is, in fact, immature even though he thought he was
mature? [Question-Text-Interpret] That is what you are saying, right?

[Question-Text-Interpret]

Patsy: Yes. [Inform-Text-Interpret]

Mr. Stone: Why? [Respond-Request Elaboration] You are saying he is
immature because of something and that because is your definition.
[Inform-General-Generalize] And what is it about your definition that
allows you to make this judgment? [Question-General-Generalize]

Transcript #4: Small-Group Discussion

Alicia: Is he actually immature for these [Inform-Text-Interpret] I

mean, how can you be immature? [Question-General-Generalize]

Patsy: It's, it's kind of like when you're not really mature until you're
[ Inform-General-Generalize]

Alicia: Until you're social? [Question-General-Generalize]

Rose: Well, yes. [Inform-General-Generalize]

Alicia: So, a person's shy so they'resocial? [Question-General-Gener-
alize]

Parsv: It takes maturity to he social. [Inform- General- Generalize]

Alicia: No. [Inform-General-Generalize(

Patsy: Yes it does. Inform-General-Generalize]

Alicia: No. (Inform-General-Generalize]

Patsy: Well, a four-year-old is not mature and does she come, or he or
she conic out and like say, "Hi, my name is so-and-so. Would you come
out and play with me?" [Question-General-Generalize]

Ruse: Yeah. [Inform-General-Generalize]

Alicia: Yeah, but I mean, no, I don't think you have to he social to he
mature. 'Inform-General-Generalize] I think there are lots of people who
are. (Inform-General-Generalize] But you're not as successful if you
keep to yourself. [Inform General- Generalize]

Patsy: Yeah, but that [Other]

Ruse: But you are not as successful when you are, when you keep to
yourself. [Inform-General-Generalize]

Alicia: So you have to be successful to he mature, too? [Question-
Generi.i-Generalize]

Ruse: Yes. [Inform General- Generalize]

Alicia: Why? [Respond-Request Elaboration]
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Rose: I mean, not really successful, I mean, you have to [Inform-
General-General i ze]

Alicia: In what way successful? [Respond-Request Elaboration]

Rose: I don't mean like aspiring, I mean like you don't have to be rich
and a billionaire or anything. [Inform-General-Generalize]

Alicia: Yes. [Inform-General-Generalize]

Rose: You just have to like, you can work in a bookstore and be success-
ful [Inform-General-Generalize] I mean, it depends on what your
standards are. [Inform-General-Generalize]

Alicia: Yeah but if you worked in a bookstore and you were shy and
you were antisocial, you're still not mature? [Question-General-
Generalize]

Rose: You really wouldn't be. [Inform-General-Generalize]

Alicia: Why? [Respond-Request Elaboration] Yeah, but I don't under-
stand why. [Respond-Request Elaboration]
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Collaborators

Helen Dale is assistant professor of English at the University of WisconsinEau Claire
and director of the West Central Wisconsin Writing Project. She has taught high
school English and works with preservice teachers. Her research interest is in
collaborative writing, about which she writes and makes presentations.

Richard H. Fehlman is assistant professor of English education at the University of
Northern Iowa and was a high school English teacher for more than twenty years.
In addition to writing journal articles and hook chapters, he chairs NCTE's Assem-
bly on Media Arts and is at present working on a hook about movie pedagogy,
Processing Film: Reasoning with Students about Movies. He makes presentations
regularly at NCTE conventions and affiliate conferences and is editor of the Iowa
English Bulletin.

Pamela K. Fly is an instructor in the College of Education at the University of
Oklahoma and works with student teachers and clinical instructors through the
Office of Field Experiences. She received her Ph.D. degree in English education
from the University of Oklahoma in 1994. Her recent publications include an
article, with Peter Smagorinsky, "The Social Environment of the Classroom: A
Vygotskian Perspective on Small Group Process" in Communication Education.
She taught high school English and was a librarian for ten years in Missouri and
Arkansas.

Ruth A. Frawley teaches sixth-, seventh-, and eighth-grade English in Madison.
Wisconsin. A member of NCTE and the Wisconsin Council of Teachers of English,
she is completing her master's degree in curriculum and instruction at the Univer-
sity of WisconsinMadison.

Suzanne E. Gitomer teaches eighth-grade English at Round Valley Middle School in
Clinton Township, New Jersey. She received her master's degree in English edu-
cation from Rutgers University in 1993.

Mary Beth Hines is assistant professor at Indiana University, where she teaches
courses in English education. She has taught and conducted research in high school
and college English classes. She is currently exploring how pedagogical frame-
works developed with feminism, Marxism, and reader-response theories might
concurrently enrich classroom inquiry as they promote social justice.

David E. Wilson is associate professor of education and English at the University of
NebraskaLincoln. He has taught English and journalism in public and private high
schools in Afghanistan, Missouri, Pennsylvania, and Iowa. In addition to journal
articles and hook chapters, he has authored Attempting Change: Teachers Moving
from Writing Project to Classroom Practice. His recent work with Joy Ritchie
focuses on the uses of narrative and the development of understandings of English,
as well as teaching preservice English teachers.
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Titles in the NCTE Research Report Series

NCTE began publishing the Research Report series in 1963 with The Lan-

guage of Elementary School Children. Volumes 4-6, 8-12. 14, 17, 20, and 21
are out of print. The following titles are available through the NCTE Catalog.

Vol. Author and Title

1 Walter D. Loban, The Language of Elementary School Children (1963)

2 James R. Squire, The Responses of Adolescents While Reading Four
Short Stories (1964)

3 Kellogg W. Hunt, Grammatical Structures Written at Three Grade Lev-

els. (19651

7 James R. Wilson, Responses of College Freshmen to Three Novels
(1966)

13 Janet Erie. The Composing Processes of Twelfth Graders (19711

15 Frank O'Hare, Sentence Combining: Improving Student Writing without
Formal Grammar Instruction (1973)

16 Ann Terry, Children's Poetry Preferences: A National Survey of Upper
Elementary Grades (1974)

18 Walter Loban, Language Development: Kindergarten through Grade 12
(1976)

19 F. Andre Favat. Child and Tale: The Origins of Interest (1977)

22 Judith A. Langer and Arthur N. Applebee, How Writing Shapes Think-
ing: A Stud of Teaching and Learning (1987)

23 Sarah Warshauer Freedman. Response to Student Writing (1987)

24 Anne DiPardo. A Kind of Passport: A Basic Writing Adjunct Program
and the Challenge of Student Diversity (1993)

25 Arthur N. Applebee. Literature in the Secondary School: Studies of
Curriculum and Instruction in the United States (1993)

26 Carol D. Lee. Signifying as a Scaffold for Literary Interpretation: The
Pedagogical Implications of an African American Discourse Genre
(1993)

27 James D. Marshall, Peter Smagminsky. and Michael W. Smith, The

Language of Interpretation: Patterns of Discourse in Discussions of
Literature (1995)
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